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The decreasing cost of projectors has enabled the creation of high resolution wall-sized

displays by tiling multiple projectors together. Wall displays are interesting from an

interaction perspective since their extended surface and high resolution allow the pre-

sentation of large amounts of data that may be viewed and interacted upon at close

proximity. These characteristics also give rise to some unique challenges that we ex-

plore in three interaction design explorations: organizing the layout of content spread

across large distances can be tiresome, repeated reaching for simple selection tasks can be

tedious, while tracking visual changes across the display surface may prove problematic.

In the first design exploration, layout management and context switching is achieved

using alternative views of different areas on the display. We introduce a new framework,

used first to instantiate examples of existing techniques, and then as a catalyst for de-

veloping three new ones. The most promising new technique was preferred to traditional

approaches by the majority of users when performing a layout management, comparison

and context switching task.

In the second design exploration we present and evaluate in a pilot user study a

set of new techniques, which facilitate access to areas of the display that are difficult

to reach without significant physical movement, by copying remote content close to the

user. Through our findings we identify desirable design properties specifically for remote

reaching designs, used to refine our most promising technique. The refined technique
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outperformed existing approaches in multiple target selection tasks.

Our last exploration aids the identification and understanding of dynamic visual

changes happening out of the user’s sight. We propose a mechanism for storing and

revealing hidden changes, explore its design space, and perform an informal user feed-

back session on a wall display prototype. Users preferred the technique to no buffering

for a game task and chose the buffered history to be presented both statically and as an

animation.

Individually, each design exploration contributes significantly to the specific inter-

action aspect it investigates. Together, they demonstrate how careful design may lead

to general-purpose techniques that can benefit any type of application performed on

wall-sized displays.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Computer input and output technology has evolved in the last decades, allowing for

computer environments that range from really small mobile displays of a few centimeters

(for example digital watches, cell phones and PDAs) to very large embedded displays of

several meters (like digital whiteboards, public interactive displays and digital tabletops),

with trends towards even smaller and larger display sizes [Fitzmaurice et al., 2003].

In particular, large sized displays have emerged as valuable tools in visualization and

interaction with medical data [Hibbs et al., 2005], brainstorming and meeting facilitators

[Elrod et al., 1992, Pedersen et al., 1993], awareness monitors [Greenberg and Rounding,

2001, Bardram et al., 2006a], and industrial design canvases [Balakrishnan et al., 1999]

among others. As the amount of manipulated information increases, these and other

application domains may benefit from larger display sizes. Prior research has identified

benefits of using large display real-estate in navigation [Tan et al., 2001, Baudisch et al.,

2002, Tan et al., 2003, 2004a, Ball and North, 2005a], information memorization and

recall [Tan et al., 2001, Lin et al., 2002], multi-tasking [Czerwinski et al., 2003], as well

as general usability benefits [Grudin, 2001, Ball and North, 2005b]. Given the desire for

increased display size and advancements in input and rendering technology, interactive

displays will likely reach a “wallpaper” phase in the future, with sizes that cover entire

1
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Figure 1.1: The Large Display Wall in DGP lab. The wall display is 5 x 2 m (16’ x 6’)

with an effective resolution of 6144 x 2304 pixels.

walls and present vast amounts of data. In the literature the term ”large display” refers to

either vertical board displays or horizontal tabletop displays of different scales. Although

some points raised in this thesis apply to large displays of different orientations and scales,

our focus is on vertical, wall-sized displays (approximate size of 5 x 2 m), like the one

seen in Figure 1.1.

Recently, the decreasing cost of projectors and LCD displays has enabled the con-

struction of such wall displays by tiling multiple projectors [Funkhouser and Li, 2000,

Guimbretière et al., 2001, Raskar et al., 2002, Baar et al., 2003] or smaller LCD screens

[Ball and North, 2005b, Johnson et al., 2006] to form a single image. These high-resolution

wall displays (resolution of more than 6000 x 2000 pixels) are interesting from an inter-

action perspective in that they enable users to view high quality imagery even when they

are up-close to the display. In contrast, single projector systems at that scale are not
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suitable for up-close interaction as the image appears too pixelated.

Research on non-interactive surfaces [Lund, 1997] has demonstrated that users pre-

ferred viewing large surfaces at distances farther away than that of direct touch, in order

to simultaneously see more content. Nevertheless, it has been observed that in dynamic

settings users tend to move as close to the large displays as possible in order to interact

with them up-close [Brignull et al., 2004, Hawkey et al., 2005]. While interacting up-

close with wall displays, it is possible that the unique affordances and benefits of direct

input [Sears and Shneiderman, 1991, Shneiderman, 1991] are coupled with the transfer

of regular whiteboard knowledge and familiarity.

Due to recent technological advances, such touch sensitive and pen-input enabled

wall displays have become a commercial reality by companies like SMART Technologies

(http://smarttech.com/), making up-close interaction with wall displays an interesting

topic worthy of further research.

Wall displays differ in scale from other direct input interactive surfaces, giving rise

to unique challenges. For example some areas of the display are unreachable by the user

without a substantial amount of motor effort. Interaction with these remote locations

can be particularly challenging, for example in settings where the user needs to rearrange

multiple objects that are placed outside arms reach; or impossible, for example when areas

of the display are inaccessible physically (for instance, very high up), or socially (blocked

by another user).

Moreover, as users interact at close proximity to the display and depending on their

viewing angle, certain locations may be partially or completely invisible. Invisible loca-

tions may cause problems when data dynamically change without the user seeing them.

Thus keeping users appraised of changes in the periphery at all times may prove chal-

lenging, as visual changes on the extended surface of wall displays can go unnoticed.

These issues become increasingly important as existing applications and interfaces

designed for smaller displays are mapped onto larger surfaces (an issue identified early on

http://smarttech.com/
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by Pedersen et al. [1993]). Attempting to address some of these limitations, we consider

a set of design goals (Section 2.6): we advocate the use of application and data agnostic

designs that can benefit all types of applications or interactive primitives; we discuss the

need to minimize user effort, both physical in terms of movement, but also mental, in

terms of recall; and finally the need for predictable and consistent designs. We follow

these goals in three design explorations of techniques that facilitate layout management

and context switching across large distances, aid access to remote locations, and reveal

invisible changes in wall displays.

Before presenting in detail our design explorations, we provide background on large

display interaction by surveying the literature and further discuss our proposed goals in

the next chapter.

Our first design exploration (Chapter 3) focuses on the issue of comfortably rear-

ranging multiple remote objects and switching focus between different remote areas. To

permit layout management and context switching close to the user, we propose using

alternative views of remote display locations as interaction shortcuts to these locations.

We first present a framework that describes existing work on alternative views and may

inform their design in the context of wall display interaction. Based on this framework

we then introduce three new interaction techniques, and later refine the design and ex-

plore the use of the most interesting one through two user studies. Our results indicate

that shortcuts to remote areas in the form of shortcut views are a promising alternative

to walking while performing layout management and context switching tasks on wall

displays.

In the second exploration (Chapter 4) we examine new designs that aid reaching

across large distances, by copying interactive proxies of remote content close to the user.

Based on observations from a pilot user evaluation of these designs, we refine our initial

design goals and identify new ones that are appropriate for remote reaching techniques.

These goals are then used to further improve the most promising of the discussed designs.
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When evaluated, our refined design is shown to be more efficient than existing reaching

practices in multiple target acquisition tasks on wall displays.

Revealing dynamic visual changes happening out of the user’s sight is the focus of

our third design exploration (Chapter 5). We propose buffering all visual changes in

locations invisible to the user and revealing them at a later time. We explore the design

space of this new technique in detail, and obtain comments on its use and on different

design variations through a preliminary user feedback session. Our approach provides a

first step towards identifying and understanding invisible visual changes on wall displays.

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes our conclusions, contributions, and potential future

research directions.

1.1 Thesis contributions

Outlined here are the main contributions of this thesis:

Chapter 3

1. Introduction of the canvas portal framework, to aid in the classification, improve

the design, and lead to the creation of new techniques that use shortcut views of

remote locations.

2. Presentation of designs for context switching and layout management based on

the framework, as well as the evaluation and graphical depiction of the interaction

patterns using one of these designs.
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Chapter 4

3. Design of a new remote reaching technique for large displays, the vacuum, that

fluidly supports both complex and simple selection behavior.

4. First systematic evaluation of such a remote reaching technique in the presence of

distracter targets.

5. Identification and enumeration of design guidelines for remote reaching techniques.

Chapter 5

6. Characterization of conditions where information is not seen by users.

7. Proposal of mnemonic rendering, an application agnostic approach for storing and

restituting unseen visual changes.

8. Thorough exploration of the design space of mnemonic rendering and an informal

user feedback session.



Chapter 2

Background

The term ”large display” has been used over the years to characterize both fairly large

seamless display surfaces created by tiling multiple projectors [Funkhouser and Li, 2000,

Guimbretière et al., 2001, Raskar et al., 2002, Baar et al., 2003], and multi-monitor

configurations [Ball and North, 2005b, Johnson et al., 2006] with seams due to their

bezels. As observed by Robertson et al. [2005], the former commonly use pen or touch

input as means of interaction, while the later use the familiar keyboard and mouse setting.

Although our work focuses on seamless interaction surfaces, issues discussed in this thesis

often affect multimon (multiple monitor) configurations.

While some research on seamless large displays examines environments integrating

both digital tables and whiteboards [Geißler, 1998, Streitz et al., 1999, Forlines et al.,

2006a] or multi-display environments [Tani et al., 1994, Rekimoto and Saitoh, 1999,

Johanson et al., 2002b, Baudisch et al., 2004, Hinckley et al., 2004, Nacenta et al., 2006],

the main body of interaction research revolves around either tabletops or vertical displays,

which exhibit different characteristics and interaction challenges.

Direct touch digital tables have emerged as interaction surfaces since work by Buxton

[1997]. Technological advances in direct input have enabled the creation of interactive

tables ranging from two point [SmartTechnologies, 2006] to multiple point sensing [Reki-

7
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moto, 2002, Han, 2005], and multiple user detection capabilities [Dietz and Leigh, 2001].

Research conducted in the field includes multi-finger and whole hand gestural interac-

tion techniques for digital tabletop surfaces [Wu and Balakrishnan, 2003, Wu et al., 2006,

Morris et al., 2006], techniques for multiple users on circular tables [Vernier et al., 2002,

Shen et al., 2002], interaction both on top, but also under digital tabletops [Wigdor et al.,

2006], as well as the investigation of territoriality issues while interacting on physical and

digital tables [Scott et al., 2004, 2005, Ryall et al., 2004, 2006]. Interaction with vertical

displays, such as wall displays, differs from tabletops since their vertical configuration

enables data to be viewed and interacted upon not only from different viewing angles,

but also from different distances.

2.1 Interaction with wall displays

This section describes work relevant to wall display interaction, often developed for

smaller vertical displays (like white-board sized displays), still considered ”large dis-

plays”. Interaction on wall displays falls mainly under two categories: remote and up-

close interaction. Although the focus of this thesis is up-close interaction, we will briefly

go over work in both categories to present a broader view of current interaction research.

2.1.1 Remote interaction

Apart from the traditional keyboard and mouse input metaphor [Johnson et al., 1989,

Johanson et al., 2002a,b, Izadi et al., 2003, Ball and North, 2005b], other types of input

that are decoupled from the actual display have been proposed for vertical displays in

general. Among the first remote interaction devices are isotonic flying mice or hand held

isometric input devices [Zhai, 1998, MacKenzie and Jusoh, 2001], that do not require

the device itself to move in 3D space. More recently, Soap [Baudisch et al., 2006a], a

mouse that can be operated in midair, and a set of appropriate interaction techniques

was used as remote input for wall displays. Finally, Malik et al. [2004, 2005] introduced
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a vision based touch-pad that can be used as an input device for a remote wall display.

Some of these approaches require the user to rest her arms on a desk and may thus

be more comfortable to use over prolonged periods of time than direct interaction by

either pointing or touching the display. But they confine the user to a single sitting and

viewing position potentially wasting display space [Ball and North, 2005b]. Moreover,

decoupling input and output takes away from the immediacy of direct manipulation

[Sears and Shneiderman, 1991, Shneiderman, 1991] and may cause confusion over the

location of the input pointer on the extended display surface [Robertson et al., 2005, Ball

and North, 2005b]. Finally, remote interaction in general prevents the use of the full

resolution of the wall display.

Remote pointing has also been investigated as display input, particularly direct hand

pointing [Bolt, 1980, Hinckley et al., 1994, Zhai, 1998, Grossman et al., 2004, Vogel and

Balakrishnan, 2005] and the use of laser pointers [Kirstein and Muller, 1998, Winograd

and Guimbretière, 1999, Olsen, Jr. and Nielsen, 2001, Myers et al., 2002, Matveyev and

Göbel, 2003], discussed bellow.

The seminal ”put-that-here” work by Bolt [1980] investigated the combination of di-

rect pointing and voice to disambiguate context, while Hinckley et al. [1994] and Zhai

[1998] focused mainly on issues when using the hand for 6 DOF tasks. Direct pointing

techniques have also been developed in the VR community [Pierce et al., 1997, 1999,

Bowman and Hodges, 1997], with selection usually performed through the use of a but-

ton. Finally, Grossman et al. [2004] and Vogel and Balakrishnan [2005] proposed direct

pointing and selection techniques that do not require buttons or other physical aids. Di-

rect hand pointing is a very natural mechanism for referring to remote content [Kendon,

2004] and does not necessarily require any physical input device [Vogel and Balakrish-

nan, 2005]. But it may prove inaccurate due to hand jitter (observed repeatedly in laser

pointer interaction [Myers et al., 2002]) and uncomfortable since there is no physical

surface to provide hand support [Hinckley et al., 1994, Wang and MacKenzie, 2000].
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Kirstein and Muller [1998] introduced the use of laser pointers as input devices for

large projected surfaces, mainly focusing on technical aspects of tracking. Winograd and

Guimbretière [1999] later presented a gesture based interaction system for laser pointers

that accommodates both up-close interaction (tip-positioning mode) and remote display

interaction (beam-positioning mode). Similarly Parker et al. [2005] investigated the use

of a stylus in tabletop interaction for both direct touch and remote pointing, by casting a

virtual ray. As was generally shown [Myers et al., 2002] laser pointer interaction is inac-

curate at a distance due to hand jitter, an issue Olsen, Jr. and Nielsen [2001] attempted

to address through a series of cleverly designed laser pointer interaction techniques op-

timized to avoid hand jitter as much as possible. Apart from inaccuracy, laser pointer

interaction also suffers from lack of hand support, leading to fatigue over extended use.

Less common devices have also emerged as remote input mechanisms. Wilson and

Pham [2003] used a wand to control a motor actuated laser beam in an augmented

environment, while VisionWand [Cao and Balakrishnan, 2003] provided inexpensive input

for a wall display with a set of interaction techniques using 3D position and orientation

information. Jiang et al. [2006] used cameras to interact with a wall display, while in

work by Forlines et al. [2005] and Cao and Balakrishnan [2006] interactive surfaces were

both projected and interacted upon using a hand-held projector. These approaches,

albeit innovative, often introduce uncommon interaction paradigms for casual commonly

performed tasks. Moreover they suffer form hand jitter since they operate in mid-air and

are in general not well suited for detailed and prolonged manipulation. Rather they are

aimed at brief course grained interactions. Similarly, accuracy and fatigue issues affect

face tracking interaction [Nakanishi et al., 2002] on wall displays.

Thus there are tradeoffs when using remote interaction techniques. Some, such as

pointing, are natural but fatiguing during prolonged use. Others, such as the mouse,

are comfortable but confine the user to a single viewing position. Finally, all remote

interaction techniques do not take full advantage of the resolution of the display.
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2.1.2 Up-close interaction

Liveboard [Elrod et al., 1992] from Xerox was the first step toward a large vertical dis-

play integrating pen input. The Tivoli project [Pedersen et al., 1993] presented the first

interface built specifically for a whiteboard display (the Liveboard) used in brainstorm-

ing settings, while Moran et al. [1997] proposed techniques for organizing and structuring

material on a Liveboard for informal meetings. Although the above work presented group

use scenarios, the interaction component was always performed by a single user. Work

by Mynatt et al. [1999] also presented a digital whiteboard that served the function of a

personal whiteboard in a semi-private office space, being clearly a single user interface.

Finally, Guimbretière et al. [2001] described a wall display setting used as a brainstorm-

ing aid, and discussed techniques for fluid in-place interaction. Although most of this

original work was focused on small size whiteboards, issues such as unreachable content

were identified early [Elrod et al., 1992]. Swaminathan and Sato [1997] also identified

problems arising due of the scale of wall displays, including pointer movement and control

challenges over large distances. They proposed using a small-scale model of the display

and its contents to specify pointer movement in the wall display.

Apart from general work on up-close interaction, in recent years researchers have

focused on specific wall display challenges, such as comfortably moving content across

accessible [Rekimoto, 1998, 1997] or inaccessible areas [Baudisch et al., 2003a, Hascoët,

2003, Collomb and Hascoët, 2004, Scott et al., 2005, Nacenta et al., 2005], or in general

interacting with remote locations [Tan et al., 2004b, Khan et al., 2004]. Because these

designs are relevant to the work presented in this thesis, we will discuss them in detail

in the following sections.

Work by Lund [1997] has demonstrated that users preferred viewing non-interactive

surfaces further back than comfortable direct touch distances, to perceive more displayed

information. On the other hand, in dynamic settings users seem to move as close to large

displays as possible to interact with them [Brignull et al., 2004, Hawkey et al., 2005].
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Despite tradeoffs between the amount of viewed content and direct up-close interaction,

most large display environments relay on direct touch or direct pen input [Robertson

et al., 2005] (although some recent work [Brignall and Rogers, 2003, Vogel and Balakr-

ishnan, 2004] discusses transitions from remote to up-close interaction).

As mentioned by Sears and Shneiderman [1991] and Shneiderman [1991], direct dis-

play input is a familiar and natural means of interaction and hand-eye coordination is

easy to achieve. Nevertheless, prolonged use of a vertical display while standing up may

result in fatigue. There is thus a second type of tradeoff, that of direct up-close interac-

tion vs fatigue from prolonged use. The assumption throughout our work is that users

interacting up-close with a wall display will do so in somewhat limited time intervals in

order to manipulate content or view information in detail, and occasionally move further

back for viewing. Although the exact timeframe for continuous use of wall displays will

greatly depend on the task, we expect 1-2 hours at a time followed by sitting breaks is

a reasonable estimate, based on existing practices of professionals (ex. teachers, nurses),

that spend most of their day standing [Beynon and Reilly, 2001, Tissot et al., 2005].

Recent technological advances have made touch sensitive wall displays a commercial

reality by companies such as SMART Technologies, making up-close interaction with wall

displays an interesting research aspect of the field.

2.2 Applications for interactive wall displays

This thesis focuses on designs for up-close interaction with wall displays. Before deter-

mining the design goals that inform our design exercises, we must first characterize the

types of applications that will likely make use of this emerging technology. These appli-

cations can provide insights as to some of the types of general, low level tasks that will

be performed on wall displays.

A variety of direct manipulation tasks performed on physical walls and whiteboards

http://smarttech.com/
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have been identified early on as potential applications for vertical large displays. These

include content creation tasks over large canvases, as in classroom scenarios [Abowd

et al., 1998] (Figure 2.1(d)), brainstorming and meeting settings [Elrod et al., 1992,

Pedersen et al., 1993, Fitzmaurice et al., 2005], planning [Trimble et al., 2003], artistic

creations [Balakrishnan et al., 1999, Buxton et al., 2000] or design processes [Guimbretière

et al., 2001] (Figure 2.1(b)). Organizational tasks traditionally performed on large phys-

ical surfaces, such as magazine layout or story-boarding (Figure 2.1(a)), are also likely to

be transferred to the digital medium as the technology becomes more readily available.

Wall displays have also been used in time critical monitoring tasks, due to their

dynamic nature and scale. Emergency response (ex. [TOtal, 2006]) and traffic control

centers (both air and ground [Electrosonic, 2006]) have been equipped with digital walls

(Figure 2.1(e)), while security monitoring in large spaces is done through a multitude of

tiled displays. Although these are essentially monitoring tasks, military command and

control units (Figure 2.1(c)) have been experimenting with touch sensitive digital walls

[Jedrysik, 2006], to enhance such monitoring centers with direct interaction technology.

Large dynamic data visualization in meteorology [Semeraro et al., 2004], geology [John-

son et al., 2006], network traffic [Wei et al., 2000], or medical applications [Hibbs et al.,

2005], is often being done using wall displays, because of the quality and quantity of

data that may be simultaneously visible. Apart from the monitoring aspect of these

applications, interactions in the form of exploration, navigation, visual search, data com-

parison and switching between different data views are essential to the understanding

and manipulation of the visualized data.

Finally, in recent years large displays have emerged as community awareness monitors

and communication facilitators in hospitals [Bardram et al., 2006a,b], offices [Greenberg

and Rounding, 2001, Fass et al., 2002, Ball and North, 2005b], programming environments

[Biehl et al., 2007] and research settings [Russell and Gossweiler, 2001, Churchill et al.,

2003, Huang and Mynatt, 2003].
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(a) (b)

(c)
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out any slides that were created, search for related materials, or just go over a topic that 

was not well understood. 

 

 

Figure 1-2: eClass in use.  On the right, the instructor annotates PowerPoint slides or writes on a blank 
whiteboard.  Previous slides (or overviews of more than one slide) are shown on the middle and left 
screens.  The screens can also be used to display Web pages. 

 

From the professor’s viewpoint, using eClass is not much different from any room 

equipped with modern presentation equipment.  Before class, materials to be shown (if 

any) are prepared in PowerPoint.  Upon entering the classroom (Figure 1-2), the 

instructor starts some client software from our system and proceeds with the lecture, 

showing prepared slides on the electronic whiteboard, and writing on it. As the lecture 

progresses, a partial history of it can be seen on separate displays at the front of the room.  

After class, the instructor closes our program and a series of Web pages are automatically 

(d) (e)
Figure 2.1: (a,b) Applications on physical walls: (a) Director Peter Weir editing story-

boards for the film ”Fearless” (http://www.peterweircave.com/). (b) Design board

of the Sniff-Receptor art installation (http://jan.moesen.nu/media/photos/2004/

01/sniff-receptor/). (c,d,e) Wall displays: (c) A war room command and con-

trol center (Air Force Research Laboratory http://www.afrlhorizons.com/Briefs/

Sept01/IF0012.html). (d) An electronic classroom in Georgia Tech (eClass project

http://www.cc.gatech.edu/fce/c2000/pubs/). (e) A command and monitoring cen-

ter of the UK Highways agency (http://www.electrosonic.com/).

http://www.peterweircave.com/
http://jan.moesen.nu/media/photos/2004/01/sniff-receptor/
http://jan.moesen.nu/media/photos/2004/01/sniff-receptor/
http://www.afrlhorizons.com/Briefs/Sept01/IF0012.html
http://www.afrlhorizons.com/Briefs/Sept01/IF0012.html
http://www.cc.gatech.edu/fce/c2000/pubs/
http://www.electrosonic.com/
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2.3 Interaction tasks on wall displays

By carefully studying these existing and potential applications for high resolution wall

displays, we identified a possible subset of frequently occurring interaction tasks that are

likely to be performed on wall displays:

Content selection and movement As with all interactive environments, wall display

interaction will rely on selecting and moving content. This will be especially the

case in content creation scenarios, such as educational or brainstorming settings,

where new content is created often and periodically moved in different locations of

the board as its nature and importance evolves over time.

Layout management Several of the applications studied involve organization of mate-

rial scattered across the display, identifying layout management as another inter-

action task to consider. Examples of such organizational and layout tasks include

arranging and re-arranging story-boarding material and design mockups, creating

and modifying the layout of magazine articles and images, etc.

Search and navigation Since a number of potential wall display applications involve

the manipulation and exploration of high resolution dynamic imagery, navigation

and searching actions are likely to occur often. Examples of such actions could be

following the course of a river on a terrain map or of a particular weather front on a

meteorological map, or identifying all proteins involved in a particular experiment

in a protein connection graph.

Context switching Given the vast amounts of data involved in many of the applica-

tions for wall displays, switching between different views of the displayed data will

likely take place in numerous data visualization tasks. For example in a protein

connection graph, some aspects of the connections may need to be viewed in detail

with respect to one experiment, while also viewing the context of the protein con-
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nections from other experiments; in terrain maps areas might be viewed in terms

of distance from the sea level or in terms of seismographical activity.

Comparison The dynamic nature and quantity of the displayed data on wall displays

will likely require simultaneous views of different contexts in order to compare dis-

crete visual elements. Examples of such comparisons may be the need to contrast

different meteorological fronts, or cracks in high resolution structural photographs

of construction material. Comparison tasks can be seen as a form of context switch-

ing, where both contexts need to be visible at the same time. We thus discuss

comparison as part of context switching from now on.

Monitoring Finally, several applications examined include a monitoring component of

dynamic data. Examples include activities such as monitoring security videos or

realtime feeds from remote sources, as in command and control rooms.

Although this list may not be comprehensive, it enables us to identify some of the

issues that might arise due to the unique aspects of up-close wall display interaction. We

will next discuss each of the above tasks and how they might prove challenging in wall

display settings, and then motivate the research directions of this thesis.

2.4 Interaction challenges

Wall display use has already been adopted in different application settings and will likely

become more prominent in the future as technology becomes more readily available. It

is thus important to investigate early on interaction challenges arising due to the unique

aspects of wall displays, large size and high resolution. We will briefly discuss how these

aspects affect interaction, especially in the context of the identified sample tasks.

In this thesis we will focus on challenges we feel are unique to the medium and we

will attempt to provide general purpose solutions. Although search and navigation are
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identified as probable and potentially problematic tasks in wall displays, they do not

seem to uniquely affect high resolution wall displays, but any display type presenting

part of a large virtual canvas. In fact, initial studies have shown that users are actually

faster in search and navigation tasks in large high resolution displays [Ball and North,

2005a, Ball et al., 2007]. This is enforced by findings that indicate that while using large

focus plus context screens [Baudisch et al., 2002] users are able to make use of their

peripheral vision in dynamic navigation and search tasks. As this initial research has

yielded positive results in search and navigation on wall displays, we decided to focus

on other identified tasks that are more likely to be adversely affected by the large wall

display scale.

Because large size and high resolution enable vast amounts of data to be presented

over a large spatial canvas, using existing techniques for layout organization, context

switching or remote location comparisons may prove problematic. For example, simple

dragging of items across the length of the display to rearrange layout, using soft keyboard

shortcuts to switch between applications, or moving around the display to compare data

at different display locations becomes tedious. Since layout management and organi-

zation, comparison and context switching have been identified as potential wall display

tasks and seem negatively affected by large display scale, further investigation is needed.

In Chapter 3 we discuss these three types of tasks in conjunction, as a common approach

(namely using alternative views of different areas of the display) may benefit all three.

Although users can easily access items close to their location, selecting and interacting

with remote content can be challenging over large display surfaces. As selection will likely

occur in wall display tasks, we further examine remote reaching issues in Chapter 4.

Remote reaching does not necessarily refer to single item selection. It also characterizes

any type of brief remote access, for example remote item picking, movement of a proximal

item to a remote location, etc.

Due to the large area of wall displays, content is not always visible from the user’s
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location. Thus remembering and identifying visual changes on wall displays may be hard,

especially considering their potential to simultaneously present large amounts of dynamic

data. This issue affects all types of applications that encompass some form of monitoring.

We further discuss invisible changes in Chapter 5.

In this thesis we discuss these interaction challenges arising in wall display settings and

describe designs that attempt to accommodate layout management and context switching

across large surfaces, facilitate remote reaching, and aid monitoring changes in the visual

state of the display. As mentioned, we do not investigate search and navigation from the

original sets of tasks. Moreover we concentrate on interaction with existing content and

do not explicitly discuss content creation, as past research in large displays [Rekimoto,

1998, Mynatt et al., 1999, Guimbretière and Winograd, 2000, Guimbretière et al., 2001]

indicates that the creation process will likely take place close to the user and it thus

falls under research on in-place content creation. In the future it is probable that more

interaction challenges may arise in wall display interaction. This thesis is an initial

exploration of the field that we hope will inspire more work in the area.

The issues discussed in this section present challenges in both single and multiple user

scenarios. Wall displays are particularly well suited for multi-user concurrent interaction

since they can comfortably accommodate more than one users. Nevertheless, in this thesis

we concentrate on single user interaction designs because, firstly many of the discussed

scenarios for wall displays involve essentially one user (for example artistic endeavors).

Moreover, research has shown that very often in multi-user settings, a single person drives

the interaction [Russell et al., 2002], as seen in educational or meeting settings. Finally,

before delving into multi-user interaction research, the single user aspects need to be

looked at first, in order to provide us with insights on the use of wall displays, that may

later prove relevant to multiple users settings.
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2.5 Designs addressing the identified challenges

In this section we will describe in detail existing work that is either explicitly designed,

or may be used to address the interaction challenges identified in the previous section,

given the identified tasks.

2.5.1 Viewing and interacting with all areas of the display for

layout managements and context switching

Layout management, context switching and comparison tasks are characterized by the

need for simultaneous access, both visual and interactive, to different areas of the display,

possibly for prolonged time periods. This may prove challenging without substantial

physical effort in a large scale display. Designs that alleviate the need to constantly walk

across the display include distortions of the visual and interactive display space and the

presentation of multiple alternative views of areas of the display.

Space distortion: A way to access remote content is to scroll the entire virtual canvas

so that remote content moves toward the user for comfortable viewing and manipulation

[Bezerianos and Balakrishnan, 2004]. However, in order to restore the display space, the

content must be scrolled back to its original position. Systems that distort and condense

the visual space through Fisheye lenses [Furnas, 1986, Carpendale and Montagnese, 2001]

or rapid scaling [Bederson and Hollan, 1994] may be used to reduce distances across

the display. Space distortion techniques facilitate layout management, context switching

(and comparison tasks, a form of context switching) as long as they provide sophisticated

focusing mechanisms (for example by supporting multiple zooming foci). But they cause

a significant amount of visual disruption that can disorient users since the display covers

most of the user’s visual field.
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The telescope itself can be dragged and resized like a 
conventional GUI window by dragging on the telescope 
position and resize controls.  The operations do not affect 
the target so the display remains the same or simply resized 
(see Figure 6). No additional content from the target will be 
revealed or lost.   

 

Figure 6. Resizing the telescope – no additional content 
from the target is revealed or lost. (a) before operation. (b) 
after operation. 

Dragging the Link icon between the telescope and target 
position control rings, pans both rings together. When the 
display in the telescope is close to a 1:1 zoom level, this 
operation feels like a kind of layer effect, where the 
telescope acts like a "hole" to the remote space. 

Figure 7 shows "transfer channels", essentially holes in the 
telescope position control ring to allow drag events to span 
remote and local spaces. For example, if a user selects an 
image in the display and drags it through a transfer channel, 
the image will warp to the local space (see Figure 7b). 
Correspondingly, if a local image is dragged into the 
telescope through a transfer channel, it will warp to the 
remote space (see Figure 7d). Lastly, note that if the image 
does not go through a transfer channel but crosses into the 
telescope, the image remains local. The transfer channels 
act like a crossing-based interface [1]. See Figure 8 for a 
state transition diagram of the telescope for the dragging 
operation, and Table 1 for a description of the transitions. 

Leave Enter Condition 

LOUT LIN Cursor moves behind telescope. 
LOUT RIN Cursor enters telescope via channel. 
LIN LOUT Cursor moves out from behind telescope. 
RIN LOUT Cursor leaves telescope via channel. 
RIN ROUT Cursor moves behind local canvas. 
ROUT RIN Cursor moves out from behind local canvas. 

Table 1. Table of State Transitions for Drag Operations  
(L = local space; R = remote space).  

By providing transfer functionality through an explicit 
channel mechanism, the user can decide when crossing the 
telescope boundary is a meaningful operation. This makes 
the Frisbee technique more application independent, as no 

underlying semantics need to be given to the telescope 
during the operation. In this manner, we address application 
independence, our 5th design principle, as stated in the 
Introduction.   
 

 

Figure 7. Transfer channels. (a) dragging a remote image 
to local space by exiting display through a transfer 
channel. (b) the result of the drag. (c) dragging a local 
image to the remote space by entering the display through 
a channel. (d) the result of the drag. 

 
 

Figure 8. State transition diagram (R = remote space; L = 
local space). Valid drag start states (RIN, LOUT) are bold. 
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Figure 2.2: Frisbee (a) Dragging a remote image to local space by exiting the frisbee

through a transfer channel and (b) the result. (c) Dragging a local image to the remote

space by entering the frisbee through a channel and (d) the result. (Image from Khan

et al. [2004])

Alternative views: Using alternative views of different display locations as visual

and interaction shortcuts, may also facilitate remote location access, context switching

and layout management. Stoakley et al. [1995] used WIM (World in Miniature) views

to access content and get overviews of immersive 3D virtual environments. Similarly

Swaminathan and Sato [1997] proposed early on using a small-scale view of a wall display

to specify pointer movement. Tan et al. [2004b] augmented window managers by using
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WinCuts, interactive views of arbitrary regions of existing application windows. Finally,

Khan et al. [2004] introduced the Frisbee, a widget that acts as an interactive telescope

to a remote area on the display (Figure 2.2). Although alternative view shortcuts aid

context switching and layout management, they segment the visual display space and

identifying the exact location they point to may be problematic. Alternative views will

be further discussed in Chapter 3, as they are closely related to our canvas portal designs.

2.5.2 Bridging large interaction distances for remote reaching

Another major problem identified in wall display interaction is brief access to areas

unreachable without substantial physical effort. Consequently much work focuses on

bridging large distances. Layout management and context switching require visual and

interactive access, possibly for prolonged time intervals, to different areas of the wall

display. On the contrary, remote reaching actions are usually brief (for example single

button press or menu selection), are focused in a particular area of the display, and often

detailed viewing of the remote location is not necessary (for example icon activation).

Existing approaches include ignoring virtual space empty of content, virtual picking of

content, amplifying user input and copying content close to the user’s location.

Ignoring virtual space empty of content: Several selection techniques have been

proposed that ignore empty display space. In semantic pointing, the amplitude of targets

was extended in motor space, allowing users to select remote targets faster. Guiard et al.

[2004] introduced the idea of object pointing, where the cursor skipped empty space,

jumping from one selectable target to another. Similarly, the bubble cursor [Grossman

and Balakrishnan, 2005] always selected the closer target to the pointer (Figure 2.3) by

adjusting the pointer’s size. These techniques may aid remote target selection in sparsely

populated wall displays, but in dense environments intermediate items may exist between

the user and the target, so the user needs to physically move closer to the target.
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BUBBLE CURSOR DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
In designing the bubble cursor, we explicitly sought to 
address two main shortcomings of area cursors.  

First, area cursors in the literature are typically squares. As 
shown in Figure 2a, situations can occur where a target that 
is further away from the centre of the cursor is captured 
preferentially over a closer target, due to the shape of the 
square. This may make it potentially difficult for a user to 
plan their movements when heading for a particular target. 
We solve this problem by making the default shape of our 
bubble cursor a circle, which ensures that the target closest 
to the cursor centre is always captured first (Figure 2b) 

 

Figure 2. Square vs. circle cursors. D1 < D2. (a) Square shape 
captures target further away from the cursor centre. (b). 

Circle shape ensures that the closest target is captured first. 

Second, as discussed in the previous section, even with the 
enhancement suggested by Worden et al. [15], area cursors 
surpass point cursors only when a single target is inside its 
hotspot. When the area cursor is too large (Figure 3a), the 
likelihood of multiple targets being captured by the hotspot 
increases, and consequently lowers the benefits of an area 
cursor. In essence, the effective width of the targets regress 
to their actual values since the area cursor simply behaves 
as a point cursor in this situation [15]. Conversely, if the 
size is too small, the full potential of the area cursor will not 
be realized, as the area cursor may find itself in empty 
spaces with no targets within its hotspot (Figure 3b). Thus, 
the overall benefit of an area cursor when used in an 
interface with multiple targets is highly dependent on its 
size, and on the layout of the targets. The bubble cursor 
addresses this problem by dynamically changing its size 
based on the proximity of the surrounding targets.  

 

Figure 3. Effect of size on performance of area cursors. (a) A 
large area cursor tends to encompass multiple targets, thus 

completely negating its benefits. (b) A small area cursor does 
not always capture a target, thus reducing its benefits. 

By default, the bubble cursor is rendered as a semi 
transparent circular area cursor. A small crosshair is drawn 
in the center of the bubble cursor indicating the current 
location of the standard pointer. A simple algorithm is used 
to continuously update the radius of the bubble cursor, such 
that there is always exactly one target within its hotspot. To 
describe the algorithm in an environment with targets T1, 
T2, ..., Tn we use the following definitions: 

Intersecting Distance i (IntDi): The length of the shortest 
line connecting the center of the bubble cursor and any 
point on the border of Ti. 

Containment Distance i (ConDi): The length of the longest 
line connecting the center of the bubble cursor and any 
point on the border of Ti. 

A simplified version of the algorithm is as follows: 

Set i = index of closest target (Ti) by intersecting distance 
Set j = index of second closest target (Tj) by intersecting 
distance 
Set radius of bubble cursor = min(ConDi, IntDj) 

This algorithm ensures that the bubble cursor will at least 
intersect the closest target, and possibly completely contain 
it. Furthermore, it will not intersect the second closest 
target, and therefore no other target. To prevent the bubble 
cursor from always touching the second closest target, in 
practice we slightly modify this algorithm to allow some 
empty space between the edges of the bubble cursor and the 
second closest target (Figure 4a). When the bubble only 
intersects the closest target and does not completely contain 
it, we morph the cursor by extending a second bubble 
which quickly expands from the intersection points and 
envelopes the target (Figure 4b). This acts as a reinforcing 
visual cue to the user that the target is indeed captured by 
the cursor.  

 
Figure 4. Bubble cursor. (a) Cursor size is dynamically 

adjusted such that only one target is captured at any time. (b) 
Cursor is morphed to envelop the target when it is not 

completely contained by the main bubble. 

Effective Width  
We now define how the bubble cursor changes the effective 
width of a target – the size in motor space of a target’s 
activation boundaries. Using the bubble cursor essentially 
divides up the total space in which all targets reside into 
regions, such that there is exactly one target inside each 
region, and that target is the closest target to any point 
within that region (Figure 5). In mathematical terms, this is 
referred to as a Voronoi diagram [2]. The activation 
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Figure 2.3: Bubble cursor. (a) Cursor size is such that only one target is captured at a

time. (b) Cursor envelops the target when not completely contained by the main bubble.

(Image from Grossman and Balakrishnan [2005])

Figure 2.4: The user moves content by virtually ”picking” it in his PDA or stylus. (Image

from Rekimoto [1998])

Virtually picking up content: Rekimoto [1998] distributed some functionality of

a large display (text entry, widgets and pallets) to a hand held PDA. Objects from

the display could also be transferred to the PDA for editing, or to be moved easily

to another display location. This integration of different display spaces aids distance

manipulation and layout management, since the user moves together with the content to

be manipulated to another part of the display (Firgure 2.4). This idea was later extended

to using either a stylus [Rekimoto, 1997] or hand [Geißler, 1998] to virtually pick up and

drop content. Although picking and moving items is likely more efficient than dragging
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them across the display by maintaining touch, neither might be feasible (for example

when content is unreachable) and users still need to walk across the length of the display.

In a sense layout management and context switching is also trivially supported in these

types of techniques by regular walking around the display to both organize space and

switch focus.

Amplifying the user’s input: Amplification of mouse input has been proposed in

the MissleMouse technique [Robertson et al., 2005] for distant content interaction. Users

drag fast and release the mouse pointer, which continues traveling until the mouse is

moved again. Forlines et al. [2006b] described HybridPointing, an alternative technique

for transitioning between absolute direct input to relative amplified input for reaching

remote locations, by quickly entering or exiting a trailing widget. Although developed

for VR environments, work by Poupyrev et al. [1996], Bowman and Hodges [1997], Pierce

and Pausch [2002] also amplified user input by virtually extended the reach of the user’s

hand to remote locations. Finally, Rekimoto and Saitoh [1999] introduced hyperdragging,

the idea of extending the user’s cursor outside the physical confines of one display onto

other interactive surfaces.

Another set of amplification techniques, often referred to as throwing techniques, are

designed to move proximal content to remote locations. Apart from throwing items at

predefined distances [Geißler, 1998] or to the edges of the screen [Wu and Balakrishnan,

2003], Geißler [1998] introduced parameterized throwing: first, a small stroke is performed

toward the opposite direction of the desired target and one toward the desired target. The

closer the length of the two strokes, the further away the object is thrown. To improve the

accuracy of throwing techniques Hascoët [2003], Collomb and Hascoët [2004] and Scott

et al. [2005] experimented with different amplification functions, while providing users

with visual feedback on the throw trajectory and final throw destination (Figure 2.5).

In one such technique, part of the visual feedback included a radar view, a scaled down
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abstract view of the entire canvas close to the user, similar to the alternative shortcut

views discussed before. Finally, the superflick technique [Reetz et al., 2006] combined

throwing gestures with the option to make corrections while throwing is performed, by

displaying the remote destination for the thrown object.

Figure 2.5: An instance of a throwing techinque, drag-and-throw [Hascoët, 2003]. The

user first initiates a drag. Then, the visual clues appear (take-off area, trajectory). The

user adjusts her throw keeping the cursor in the take-off area, and finally ends the drag

and the object is thrown on the selected target. (Image from http://www.lirmm.fr/

edel/dragging/index.php?hp)

Evaluations of throwing models [Collomb and Hascoët, 2004, Nacenta et al., 2005]

have shown them to be faster than direct drag-and-drop, but indicated that mean times

and accuracy for a radar based technique was faster. This is an indication [Reetz et al.,

2006] that visual feedback close to the user might be better than having it in the en-

vironment (as in the throwing techniques, or even HybridPointing), even though users

have to work with a duplicate representation of the target instead of the real one. Users’

comments in work by Forlines et al. [2006b] also commented that small targets were not

visible in distant locations on a wall display, another indication that visual feedback close

to the user might be desirable.

Copying content close to the user’s location: Baudisch et al. [2003a] introduced

drag-and-pop (Figure 2.6), an extension of drag-and-drop, where remote icons are brought

close to the user’s location. Drag-and-pop and push-and-pop [Collomb et al., 2005a], an

http://www.lirmm.fr/edel/dragging/index.php?hp
http://www.lirmm.fr/edel/dragging/index.php?hp
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extension to drag-and-pop that utilizes a radar view, are further discussed in Chapter 4,

since they are closely related to our research. Techniques that copy content close to the

user have also been developed in the context of small display devices, such as PDAs

and cellphones. For example Irani et al. [2006] provided users with proxies of off-screen

content, that can be used as teleportation mechanisms to off-screen location.

Although proxy copying addresses remote reaching, it may prove challenging to ar-

range multiple proxies close to the user and provide sufficient visual feedback in order to

aid the user to maintain the mental connection between the remote icon and the proximal

copied proxy.

Figure 2.6: Drag-and-pop [Baudisch et al., 2003a]: the user begins a drag-and-drop

operation. After dragging beyond a threshold, possible targets (of compatible type, in

the direction of the move) pop near the user cursor. The user terminates the drag-and-

drop operation by releasing the dragged item on one of the possible targets. After the

user has dropped the icon, the popped targets disappear. (Image from http://www.

patrickbaudisch.com/projects/dragandpop/demo/index.htm)

Space distortion and alternative views of remote locations presented as aids for layout

management and context switching can also be used for simple remote reaching actions,

by targeting a specific remote location. Nevertheless they are usually associated with

parameter adjustment cost (distortion parameters and focusing), which may dominate

the interaction cost for simple reaching actions. Conversely, some of the remote reaching

approaches could be useful for layout management and context switching in terms of in-

http://www.patrickbaudisch.com/projects/dragandpop/demo/index.htm
http://www.patrickbaudisch.com/projects/dragandpop/demo/index.htm
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teraction with remote locations. But frequent context switching between different remote

areas and persistent access is not adequately supported by techniques that bring content

close to the user, unless everything gets trivially copied to the user’s location. Nor is

visual access supported by input amplification or by ignoring space empty of content.

2.5.3 Invisible content monitoring

In current computing displays, dynamic visual changes regularly happen without the

user being aware of them. Studies have shown that people are rarely able to spot visual

changes when they occur during disruptions as short as eye saccades [Rensink, 2002].

Unless explicit notification or history mechanisms are provided [Freeman and Fertig,

1995, Rekimoto, 1999, Renaud, 2000], chances are that the user will miss these changes,

or only become aware of them by chance or by explicitly trying to reconstruct them at a

later time.

Monitoring or missing visual changes is related to visual attention [Pashler, 1998].

Managing user’s attention between primary and peripheral information displays [Maglio

and Campbell, 2000, Grudin, 2001, MacIntyre et al., 2001, Cadiz et al., 2002] and focus-

ing the user’s attention [Khan et al., 2005] have been examined. Although not aimed

for large displays, there is a large amount of work concerning situation awareness de-

signs for critical systems, such as air-traffic control [Endsley et al., 2003, Banbury and

Tremblay, 2004], that are aimed at highlighting significant system changes. Techniques

for enhancing multiple user action awareness are also relevant (see Tam and Greenberg

[2006] for an overview of current techniques). Recently work [Baudisch et al., 2006b]

inspired by techniques from chronophotography and comic book transitions, used anima-

tion and abstraction to indicate changes in user interface elements. This set of designs

assume a high-level system knowledge of the data presented on the screen and the types

of dynamic changes that are likely to occur.

Changes that go unnoticed could be potentially stored for the user, as we discuss in
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Chapter 5. A large number of recording and re-visitation techniques have been proposed

for various purposes including action reversibility [Edwards et al., 2000], replication [Kur-

lander and Feiner, 1992] and improved information search [Wexelblat and Maes, 1999,

Cockburn et al., 2003, Skopik and Gutwin, 2005]. All these techniques are highly ap-

plication or data dependent. A few application-independent approaches to user history

storage and navigation have also been proposed [Freeman and Fertig, 1995, Rekimoto,

1999, Renaud, 2000, Apple, 2007] but they all assume a entirely new software architec-

ture or object-oriented protocol for supporting them. These history based techniques also

show changes the user has already visited in the past and relay heavily on navigation,

with no special consideration for hidden or missed changes.

2.6 Design goals

In the next chapters we discuss our design explorations that attempt to addressing the

unique interaction challenges discussed before. Having surveyed possible applications

and tasks for wall displays, we decided on the following three design goals that inform

all our design explorations.

Application/data independence. We have identified a diverse set of possible appli-

cations for wall displays and more are likely to appear as the technology becomes

more widespread. These applications come from different domains and often don’t

share the same assumptions as to the nature of the displayed information and in-

teractive primitives. Furthermore, until applications designed specifically for wall

displays [Guimbretière et al., 2001, Alimohideen et al., 2006] prevail, existing de-

signs and interaction paradigms based on the familiar WIMP interaction [Johnson

et al., 1989] are likely to be mapped on wall displays [Baudisch et al., 2003a, Tan

et al., 2004b, Collomb et al., 2005a]. It is desirable in this early phase in wall display

research that new interaction techniques benefit all types of applications and data,
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irrespective of the nature of the displayed information or its underlying semantics.

Such techniques may be implemented on the window manager level without appli-

cations being aware of their functionality, and should work across applications and

multiple use scenarios in a consistent and transparent manner.

Minimal user effort. While discussing interaction challenges and proposing solutions,

we assume that although wall displays provide wide views of large amounts of

data, physical interaction preferably occurs close to the user. This is particularly

important given that several identified tasks involve reaching. It has been observed

[Streitz et al., 1994] that reaching over large distances on wall displays can be

fatiguing or socially awkward [Russell, 2002], while access to remote content may

often be physically blocked. Moreover, easily accessible areas depend on the user’s

height, length of their arms, and whether they are left or right handed [Streitz

et al., 1994]. To ensure that all areas of the display are comfortably accessible to

all users and minimize fatigue, we propose that techniques are designed such that

they require small movements close to the user.

Throughout our designs, the ”comfort area” where users interact with the dis-

play is approximately 45-55 cm on all compass directions from the user’s torso.

This falls inside the ”Best Work Zone” and ”Preferred Work Zone” (Figure 2.7)

as defined by the Occupational Safety & Health Administration [OSHA, 2007] in

their guidelines for preventing musculoskeletal disorders. Work inside these areas

”facilitates productivity and comfort [...] is safest when reaching is performed in

these zones. Working outside these work zones results in non-neutral postures that

may increase the risk of injury” [OSHA, 2007]. The design of interactions within

this comfort area, apart from being physiologically comfortable, ensures that all

presented information related to the technique is viewed comfortably without the

need to move one’s head. This within arm’s reach area, also known as ”personal”,

or ”near” [Cutting and Vishton, 1995, Rizzolatti et al., 1997] space in phsycology,
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and ”peripersonal” in neuropsychology and neurophysiology, is associated with the

perception of condensed distance (”feeling close”), as well as the human ability

to perceive objects fast, and form plans to interact with physical content [Holmes

and Spence, 2004, Witt et al., 2005, Proffitt, 2006]. Finally, the ”comfort area”

falls under the ”perceived personal distance” as described by the proxemics the-

ory [Hall, 1966, Sommer, 1969], where movement feels natural and is considered

socially acceptable. Thus the chosen interaction area is comfortable not only from

a physiological, but also from a psychological perspective.

Figure 2.7: Best and Preferred Work Zone as suggested by the Occupational Safety

& Health Administration to prevent musculoskeletal disorders for Retail Grocery

Stores. (Image from http://www.osha.gov/ergonomics/guidelines/retailgrocery/

retailgrocery.html)

Although direct interaction on a wall display might be limited close to the user,

the visual use of the display is not. Due to human peripheral vision, the large

real-estate of wall displays can provide users with large amounts of information

simultaneously. Already studies have shown benefits of using large displays in nav-

igation and searching [Baudisch et al., 2001, Tan et al., 2004a, Ball and North,

2005a], as well as an increased sense of immersion [Lund, 1997] and spatial aware-

http://www.osha.gov/ergonomics/guidelines/retailgrocery/retailgrocery.html
http://www.osha.gov/ergonomics/guidelines/retailgrocery/retailgrocery.html
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ness [Tan et al., 2003, Bakdash et al., 2006]. While a large amount of content can

be seen simultaneously on wall displays, not all content can be visible at any given

time. When dynamic information at remote locations changes, say in monitoring

tasks, it might go unnoticed, especially given the potential for large amounts of data

drawn simultaneously. In our designs we attempt to remove the need to memorize

the state of the displayed information, that may at times be large, minimizing user

effort.

Predicability and consistency. With wall displays, users might need to simultane-

ously interact with different applications [Guimbretière et al., 2001, Baudisch et al.,

2003a] and vast amounts of data [Semeraro et al., 2004, Johnson et al., 2006], while

performing diverse tasks that may be of a dynamic nature [Wei et al., 2000, Jedrysik,

2006, Johnson et al., 2006]. It is thus desirable that any technique designed for wall

displays does not add to the complexity of an already varied interaction vocabulary

and a large visual real-estate, but displays predictable behavior that is easy to com-

prehend. To minimize user disorientation and improve user performance over time,

apart from predictable, we require our designs to also be consistent and persistent

across multiple invocations in similar situations, to enhancing learnability.

2.7 Chapter summary and closing remarks

In this chapter we briefly reviewed past and current interaction research on large displays.

We then identified potential tasks that might be performed in the future on wall displays,

as well as challenges that may arise when interacting at close proximity, due to their

large scale and resolution. We discussed in detail existing interaction designs that focus

on these specific wall display interaction challenges. Finally, based on the identified

tasks and challenges, we outlined desirable characteristics of interaction designs, namely

application and data independence, minimal user effort, predictability and consistency.
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2.7.1 Prototyping

In the following sections we will describe new techniques, based on our design goals, that

attempt to address interaction challenges of wall displays. For prototyping and testing

our designs, we used a 5m wide, 2m high, back projected display. Imagery was generated

by 18 projectors (1024 x 768 resolution each) in a 6 x 3 tiling, for an effective resolu-

tion of 6144 x 2304 pixels. The projectors were driven by a cluster of 18 workstations.

All software was written in C++ with Chromium (chromium.sourceforge.net) provid-

ing graphics rendering over the cluster. A camera-based Vicon motion tracking system

(www.vicon.com) tracked a pen’s movement over the screen. Although the system could

track the pen in 3D space, we used only x-y screen movements, a 10 cm hover zone, touch

sensing and a single button, a setup similar to most touch sensitive interaction surfaces

(Wacom tablets, tabletPC, Smartboards, etc).

2.7.2 Common procedures followed in statistical analysis

To improve readability of the sections related to user studies, we’d like to briefly describe

common procedures and tests performed while analyzing user data.

Before performing Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) outliers were removed from the

data. A trial was identified as an outlier when it was beyond 3 standard deviations from

the mean under a given condition.

When performing ANOVA, we always test for statistically significant departure from

the sphericity assumption, using the Mauchly’s sphericity test. No such effect was present

in any of our studies, so we will not report this again. Moreover we always check the

data distribution for potential skewness. As in most of our studies reaction time data

measurements were somewhat positively skewed, significance tests were performed on the

logarithm of the measurements that follow the normal distribution more closely.

file:chromium.sourceforge.net
file:www.vicon.com
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Finally, in our studies we often perform post-hoc pair-wise mean comparisons, in

which case all p-values are adjusted using the Bonferroni criterion to protect against an

inflation in the family-wise alpha error rate.



Chapter 3

Accommodating Layout

Management and Context Switching

Unlike interaction on a desktop, or even a small whiteboard-sized display, where users

can reach most displayed items, data on wall displays often resides in an unreachable

location. From a visualization perspective, a user might not be able to view all parts

of the display with equal clarity because some of it will appear in the user’s peripheral

vision. As a result, existing user interfaces mapped onto displays of this scale for up

close interaction would at the very least require the user to walk around the display to

accomplish even simple tasks.

In any display, portions of an infinitely large virtual canvas can be invisible to the

user depending on which part of the canvas is depicted on the display at any given time.

On desktop sized displays, various window and desktop management schemes have been

developed over the years that allow the user to effectively manage the space and layout of

the available display area. With wall displays however, the space and layout management

issues are somewhat different: much more data can be simultaneously displayed, but some

of it will not be in the user’s focal visual field, or easily accessible without substantial

physical movement. The increased display space makes traditional space-multiplexing

33
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techniques like overlapping windows less relevant, but introduces the need for appropriate

techniques for managing, laying out, and fluidly accessing information in a non-spatially

overlapping manner over a broader display space that spans a much larger visual field of

view.

Moreover, desktop window management systems provide a variety of mechanisms

for context switching between spatially overlapping applications and windows. On wall

displays, it is likely that application windows will not overlap one another as much,

but rather be spread out over the larger display surface, thus requiring different context

switching techniques. When interacting with wall displays, a technology-free context

switching mechanism is implicitly provided by simply walking towards the relevant part

of the display. While this is a simple and easily understood interaction, it requires the

user to physically move more than might be desirable. Furthermore, it does not support

more sophisticated in-place context switching between multiple applications or different

views of the same application for comparison tasks. As such, mechanisms for switching

between these applications and their different views, that appropriately leverage the

unique affordances of the larger display space, need to be designed.

In this chapter we examine the use of multiple interactive views of remote display

locations presented close to the user, as a means of layout management, context switch-

ing and remote location comparison. We present the Canvas Portals framework, a new

framework for describing these alternative views, and discuss how existing techniques are

instantiated within it. Three new application independent instances of the introduced

framework are described in detail: ScaleView portals, Division Bands and Window por-

tals. The most promising of the three techniques, the ScaleView portals, is further

redesigned based on user feedback and usability sessions.
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3.1 Initial observations

While considering layout management and context switching challenges for wall displays,

we observed that all the described tasks could be performed if different views of parts of

the virtual canvas were presented close to the user. This would minimize user physical

effort and increase the visibility of remote locations: rearranging content over a large

area could be easily performed if the virtual canvas was presented in a scaled down

view, where between-content distances are more manageable; remote locations could be

visible in detail if the user had a view of the remote location presented in a proximal

area; comparison or focus switching between spread out content could be achieved by

presenting close to the user views of the spread out content.

Based on the above observations, we began our exploration by using a simple magnifi-

cation lens, that presents a view of the virtual canvas either at higher or lower resolution

than the canvas itself. The magnification factor could be adjusted through a fast slider

[McGuffin et al., 2002], invoked using a marking menu [Kurtenbach and Buxton, 1993].

The lens was in fact a DragMag lens [Ware and Lewis, 1995], since it is often desirable

that the depicted area does not coincide with the area underneath the lens (for example

when viewing a remote location, or comparing two remote items).

We soon observed that a mechanism for determining the area of focus of the lens on

the virtual canvas was needed. Simple dragging of the focus point to adjust its position

[Ware and Lewis, 1995] would be tedious and require extensive physical movement from

the part of the user, contrary to our design goals.

Although a simple lens provides a visual representation of a remote location, if there

is a need to interact with the specific location the user still has to walk to accomplish this

task. Interacting with the remote location through the lens is thus a desirable property.

Even when providing interaction in the interior of the lens as a shortcut to the main

virtual canvas, there is a discontinuity and visual division between the lens and the main

canvas. The user is presented with two discrete views on the display of the same content.
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It might be desirable to provide a mechanism for connecting the two views and allow for

content to transition from one to the other.

Finally, if such a lens is to be used on a wall display, where a large number of items

is visible at any given time, it might be useful to filter particular items to reduce clutter

(for example only display windows of a particular application, or only UI elements). In

other words the lens could perform some semantic filtering or specialized rendering, as in

magic lenses [Bier et al., 1993]. Although this is an interesting property discussed later

in the chapter, it violates our application and data agnostic design goal.

This initial exploration revealed several desirable design elements for alternative view

mechanisms to adequately aid context switching or layout management tasks. These

elements are collected into a new framework, which we name canvas portals framework,

since the techniques that can be described by it provide users with a portal to different

locations, not only of the areas visible on the display, but of the entire virtual canvas.

3.2 Canvas portals framework

In the most abstract sense, canvas portals [Bezerianos and Balakrishnan, 2005b] are

alternative views of different areas of the main virtual canvas. Interaction within the

interior of a portal is equivalent to interacting with the depicted area. Canvas portals

act as graphical and interaction shortcuts to the remote depicted areas. Since in their

simplest form canvas portals present diverse views of a single virtual canvas, they may

be implemented at the window manager level irrespective of the nature of applications

or data representation on the wall display, satisfying our first design goal.

Canvas portals have four interactively manipulated design elements:

• The portal area is the graphical representation of the canvas portal within which

interaction occurs (Figure 3.1). It can exist on the main wall display or on entirely

separate devices such as PDAs or laptops. The portal area can have different shapes
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and sizes, and users can reposition it as desired. The portal areas shape is typically

closely related to that of the focal area, such that the mappings between them are

simple and easily understood.

Figure 3.1: Canvas portal position, portal area and focal area example. The position of

the rectangular portal is on the display, at the lower left. The portal area (interior of the

portal) presents a view of the remote focal area. The position of the portal (and so the

position of the portal area) as well as the focus of the portal (focal area) can be changed.

• The focal area is the remote part of the main wall display canvas on which the

portal area’s view is centered (Figure 3.1). Interaction with elements inside the

portal area is equivalent to interaction with the actual elements within the remote

focal area on the main wall display. The system should be designed to map input

events occurring within the portal area to the focal area, either directly or with

a transformation appropriate to the canvas portal design. This remapping can

accommodate viewing and interaction with remote locations, minimizing physical

movement.
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Figure 3.2: Canvas portal shape and attribute example. The left column shows the portal

widgets (ie the portal areas of the canvas portals), which can exist on the main display;

the right shows the remote focal areas on the displays. (a) Rectangular canvas portal

with scale attribute modified to act as a zoom lens to the focal area. (b) Rectangular

canvas portal with modified time attribute displaying a previous state of the focal areas

content. (c) Circular canvas portal with semantic attribute modified to show only user

interface elements, creating a tool palette.

• Attributes describe the portal area’s scale, semantics, state in time, and so on.

In the simplest case, the portal area displays exactly the same content as the

focal area. However, users might want to alter the portal area’s display attributes

such that it displays a transformed version of the focal area’s content. By varying

the portal area’s attributes, the canvas portal acts as a magic lens [Bier et al.,

1993] to the display’s focal area. For example manipulating the portal area’s scale

attribute, makes the portal area act like an interactive zoom lens to the focal

area. Similarly, manipulating different rendering attributes lets users view, for

instance, solid objects as wire frames within the portal area. Manipulating semantic
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attributes can limit the portal area to depict a certain type of object. For example,

the portal area might display only user interface elements, thus enabling on-the-fly

tool palette creation. By manipulating time, the portal area can depict the focal

area’s state at a previous time instant. An attribute could even be the user to whom

the portal belongs, letting different users maintain different views of the canvas

layout. Figure 3.2 shows canvas portals of varying shapes, sizes, and attributes.

Some of the attributes discussed here may be implemented in an application in-

dependent manner at the window manager level (for example zoom scale, state in

time, or user dependent views); others need to access application data (for exam-

ple different rendering types for 3D objects, automatic filtering of user interface

pallets, etc). While the framework incorporates all types of attributes, in our pro-

posed designs we mostly discuss scale, that can be implemented in an application

independent manner.

• Finally, boundaries define the transition zone between the portal area and the main

canvas. Unlike regular magic lenses [Bier et al., 1993], canvas portals support the

passing of objects between the portal area, the main display canvas, and other

canvas portals. If a user is moving an object on the main canvas and the center

of movement (typically the cursor) crosses a portal area’s boundary, the object

transitions into the portal area and continues its movement inside the portal area’s

coordinate system. The inverse also holds. Transition boundaries can be the portal

areas discrete physical limits, a transition area beyond the portal area, or widgets

in the portal area that the user interacts with to initiate the transition.

Consider, for example, a canvas portal with a zoomed-in scale attribute where the

portal area’s discrete border acts as the boundary (Figure 3.3). The cursor’s center

of movement is thus the center of translation and scaling of the objects being moved.

When items cross a boundary, the system notifies the user in one of several ways.
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In one implementation, when parts of a moving item cross the portal boundary,

the system casts a translucent rendering of these parts on the other side of the

boundary, indicating that the user can extend the movement outside the current

working reference frame, which can be the main display or the portal itself. Thus,

users can access remote objects by directly interacting with them within the portal,

or by moving the remote object nearer to them on the main canvas by crossing the

boundaries, thus providing an efficient layout management mechanism.

By supporting the seamless transition of items between a canvas portal and the

main display canvas, the framework lets us quickly rearrange items in and out of

the portals without always having to refocus the portal. On the contrary, if a user

wants to view an item through a regular magic lens she needs to reposition the lens

in a way that the item is directly underneath. Transition also enables interesting

use scenarios, particularly when multiple canvas portals are active simultaneously.

For example, after interacting in detail with an object in a canvas portal using a

zoomed-in scale attribute, a user can push the object into a second zoomed-out

canvas portal acting as a temporary space for working items without cluttering

the main display area. This aided context switching is especially crucial to large

display interaction because alternating between context levels by simply viewing

the display from different distances can prove cumbersome. Thus both visibility

and interaction with remote locations can be achieved with small user effort.

The four design elements let us instantiate canvas portals into a variety of ex-

isting and new interaction techniques. Each technique modifies design elements

differently, including giving users control over some parameters while constraining

others to a predefined value. For example, a Manhattan lens [Carpendale and Mon-

tagnese, 2001] (a lens who’s focus is not the area under the lens) can be instantiated

by fixing the portal area’s position while letting users reposition the remote focal

area interactively.
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Figure 3.3: Images on the left are canvas portal widgets (that can exist on the main

display canvas); those on the right are remote focal areas of the portals on the display.

(a) A canvas portal with a zoomed-in view of the remote location. (b) The user selects

an object inside the portal. A semi-transparent rendering of the object beyond the portal

indicates that the movement can be continued outside the portal. (c) The user has moved

the object, that has also moved in the remote focal area on the right. (d) As the object

passes the portal’s boundary, it transitions to the main display canvas on the area close to

the location of the portal, and disappears from the remote focal area on the left. A semi-

transparent rendering of the object in the portal indicates that the user can transition

the object back inside the portal and thus ”transport” it to the remote focal area again.
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Canvas portals act as a context switching mechanism as well as aids for fast layout

management, by providing users with multiple views of different areas of the display and

allowing items to fluidly cross from one view to another. Furthermore, the passing of

content between the main canvas and a canvas portal focused on a remote focal area also

enables their use as remote reaching techniques.

The framework [Bezerianos and Balakrishnan, 2005b] incorporates existing layout

management techniques that could be used on wall displays [Swaminathan and Sato,

1997, Guimbretière et al., 2001, Khan et al., 2004, Robertson et al., 2004, Tan et al.,

2004b] and can be used to identify areas of improvement for these techniques. Moreover it

enables development of new interaction techniques [Bezerianos and Balakrishnan, 2005b]

that address some of the challenges outlined above in new ways.

3.2.1 Instantiating existing techniques within canvas portals

To illustrate how the framework could identify and address some limitations of current

techniques, we can represent existing published work on alternative views for large dis-

plays in the canvas portal framework.

Pad++ portals. Bederson and Hollan [1994] assume the contents of information

spaces are spatially spread out over an infinite canvas of different magnification lev-

els. Interaction with the canvas is based on a panning and zooming metaphor. They

discuss the use of ”portals”, i.e. lenses for peering into the contents of different parts of

a canvas at different granularity. Interaction within the Pad++ portals is equivalent to

interaction with the canvas and different display ”filters” may be active (Pad++ portals

may display specific content types). Pad++ portals are similar to regular canvas por-

tals and can be implemented as such. Pad++ portals are always created at the area of

the canvas they focus on, and refocusing requires panning within the portal. Thus they

might prove problematic in wall displays, where areas of the canvas maybe unreachable
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and distance to pan may be large. Moreover, they do not allow for seamless transition

of objects between Pad++ portals, the way canvas portals do.

Dollhouse. Swaminathan and Sato [1997] identify problems that arise because of the

scale of wall displays, including pointer movement and control challenges over large dis-

tances. They propose using a dollhouse metaphor: a small-scale model of the display and

its contents to specify pointer movement in the wall display. We can implement their

technique as a canvas portal with a modified scale attribute whose focal area encompasses

the entire physical display. Movements inside the portal area cover larger distances than

on the display, accelerating item selection. Although well suited for distance reaching,

the technique lacks the potential for complex layout management, comparison and so-

phisticated context switching, because the dollhouse view uses a fixed scale factor and

doesn’t permit passing objects between views.

ZoomScapes. Guimbretière et al. [2001] introduce ZoomScapes, regions of the display

with different zoom levels. Groups of objects crossing ZoomScapes are scaled around the

center of the cursor’s movement in a continuous manner. We can implement ZoomScapes

as canvas portals with portal and focal areas of fixed positions, scale attributes that

are modified to reflect different zoom levels, and boundaries that support scale attribute

transitions as objects cross between the canvas portals corresponding to the ZoomScapes.

ZoomScapes is an excellent space management technique. In its present form, however,

we can’t easily extend it to address distance reaching issues because it can’t connect to

a particular remote area of the virtual canvas.

Scalable fabric. More recently, several papers have described interesting techniques

that let users define alternative work area views. Scalable fabric [Robertson et al., 2004]

enhances existing window managers using an area around the user’s main focus to scale

down windows and create user-defined, task related groups. Selecting a task group in
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this area brings it into focus, replacing the previous group in the main display area.

Although designed for regular desktop computers, scalable fabric areas are like non-

interactive canvas portals with varying scale attributes and interchangeable focal and

portal areas. In the context of high resolution displays, scalable fabric could be enhanced

by allowing users to interact with the scaled-down versions similarly to interacting with

to the actual windows, given that the high resolution ensures that smaller-scaled versions

of objects remain appropriate for detailed interaction.

WinCuts. Tan et al. [2004b] augment window managers by letting users acquire and

interact with alternative views of arbitrary regions of existing windows. Unlike Win-

Cuts, canvas portals aren’t attached to specific windows or parts of them, but on canvas

locations. Thus, when a window is hidden behind other windows on the canvas, it is

also hidden within the canvas portal. Nevertheless, canvas portals with an interactively

modifiable time attribute can provide functionality similar to WinCuts by focusing on

display layouts in which the desired window is in focus. Alternatively, imagine a canvas

portal with a user-specified top window attribute that ensures a particular window or

portion thereof is always in focus within the portal area. WinCuts are effective as view

mechanisms of context in remote areas, but they don’t accommodate layout management

since transitions to and from the main canvas are not supported and only interaction with

the application window seen in a WinCut is supported.

Frisbee. Khan et al. [2004] introduced the Frisbee, a widget acting as a telescope to a

remote area on the display (Figure 2.2). Users manipulate remote items by interacting

with their proxies within the Frisbee’s main area and reposition items on the main display

by moving them through specified transfer channels. Users can manipulate the remote

focal area’s position and the scale of the items within the Frisbee. We can instantiate the

Frisbee within the canvas portals design using a single canvas portal with a modifiable

scale attribute and define boundaries in specific locations around the portal area.
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Technique Attribute Portal area Focal area Boundary

Pad++ portals scale rectangle area custom rectangle area no crossing

Dollhouse scale scaled canvas shape entire canvas no crossing

ZoomScapes scale area of canvas width areas of scaled canvas width smooth crossing when

traversing boundary

Scalable Fabric scale rectangles along the areas along canvas border smooth crossing when

display’s border entering area border

WinCuts time custom rectangle rectangular areas encompassing no crossing

desired part of a window at a

particular time

Frisbee scale round shape custom round area smooth crossing at

transfer channels

ScaleView* scale rectangle rectangle smooth crossing at

edges

Window portal* scale rectangle entire canvas and smooth crossing at

selection timeline edges and item in focus

Division Band* scale rectangle along a areas of (scaled) canvas width smooth crossing at

canvas dimension or height edges

Figure 3.4: Instantiations of existing techniques and newly designed ones (*).

Figure 3.4 summarizes how we represent these techniques with their current function-

ality within the canvas portal design space. Note that we’ve focused on the conceptual

representation of canvas portals and its various instantiations rather than the fine de-

tails that are implementation dependent but not fundamental to the underlying idea for

each technique, such as interface elements for modifying parameters. The figure also

incorporates newly designed techniques discussed later in the chapter.
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3.3 New canvas portal instances

We developed several new techniques within the canvas portal design space and have

implemented and tested them in our laboratory: ScaleView portals, Window portals and

Division Bands [Bezerianos and Balakrishnan, 2004, 2005b]. Preliminary user feedback

has led to ongoing refinements. Although canvas portals can have diverse rendering

attributes, in our designs we decided to concentrate on scale. Given the potential for

large amount of high resolution data, it is inevitable that scaling (implicit or explicit)

will be a major factor in large display interaction.

Our implementation of the following techniques uses an object-oriented approach.

We first created a generic canvas portal class incorporating the design elements. Each

technique is an instance of the generic canvas portal class, inheriting the functional char-

acteristics of the parent class and extending them with additional routines to enable

specific interactions. In designing the diverse interactions for each of the techniques we

ensured that user actions took place comfortably close to the user’s location, adhering

to our minimal motor effort goal. Although these techniques are prototypes, their de-

sign assumes nothing about the applications presented on the wall display or their data

structure, in accordance to our application independence goal. Interactive items that

are identified as such from the system are equally distinguished by the portal instances,

since input events inside the portal are translated to the remote focal ares. For example

if on the main canvas dragging the top border of a window initiates movements, then

movement is also initiated if the top border is dragged in a window depicted inside the

portal. Such interactive items are able to move across portals and main canvas.

3.3.1 ScaleView portals

A ScaleView portal provides views of areas of the main canvas at different scales. The

ScaleView portal, shown in Figure 3.5, appears as a window-like widget onthe display and
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has three user-controllable parameters: the focal area’s position on the virtual canvas,

the value of the portal area’s scale attribute relative to that of the focal area’s, and the

portal area’s position on the virtual canvas. Users can reposition a ScaleView portal by

clicking and dragging a pin icon (see Figure 3.5). A FastSlider McGuffin et al. [2002]

invoked from a marking menu Kurtenbach and Buxton [1993] attached to the portal

adjusts the scale factor. Users can alter the focal area’s position in two ways. The most

direct and precise method is to select the ”change focal area position” item from the

portal’s marking menu and then click the desired location on the virtual canvas. This

method however, can be inconvenient if the desired focal area is on a difficult-to-reach

part of the display, or impossible to achieve if the area of interest is on a part of the

virtual canvas that isn’t currently displayed on the display.

Figure 3.5: A ScaleView portal is an instance of a canvas portal. The ScaleView portal

is located at the bottom left corner of the display. The red pin icon on the top-left

corner indicates that the ScaleView portal can be moved. In this instance the portal is

not moving, thus the pin icon is ”pinned”. The black rectangle at the side represents a

thumbnail view of the virtual display canvas, within which the yellow rectangle indicates

the focal area’s position on the main canvas, and the red rectangle indicates the ScaleView

portal’s position. An outline rectangle on the main display canvas represents the focal

area.
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In the second technique the user selects the focal area at a coarser granularity using a

thumbnail representation of the entire virtual canvas. This thumbnail is attached to the

top left corner of the canvas portal and shows an iconic representation of the focal area

as well as the portal’s position on the main canvas. The user drags the icon representing

the focal area to reposition it. As the user drags the icon, the system provides context

by highlighting the corresponding region on the main canvas with a semi-transparent

overlay. This approximate way of changing the focal area lets the user operate the

ScaleView portal without having to move around the display. The user can also reach

areas at the display’s extremities or areas of the virtual canvas not currently visible on

the display.

The ScaleView portal’s boundaries are its graphical borders. If the user drags an item

out of the portal, the system removes the item from the remote focal area and positions

it on the main virtual canvas at the position of the user’s actions. Conversely, a user

can drag an item from the main canvas into the ScaleView portal, which automatically

moves it to the portal’s remote focal area.

ScaleView portals let users interactively adjust the scale factor between portal area

and focal area, so users can easily select remote or small-sized targets using zoomed-

out or zoomed-in ScaleView portals. This enables ScaleView portals to act as remote

reaching mechanisms.

Our implementation lets users pan the entire virtual canvas across the display. To

retain a canvas portal view when panning the virtual canvas, users can pin a ScaleView

portal to a particular area of the virtual canvas, as opposed to an area of the physical

display. For example, if the user focuses and pins a ScaleView portal on a group of

windows, that focal area stays unchanged as the user pans the virtual canvas.

In our system all interaction occur close to the display, yet when interacting with

large-scale, high-resolution displays, users might want to interact from slightly further

away, perhaps using different input modalities. Although moving away from the display
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gives users a better content overview, the functionality provided by ScaleView portals

can still be useful. For example, they provide additional views so users can switch context

less frequently or faster when moving between tasks or applications. They also provide

detail and overall views of the virtual canvas simultaneously, which is useful at any scale

of interaction. Finally, users can group items and move them seamlessly across different

scales and views even when interacting at a distance. ScaleView portals thus enable both

context switching and layout management.

To transfer a ScaleView portal’s view to the entire display, a selection from the portal’s

marking menu warps the entire display view to match that of the canvas portal, centered

at the portal’s location. This way, the portal lets users specify viewpoint transformations

for the entire display by matching the focus and portal areas.

In our implementation, ScaleView portals are displayed on the same display as the

main canvas (although they can also reside on a remote device). Large numbers of

ScaleView portals are cumbersome to relocate, require considerable display space, and

can lead to overlapping. To alleviate these issues, we allow users to group multiple

ScaleView portals into stacked, side-by-side, or cube layouts, such as those in Figure 3.6.

Users switch between portals in a stacked or cubed group by either touching a constituent

portal, which brings that portal to the top with an animated transition, or by expanding

the stack and cubed view into a side-by-side layout, where the user selects a new portal by

clicking on it. Although we’ve only implemented three grouping techniques for ScaleView

portals, many other groupings are possible.

Figure 3.6: Grouping of multiple ScaleView portals: (a) stacked, (b) side-by-side, and

(c) cube layout. Clicking on a portal brings it to the top.
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Having multiple ScaleView portals active can make it difficult to distinguish which

portal area corresponds to which focal area on the virtual canvas. To mitigate this, each

time a transition between multiple portals occurs, we currently display a connecting line

between the portal and focal areas. Nevertheless, as the number of portals increases,

several of them might point at similar areas of the virtual canvas, making it difficult to

distinguish them.

3.3.2 Window portals

Window portals, illustrated in Figure 3.7, are a variant of canvas portals providing quick

access to, and switching between, application windows on a wall display. The main

overview region of the Window portal is functionally equivalent to a ScaleView portal

with a focal area covering the entire virtual canvas (that is, acting as a zoomed-out view

of the entire canvas). When a user clicks on an item in the overview region, the system

expands the item, displays it as an active object next to the overview region, and gives

it a red border to indicate its special status. The user can interact in detail with the

selected item or select a new one. As the user selects objects over time, a thumbnail

representation of all previously selected items is displayed in a timeline over the current

item. Clicking on a thumbnail turns the associated item into the active item. Thus,

whereas the Window portal’s overview region acts as a spatial locator of items on the

main canvas, the timeline region acts as a temporal locator for recently used items.

In addition to serving as a context-switching mechanism between an overview and

detailed interaction with a specific object, Window portals provide spatial and temporal

shortcuts to potentially remote objects. Unlike the overview areas of virtual desktop

managers, the Window portal’s overview is fully interactive, allowing coarse actions in

the overview and fine-grained actions in the detailed application window.

On most standard windows desktop, the Alt-Tab key combination lets users switch be-

tween application windows. When interacting with a large display without a conveniently
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accessible keyboard, Window portals provide similar spatial and temporal switching be-

tween active windows. This functionality can also be useful in smaller displays lacking

an easily accessible keyboard, such as tablet PCs in a slate configuration.

scale display. The main overview region of the Window
portal is functionally equivalent to a ScaleView portal
with a focal area covering the entire virtual canvas (that
is, acting as a zoomed-out view of the entire canvas).
When a user clicks on an item in the overview region,
the system expands the item, displays it as an active
object next to the overview region, and gives it a red bor-
der to indicate its special status. The user can interact
in detail with the selected item or select a new one. As
the user selects objects over time, a thumbnail repre-
sentation of all previously selected items is displayed in
a timeline over the current item. Clicking on a thumbnail
turns the associated item into the active item. Thus,
whereas the Window portal’s overview region acts as a
spatial locator of items on the main canvas, the timeline
region acts as a temporal locator for recently used items. 

In addition to serving as a context-switching mecha-
nism between an overview and detailed interaction with
a specific object, Window portals provide spatial and
temporal shortcuts to potentially remote objects. Unlike
the overview areas of virtual desktop managers, the
Window portal’s overview is fully interactive, allowing
coarse actions in the overview and fine-grained actions
in the detailed application window.

On the standard Microsoft Windows desktop, the Alt-
Tab key combination lets users switch between applica-
tion windows. When interacting with a large display
without a conveniently accessible keyboard, Window
portals provide similar spatial and temporal switching
between active windows. This functionality can also be
useful in smaller displays lacking an easily accessible
keyboard, such as tablet PCs in a slate configuration. 

If we enable semantic filtering of items in the Win-
dow portal’s overview region, we could restrict the dis-

play to, for example, user interface widgets. Thus, we
could create on-the-fly palettes of interface widgets that
we could move around the screen to operate multiple
applications from a single locale. Although semantic fil-
tering isn’t currently implemented, users can create pal-
lette portals themselves.

Given that the Window portal consists of a zoomed-
out view of the screen, issues related to selecting and
distinguishing between small targets arise. Although
semantic filtering can limit the selection space, the
potential number of items (overlapping or not) can still
be large. Moreover, semantic filtering doesn’t address
the issue of selecting small targets. Allowing dynamic
zooming or expanding of targets is a potential solution. 

Overlapping windows on the canvas can be problem-
atic in Window portals as in any other multiwindow
management system. Current solutions include tabs,
peeling, and multiblending. We’ve implemented an alter-
nate approach that fans out a group of overlapping win-
dows when a user clicks on any member of the group, in
a manner similar to the widgets presented elsewhere.8,9

Users can select items from this fanned-out display, or
collapse the group again. By default, we treat overlap-
ping objects as a group. This enables not only the fan-out
operation, but also lets users move the entire group as a
whole within the Window portal. We’ve implemented
this grouping feature across all our widgets.

Division bands
ScaleView portals and Window portals provide alter-

native ways to view and access data while essentially
preserving the main virtual canvas’s overall view and
layout. Division bands, shown in Figure 7, also provide
alternate views of the virtual canvas, but unlike the

Applications of Large Displays
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Selected window

Selected window

Selected window

ScaleView portal
(spatial locator)

Temporal locator

6 Window portal on a large display. An overview region on the left of the Window portal—a ScaleView portal with the entire screen as
the focal area—serves as a spatial locator. A temporal locator (timeline) display is on top. The selected object is on the bottom right of
the widget. Red borders around the selected object in all views help maintain context. Figure 3.7: Window portal on a large display. An overview region on the left of the Win-

dow portal (a ScaleView portal depicting the entire display) serves as a spatial locator,

a temporal locator (timeline) is on top of the widget, while the selected object is on the

bottom right. Red borders around the selected object in all views help maintain context.

If we were to enable semantic filtering of items in the Window portal’s overview

region, we could restrict the display to, for example, user interface widgets. Thus, we

could create on-the-fly palettes of interface widgets that we could move around the display

to operate multiple applications from a single locale. Although semantic filtering isn’t

currently implemented, since it violates our application and data independence design

goal, users can create pallette portals themselves.

Given that the Window portal consists of a zoomed-out view of the main canvas, issues

related to selecting and distinguishing between small targets arise. Although semantic

filtering can limit the selection space, the potential number of items (overlapping or not)

can still be large. Moreover, semantic filtering doesn’t address the issue of selecting small

targets. Allowing dynamic zooming or expanding of targets is a potential solution, that
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is furthermore consistent with our application independence goal.

Overlapping windows on the canvas can be problematic in Window portals as in

any other multiwindow management system. Current solutions include tabs [Beaudouin-

Lafon and Lassen, 2000, Beaudouin-Lafon, 2001], peeling [Dragicevic, 2004], and multi-

blending [Baudisch and Gutwin, 2004]. Although we do not expect overlapping to be a

major issue in wall display interaction, we’ve implemented an alternate approach that

fans out a group of overlapping windows when a user clicks on any member of the group,

in a manner similar to the widgets presented elsewhere [Vernier et al., 2002, McGuffin

et al., 2003]. Users can select items from this fanned-out display, or collapse the group

again. By default, we treat overlapping objects as a group. This enables not only the

fan-out operation, but also lets users move the entire group as a whole within the Window

portal. We’ve implemented this grouping feature across all our widgets.

3.3.3 Division Bands

ScaleView portals and Window portals provide alternative ways to view and access data

while essentially preserving the main virtual canvas’ overall view and layout. Division

Bands, shown in Figure 3.8, also provide alternate views of the virtual canvas, but unlike

the other techniques, they temporarily disrupt the virtual canvas’ overall view. They

act much like a cutting tool that virtually slices the canvas along specified vertical and

horizontal directions and lets users drag the cut portions around to quickly reveal more

or less of certain parts of the virtual canvas. In essence, they are ScaleView portals with

a fixed focal area and a fixed portal size equal to the display, but with boundaries that

can be quickly repositioned.

Using a marking menu (Figure 3.8(a)ii), the user specifies the cut position (the menu’s

invocation point) and direction (the mark used in the menu selection). We deliberately

placed the cut commands in menu locations that would require selection marks in the

corresponding directions to facilitate a fluid, combined specification of command and
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parameter [Guimbretière and Winograd, 2000]. After the user specifies the cut position

and direction, a vertical or horizontal (depending on the specified direction) Division

Band widget appears on the display, and the system attaches one of the cut pieces of the

canvas to it, based on the specific mark on the menu (Figure 3.8(a)iii). If the user specifies

cut-down and moves to the left, for example, a vertical Division Band appears with the

right side of the canvas attached to it. This Division Band is now attached to the user’s

pointer and can be moved (Figure 3.8(a)iv). By dragging the Division Band left to right

(or right to left) on the display, the user can shrink (or expand) the attached portion of

the canvas. A quick flick-and-release motion of the cursor dismisses the Division Band.

If the user releases the Division Band without the flicking motion, the Division Band

remains on the display for subsequent reselection. Thus, Division Bands let users quickly

drag a part of the display toward them for viewing and/or manipulation. The ability to

quickly dismiss the Division Band with a flicking gesture allows for transient, quick views

of remote portions of the display, much like pulling on a spring-loaded window blind.

Users can position multiple Division Bands of different orientations and directions on

the display, as Figure 3.8(b) illustrates. The system presents multiple, pinned Division

Bands of different orientations and directions in a fixed ordering of creation, unless one

band completely occludes another (as seen in Figure 3.8(b)iv). In this case they are

arranged so that both are visible (Figure 3.8(b)v).

The quick creation and dismissal feature of Division Bands makes them well suited

for fast, glancing actions at remote content or parts of the virtual canvas currently not

visible on the display. With the pinning option, Division Bands can also serve as per-

sistent shortcuts to remote areas of the display or as virtual desktops, similarly to the

Flatland [Mynatt et al., 1999] flip-charts. As with all canvas portals instantiations, our

implementation lets users move objects between the main canvas and portions of the can-

vas attached to Division Bands. Division Bands thus can act as both layout management

and remote reaching mechanisms.
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(iv)
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(a) Single Division Band creation. (i) Initial

state. (ii) The user invokes the marking menu.

(iii) A new vertical band is created at the loca-

tion of the marking menu and gets attached to

the user’s cursor. (iv) Pulling the band to the

left reveals more of the canvas to the right. (v)

Final state of the display after the user releases

the band. If the user makes a quick flicking

action instead, the band is discarded. (Black

scribbles indicate user strokes.)

Cut
down

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(b) Second Division Band creation. (i) One

band is already present. (ii) The user invokes

the marking menu and (iii) a second vertical

band is created at the menu location, attached

to the user’s cursor. (iv) While the user moves

the new band, it overlaps the existing one. Af-

ter the user releases it (v), the bands are sorted

so that both are visible. Here the original band

is positioned on top of the newly created one.

(Black scribbles indicate user strokes).

Figure 3.8: Division Bands
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Newly created Division Bands have the same scale factor as the regular canvas, but we

provide a menu option to enable users to change the scale, allowing for the creation of a

form of ZoomScapes [Guimbretière et al., 2001]. Because bands can have their own zoom

factors, users can move items back and forth between bands for different visualization

effects. For example, users can store objects in zoomed-out bands to save space or bring

them into zoomed-in bands for detailed inspection. Although we havent implemented

ZoomScapes’ elegant scaling transition of groups of objects, we could incorporate this

characteristic of the canvas portal frameworks boundary into the different techniques.

Division Bands are similar to the split-window mechanism of recent word processors

in terms of splitting of the canvas, but they also provide transient and fluid ways to

specify, invoke, and dismiss the splits, thus improving usability. Division Bands also

enable sophisticated context switches between bands.

3.3.4 Preliminary user feedback and design improvements

Four participants (1 female) aged 23 to 30, explored our techniques for about an hour

and commented on their functionality. Two were familiar with user interface research,

but the other two were näıve users.

All users quickly grasped the benefits of the ScaleView and Window portals. Yet

two users pointed out the lack of fine grained adjustment when selecting the remote

focal area using the ScaleView minimap, and the awkwardness of moving around to

directly position the remote focal area. We decided to provide an intermediate control

for changing the remote focal area: vertical and horizontal scroll-bars with scroll-up and

down buttons. These allow fine tuning the remote focal area position, after using the

minimap for an initial course placement. Moreover their functionality is immediately

obvious to the users, as it follows the common windowing system scroll-bar metaphor.

Two users were concerned that multiple ScaleView portals might be confusing. We

further explored this issue by examining different ways to visualize the connection be-
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tween portal and focal area and the effect of multiple portals (Section 3.4).

One user mentioned that Window portals seem most useful when switching between

applications and windows, while ScaleView portals are a more general purpose tool.

Two users did not immediately grasp the purpose or operation of the Division Bands.

But after a brief explanation they found the quick glancing and spring-loaded releasing

action quite useful and indicated that it helped refresh their view of the state of the entire

canvas. As per the comments of two users, vertical bands are seen more as temporary

glancing tools, since they provide access to remote areas, and will likely be used more

transiently to perform quick glancing actions. Whereas horizontal ones are seen more

as space creation mechanisms, by dragging unused portions of the virtual canvas into

view from the top or the bottom of the display. Horizontal bands might thus be of a

more permanent nature, likely to be followed by a permanent pinning action. These

comments led to the decision to place vertical Division Bands on top of horizontal ones,

since the presence of the former on the display is more likely ephemeral. Bands of similar

orientations are still stacked so that they are all visible.

One user got confused when new Division Bands were created, not knowing which

band was currently being used. This issue was more pronounced when the band was

released and existing bands were placed on top of it so as to remain visible (Fig-

ure 3.8(b)iv,v), causing sudden visual transitions. We modified our designs so that active

(for example moving) or newly created bands are rendered semi-transparent and on top

of existing bands, while the main canvas and existing bands remain visible underneath.

When the band is no longer active, it gets stacked accordingly and becomes opaque.

This serves a double function: on the one hand the semi-transparent nature of the active

band uniquely identifies it and differentiates it from other Division Bands and the main

canvas; on the other hand, the layout of the remaining bands is partially visible through

the active band, so when the latter gets released and is placed in its final stacking order,

the existing bands of the stack are already partly visible and don’t visually pop-up.
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From the three proposed canvas portal instances (ScaleView, Window portal and

Division Band) we feel ScaleView portals are more interesting from an interaction per-

spective: a Window portal is a simplified version of a ScaleView portal plus a timeline

and a magnified window, with similar usability issues regarding the portal component.

Preliminary user comments also indicated that Window portals would be used for brief

context switching tasks, with the bulk of interaction focused on the magnified selected

window and not on the portal component. Similarly, based on user comments, Division

Bands are perceived as lightweight and temporary access tools or storage mechanisms

that are less likely to be interacted upon over extended periods of time. We decided to

further investigate design and usability issues regarding ScaleView portals, as they were

identified as more general purpose tools, likely remaining on the display longer.

We initially considered investigating the effectiveness of ScaleView by determining

their performance in target selection tasks, as do existing wall display techniques [Baud-

isch et al., 2003a, Collomb and Hascoët, 2004, Collomb et al., 2005b, Forlines et al.,

2006b]. Nevertheless, these techniques are mainly designed for brief access to remote

locations of the display, while ScaleView portals are designed for extended use. We thus

felt that it would be better to evaluate them on more complex and involved scenarios,

similar to longer term tasks likely to occur on wall displays. Our goal for this evaluation

session is to investigate if users understand the functionality of ScaleView portals and

if they are willing to make use of it on diverse tasks, as well as overall usability issues

(Section 3.5).

Before conducting this session, we decided upon investigating some design aspects

of ScaleView portals further. Among several issues that could be investigated (such

as visualizations of the ”crossing” property of ScaleView portals, different designs for

presenting the remote focal area, number of simultaneous ScaleView portals users can

manage and how to visualize their grouping, possible invocation mechanisms, etc), we

decided to focus on the visualization of the remote focal areas. A poor visualization design
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of the connection between portal and remote focal area can clutter the wall display or

render the technique unusable if users cannot make the mental connection between a

portal and its remote focal area (Section 3.4).

3.4 ScaleView portal remote area visualization study

As ScaleView portals provide alternative views to different remote canvas areas, they

segment the visual display space. Identifying the connection between the portals and

their remote focal areas may be problematic, especially in the presence of multiple such

portals. We thus investigated different focal area visualizations in the presence of multiple

portals, by graphically connecting portals and their remote focal areas.

Task

The task performed was discrete target selection in the presence of distracter targets.

Several ScaleView portals (stripped of menu functionality, scroll-bars and minimaps) were

simultaneously presented on the display. A desired target was highlighted in a different

color and participants were asked to selecting the proxy corresponding to the highlighted

target, from inside one of the displayed portals. The proxy was not highlighted, so

participants had to identify the correct portal to select the proxy of the desired target.

All targets and their proxies were rendered as numbered squares. The goal target was

assigned the number 1, while distracters were assigned random numbers from 1-3.

Visualization conditions (Figure 3.9)

NoVis: As a base case for our evaluations, no visual connection between portals and

their remote focal areas was provided.

FullPortalVis: The remote focal areas of a portal is highlighted at all times and a semi-

transparent band connects it to the corresponding portal.
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PortalVis: As the user hovers over a portal, the remote area is highlighted and a con-

nection between the portal and its remote focal area is drawn.

LineVis: As the user hovers over a specific item proxy in a portal, a connection between

the proxy and the corresponding item at the remote focal area is drawn.

Initially we also examined another three visualizations in a pilot session: One per-

manently displayed connections between all proxies and remote items (FullLinesVis).

Another permanently presented connections between all portals and remote focal areas,

as well as between all proxies and remote items (FullPortalLinesVis). Both created a

large amount of clutter on the display, even if only one or two portals were present, and

were eliminated from further examination. In the third visualization (PortalLineVis), as

the user hovered over a portal a connection to its remote focal area was presented, and

if the user happened to hover over a specific proxy inside the portal, a line connection

between the proxy and the corresponding remote item was also displayed. This visu-

alization was deemed too distracting since several discrete visual elements highlighting

remote focal areas and items would appear and disappear in very small time intervals.

In our tasks we tested 1 to 6 portals. We felt that managing and arranging a larger

number of portals would require more sophisticated mechanisms than simple moving

or stacking, and would introduce usability factors similar to those found in traditional

desktop managers with multiple potentially overlapping windows.

For any visualization to be successful, it must work well in the presence of intervening

objects that distract from the act of selecting the goal target. Distracter targets were

placed randomly on the display to equally influence the remote focal areas of different

portals. We used two distracter densities: Mid (25%) and Large (50%) display coverage.

A within-participant factorial design was used. The independent variables were visu-

alization technique, density of distracter items and number of portals. To counterbalance

for possible differences in movement direction, we positioned the starting location of trials

in 3 relative positions about the centre of the display.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.9: Visualization of remote focal area connections. (a) NoVis. The desired

target is marked as red. The different portals are green rectangles, corresponding to 4

different remote focal areas on the display. (b) FullPortalVis. The remote focal areas

of all portals and their connections are highlighted. (c) PortalVis. As the user hovers

over a portal, the corresponding remote focal area and its connection is highlighted. (d)

LineVis. As the user hovers over a proxy within a portal, a line connecting the proxy

and the corresponding remote target is drawn. 4 portals are seen and 50% of the display

is covered by distracters.

The aim of the study was to determine the best way to visually represent the connec-

tion between portals and their remote focal areas and was performed in two parts: in the

first users had to differentiate between simplified ScaleView portals whose remote focal

areas were highlighted throughout the study, simulating situations where users are famil-

iar with the layout of the portals. In the second, remote focal areas where highlighted

only as part of the different visualizations, simulating use of unfamiliar portal layout.

3.4.1 Familiar portal layout session

Eight volunteers (3 female), aged 20-35, participated in this session. Participants used

all 4 techniques, in an ordering balanced using a Latin square. The study consisted of:
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8 participants x

4 visualizations x

2 distracter densities x

6 number of portals x

3 starting positions x

4 repetition blocks

= 4,608 trials

Prior to each technique participants were given a short warm-up session (10 trials) to

familiarize themselves with the visualization techniques. The session lasted on average

one hour for each participant, at the end of which they filled out a brief questionnaire to

express their opinions.

Results

A total of 25 trials (.5%) were identified as outliers and removed from further analysis.

A fully within subjects ANOVA showed no significant effect for visualization on To-

talTime (Figures 3.10.Left, 3.11.Left) and ErrorRate (Figures 3.11.Left,3.12.Left).

The number of portals affected users performance. There was a significant main

effect of number of portals on TotalTime (F5,15 = 94.405, p < .0001). Post-hoc means

comparisons showed that selecting targets in a single portal was easier (Figure 3.13.Left)

and the cost of selecting the target increased with the number of portals (in all cases

p < .05). The only non significant pair was for 5,6 portals. No other significant results

were found.
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Figure 3.10: Mean TotalTime per visualization for the Familiar (Left) and Unfamiliar

(Right) layout study. Time spent hovering in PortalVis and LineVis are indicated.

Familiar Unfamiliar

TotalTime ErrorRate TotalTime ErrorRate

PortalVis 4.91 sec 2.9 % 4.60 sec 5.7 %

FullPortalVis 4.90 sec 3.3 % 4.78 sec 5.7 %

LineVis 4.84 sec 2.5 % 5.79 sec 4.3 %

NoVis 4.81 sec 3.4 % 9.99 sec 6 %

Figure 3.11: Mean TotalTime and ErrorRate per visualization for the Familiar (Left)

and Unfamiliar (Right) layout study. Statistically significant measures are marked in

red.

Discussion and user comments

Mean times for the different visualizations were very similar, indicating that users adopted

similar strategies for all visualizations. In both FullPortalVis and NoVis most partici-

pants noted that their strategy consisted of memorizing part of the layout of the high-

lighted remote focal area surrounding the desired target, and then matching the memo-
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rized layout with that of one of the portals. Four participants mentioned that they felt

they were more accurate in the case of the PortalVis and LinesVis because they used the

visualizations to check the target they picked before committing to a selection, delaying

the interaction. Thus users adopted the same strategy across visualizations and hover

was used as a verification mechanism.

Figure 3.12: 95% of confidence interval graph of ErrorRate per visualization for the

Familiar (Left) and Unfamiliar (Right) layout study.

Figure 3.13: Mean TotalTime per visualization for the different number of portals. For

both the Familiar (Left) and Unfamiliar (Right) layout study.
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In terms of overall preference, 4 out of 8 users preferred LineVis, 3 the PortalVis and

1 participant the NoVis condition, indicating that hover based techniques were better

received. Participants were also asked to identify the number of portals they felt com-

fortable identifying targets in. Five out of 8 participants felt that they could comfortably

find the target only in 1 portal, while the remaining 3 felt that 4 portals or less was a

comfortable number for the specific task.

3.4.2 Unfamiliar portal layout session

To examine if the results of the familiar layout session are similar to unfamiliar layouts, we

performed a smaller session where we did not present the remote influence areas of portals,

unless they are part of the visualization technique. We feel this task accurately represents

searching targets when users are not familiar with the given portals (for example they

haven’t setup the portal or haven’t used it in a while).

Two female and 1 male volunteers, aged 20-30, participated in the session. Data from

a 4th participant was not used, since she could not complete the NoVis condition as she

found it too hard. The independent variables were visualization, density of distracter

targets and number of portals. Each participant used the four visualization techniques,

in an ordering balanced using a Latin square. The experiment consisted of:

3 participants x

4 visualizations x

2 distracter densities x

6 portals x

3 starting positions x

4 repetition blocks

= 1728 trials

Participants performed 10 warm-up trials per technique and were asked to complete the

trials as fast and accurately as possible, taking breaks between trials and blocks.
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Results

Data from a total of 14 trials (.8%) were identified as outliers and removed from fur-

ther analysis. As the distributions of the time measurements were positively skewed,

significance tests were performed on the logarithm of TotalTime.

A fully within subjects ANOVA showed a significant effect for visualization on log-

TotalTime (F3,6 = 15.3, p < .05) (Figures 3.10.Right, 3.11.Right). Post-hoc means

comparisons showed the NoVis condition to be significantly slower than all the others

(all p < .05). The dropped data from the 4th partitioner would enforce this result, as

she was unable to complete the NoVis condition because she found it too hard.

A significant main effect of number of portals on logTotalTime (F5,10 = 62, p < .0001)

was also found (Figure 3.13.Right). In post-hoc means comparisons the single portal

condition was found to be significantly faster than 6 portals, and the 4 portal faster than

the 5 portal condition (all p < .05).

There was no significant effect for visualization on ErrorRate (Figures 3.11,3.12.Right).

Discussion and user comments

As the NoVis provides users with no visual indication of the portal’s focal area, users

had to rely solely on memorizing patterns around the target. This task was harder than

in the first session, since now focal areas where not highlighted and there was no clear

indication of the area around the target that had to be memorized. Thus the NoVis

condition was found significantly slower than all other visualizations.

In terms of overall preference, 2 out of 3 participants thought that PortalVis was

faster, and was their top preference. The last participant preferred overall LineVis.

NoVis as expected was last in terms of preference for all participants and was the cause

our forth participant stopped the experiment. FullPortalVis was not preferred due to the

complexity of the visualization, especially in the case of many portals. All three users

agreed that it was easy to locate the target in up to 3 or 4 portals.
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3.4.3 Design implications

The aim of the study was to determine the best way to present visually the connection

between focal and remote portal areas of ScaleView portals and was performed in two

parts, simulating situations where users are familiar or not with the layout of the portals.

User preference and mean times indicate that of the visualizations tried, the one that

works best for both familiar and unfamiliar layouts is one that connects the portal area

with a semi-transparent overlay that encompasses the remote focal area (PortalVis). The

rendering of the remote focal area is active while the portal is being actively moved, its

parameters manipulated, but also while the user hovers over its portal area.

User comments also indicated that for the tested layouts up to 3-4 portals are fairly

easy to distinguish. The tested layouts included same color numbers ranging from 1

to 3 and were thus fairly uniform. In real life, it is likely that more portals could be

used, if very strong color cues existed on the main canvas (for example different colored

items). Color has indeed been shown as the most effective graphical mechanism for

reducing display search time (followed by shape, and finally letters or digits) [Christ, 1975,

1984]. Furthermore, user labeling of the different portals and organization using tabs

[Beaudouin-Lafon and Lassen, 2000] can further distinguish between multiple portals.

3.5 ScaleView portal usability study

The previous study helped determine appropriate remote focal area visualizations for

ScaleView portals, and provided insights as to the ease of distinguishing different portals.

Yet their overall usefulness and ease of use was not examined. To investigate the usability

of ScaleView portals and gather feedback on their design a second study was conducted.

Four female and 6 male participants, aged 24-35, took part in this session. Participants

were asked to perform three tasks, resembling potential tasks identified in Section 2.3:
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Layout task. A set of images and text from different sources (Figure 3.17Top) was

present on the display, with text being readable without the need for magnification.

Participants were asked to semantically group text and images as they saw fit. To ensure

they didn’t perform the task randomly, they were then asked to justify their grouping

to the experimenter. This open ended task simulates real life layout management and

organizational tasks, such as story-boarding, magazine layout etc.

Navigation task. Participants were shown two high resolution images of the the

western hemisphere (Figure 3.18Top) and were asked to concentrate on the left. A small

red square (not visible without a magnification aid) was present on the land mass and

users were asked to pinpoint it. This task resembles real life search and navigation tasks

in different scales, such as examining high resolution images, dens graphs etc.

Comparison task. Participants were asked to locate four differences between the

two high resolution images of the the western hemisphere (Figure 3.19Top). Differences

were visible with the naked eye, but more prominent when using a magnification aid.

This task resembles real life navigation and comparison tasks, such as looking high reso-

lution images for structural flaws, or examining different meteorological fronts, and then

comparing them for similarities. If users did not find any difference between the two im-

ages in 10 min, hints were given. This intervention did not take away from the insights

gained while users navigated the display during the first 10 min. Moreover, it doesn’t

negate the findings from the comparison component, since in real life comparison tasks

areas of interest are often identified beforehand.

During the study, the heads of participants were tracked to approximately infer the

their visual focus on the display. Participant actions were logged by the system and they

were observed by one of the experimenters during their session.

The tools available for performing the tasks were ScaleView portals and simple mag-

nification lenses, which were both explained to the participants in a brief training session.

The training tasks were similar to the ones describe above, and were performed using
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ScaleView portals, magnification lenses, and using no tool if possible (for example in a

layout training task).

After the training session was over, users had the option of choosing whether to

use no tools, regular magnification lens(es), ScaleView portal(s) or combinations of the

above to perform the given tasks. This allowed us to observe the use of the tools for

the different tasks on wall displays. It also provided us with insights as to how users

chose between a simple, easy to use technique (like a magnification lens) and a more

sophisticated, but more involved technique (as the ScaleView portal). Finally, it inspired

design improvements for ScaleView portals. The following section summarizes user trends

while performing the different tasks.

3.5.1 Observations

Layout task (Figure 3.17Top): Only one user, in Figure 3.17(v) chose to walk around

the display and directly drag content to organize it in groups. She occasionally used a

magnification lens to see content in detail. The few green marks visible are an accidental

invocation of a ScaleView portal instead of the magnification lens.

ScaleView portals were used by the rest of the participants for this task. Two users,

in Figures 3.17(iv),(vi), started the task using only a magnification lens, but very quickly

switched to using two ScaleView portals, one zoomed-in to focus on particular items,

and one zoomed-out to move items around. Nevertheless, these users did not make the

connection of passing items ”between portals”, a functionality not explicitly shown to

users in order to examine if the passing between portals felt ”natural”. Only passing

from a portal to the main canvas was shown during the training session. These users

moved the focus of the zoomed-in portal around the display using the scroll bars or the

minimap instead of directly dragging items from the zoomed-out view. Another user, in

Figure 3.17(x), used a single ScaleView portal that she panned, zoomed-in to focus on

specific content, and zoomed-out to organize content repeatedly. When asked later about
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passing content back and forth between portals, or between portal and canvas, all three

users mentioned they did not recall or infer this functionality of the ScaleView portal.

One user, in Figure 3.17(i) was unique in using a combination of both a ScaleView

portal and a magnifying lens. She placed the lens next to a zoomed-out ScaleView portal

and would drag items from the portal under the lens to view in detail and then return

them in the portal to arrange the layout. This user grasped the notion of transitioning

between the portal and canvas. When asked later why she did not use a zoomed-in portal,

she mentioned that she wanted the two tools to be separate and not attached, as in the

current implementation. Another user, in Figure 3.17(ii) did not use a magnification

tool. Her strategy was to move items from a single zoomed-out ScaleView portal to the

main canvas, look at them and then organize them inside the ScaleView portal.

The remaining four users, in Figures 3.17(iii),(vii),(viii),(ix) made use of two Scale-

View portrals, one zoomed-out for organizing content, and one zoomed-in to view content

in detail, by passed content between the two portals. This set of users took advantage of

the mechanism for passing content to and from a ScaleView portal.

Three users did not perceive the passing of content from ScaleView portals to other

portals or the main canvas as natural, did not recall or make use of it. Although the

remaining 6 users did take advantage of the feature, stronger visual indications of the

passing mechanism are desirable, to ensure that users are reminded of this option.

One question we had regarding the use of ScaleView portals, was whether users would

focus visually on the portals, or use the overall display as a reference. From the 9 users

that performed the task with ScaleView portals, four, in Figures 3.17(ii),(iv),(vi),(viii)

often used the display as a reference (the percent of time looking at portals less than

70%), whereas five, in Figures 3.17(i),(iii),(vii),(ix),(x) performed the task by glancing

little, if ever, outside the ScaleView portal area (percent of time looking at portals more

than than 70%). The percentage of time spent on looking inside ScaleView portals for

each user can be seen in the first column of Figure 3.14.
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We note that glances at the display are usually brief, whereas glances on the ScaleView

portals are usually accompanied by interaction, which takes more time. Thus, if users

spend more than 70% of their time on ScaleView portals we claim that they mainly focus

on them and do not make heavy use of the large visual display. This decision is backed up

by written comments taken by the researcher during the different sessions, where users

observed to frequently glance at the main display canvas spend less than 70% of their

time looking inside the ScaleView portal.

Navigation task (Figure 3.18Top): In this task, the majority of users (8 out of 10)

initiated the search using a regular magnification lens, in Figure 3.17(i),(ii),(iii),(iv),(v),

(vii),(viii),(x). They commented that magnification lenses were easier to use than Scale-

View portals. Users interacting with the magnification lens spent time physically mov-

ing around the left part of the image in (Figure 3.18Top) (where the red square was

located) and some where luckier than others in their search. 3 of these 8 users (Fig-

ures 3.18(i),(ii),(iv)) switched to using a single ScaleView portal when they could not

quickly perform the task using the simple magnification lens. One of these three, in Fig-

ure 3.17(i), stated that her search was ”not as systematic” with a regular magnification

lens, as when using the scrolling functionality of the ScaleView.

The remaining 2 users, in Figures 3.17(vi),(ix) started and finished the task using

one ScaleView portal because, as one mentioned ”scroll-bars make it easy to navigate

on the enlarged screen”. Of these two users, one (Figures 3.17(vi)) spent time glancing

at the display as a reference for the position of the focal area of the ScaleView, whereas

the other (Figure 3.17(ix)) mostly focused on the displayed content of the ScaleView. In

all cases where a ScaleView portal was used, visible green vertical and horizontal lines

(Figure 3.17) indicate interaction with the scroll bars and small green rectangles with the

minimap. The percentage of time spent on looking inside the ScaleView for each user

can be seen in the second column of Figure 3.14.

Comparison task (Figure 3.19.Top): This was the most challenging task, since it
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required detailed examination and visual comparisons between remote display locations.

The majority of users completed this task using ScaleView portals. One user (Fig-

ure 3.17(i)) originally invoked two magnification lenses, one for each globe. Another

(Figure 3.17(viii)), invoked a single magnification lens that she attempted to move

back and forth between the two globes. Both users switched to using two side-by-

side ScaleView portals, each one focused on one of the two images. Another two users

(Figures 3.17(ii),(iii)) originally used a magnification lens to focus on one globe and a

ScaleView portal to focus on the other. The first completed the task as she started

(Figure 3.17(ii)), while the other (Figure 3.17(iii)) reverted to using two side-by-side

ScaleView portals. The remaining six users started and completed the task using two

side-by-side ScaleView portals.

Again different users utilized the display real-estate differently. Some, seen in Fig-

ures 3.17(iv),(vii),(viii),(ix) almost completely concentrated on the views inside the Scale-

View portals (percent of time looking at portal more than 70%), whereas others, seen in

Figures 3.17(ii),(vi) made heavy use of the display as a reference for the location of the

focal area of the portals. The percentage of time spent looking inside ScaleView portals

per user can be seen in the third column of Figure 3.14. One user (Figure 3.17(iv)) had

some trouble telling the portals apart and would confuse which portal was focused on

which globe. As the visual representation of the remote focal area failed in this instance,

labeling of portals, or more persistent visualizations, would have been beneficial.

3.5.2 User comments and design improvements

The majority of users (8 out of 10) stated that overall they preferred ScaleView portals

for the given tasks. This is not surprising, given that users performed the greater part

of the tasks using ScaleView portals, since, as stated, they allowed ”more systematic”

interaction and users ”didn’t have to walk around much”. Nevertheless, user comments

for improvement and observations led to design enhancements.
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Percent of time looking at ScaleView

Layout Navigation Comparison

(i) 77% 33% 47%

(ii) 47% 26% 50%

(iii) 75% 0% 31%

(iv) 59% 20% 85%

(v) 27% 0% 89%

(vi) 64% 54% 29%

(vii) 96% 0% 83%

(viii) 58% 0% 76%

(ix) 88% 70% 80%

(x) 77% 0% 68%

Figure 3.14: Percentage of time spent looking inside ScaleView portals for users per task.

The presentation of multiple portals invoked comments from several participants. One

user expressed her desire to be able to separate different portals and move them around in-

dependently. Our initial implementation allowed only for spread out and stacked layouts

(the cube variation in Figure 3.6 was deactivated). This prevented users from spatially

arranging portals as they saw fit. Another two users expressed their desire to have by

default ScaleView portals spread out. In order to avoid clutter we initially presented

multiple portals in a stacked layout. This was in hindsight inappropriate, since users

invoking new portals want to interact with them right away. Finally, one user asked

for separate minimaps for each one of the portals. In the initial implementation only

one portal was active at a time, thus a single minimap was needed and scroll-bars were

only attached to that active portal. Two other users found this notion of ”active” portal

somewhat confusing, as they had to give focus to a portal (by touching its interior) before

interacting with it through scroll-bars or menus.
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To address the issue of active portals, we now allow all portals to be active simulta-

neously. Scroll-bars and a minimap are attached to each portal when not in a stacking

configuration (Figure 3.15). Moreover, by default, newly created portals are presented

in a spread out configuration. Finally, to address the concern of rearranging the position

of individual portals, we now allow multiple separate portals, not necessarily grouped.

Figure 3.15: Multiple ScaleView portals. In the stacked layout (left) one minimap and

one set of scroll-bars is present, that of the top portal. In the side-by-side layout each

portal has its own minimap and scroll-bars.

The other major concern expressed was that of focusing portals. In terms of creating

a new portal, one user asked for the option to have new portals created as ”duplicates”

of an existing portal. This is a reasonable feature not present in our study, in order to

observe users interacting with the different ScaleView elements (the minimap, scroll-bars,

zoom sliders etc). Another user asked for the option to use one portal as a means to

focus another. So for example if a zoomed-out portal was active, the user could make an

area selection inside it to define the focal area of a new portal.

When it came to altering an existing portal’s focal area, a user proposed that while

dragging on ”empty” space inside the portal, the canvas depicted inside the portal should

pan, thus altering the portal’s focal area. Although such an approach is possible, it

violates the notion that interaction within the portal is equivalent to interacting with the

remote focal area, since actions specific to the ”background” of the main canvas are no

longer possible inside the portal (think for example the action of selecting multiple items
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from the desktop in current windows interfaces). Another two users asked for the option

to directly reposition the focal area of a portal at a remote location by walking. In our

designs we actually provide a menu option for directly focusing the portal. This option

was deactivated to elicit users comments on the alternative focusing mechanisms.

A major issue that surfaced in our usability study was the manner of defining the

focal area of the ScaleView portals. Several users expressed their opinion on the matter

and proposed different solutions. It became clear early on, that different users prefer

different approaches. For example users that tended to concentrate their view inside the

ScaleView portal, proposed ways to focus it from inside other portals. Others that made

use of the entire display as a reference, suggested manners that often involved direct

positioning. Thus no single solution seems to exist. We decided to keep the minimap

and scroll-bars since they are intuitive, and provide another course and another detailed

refocusing mechanism. Apart from ”duplicating” new portals from older ones and the

menu option for directly refocusing the tool, we added the following functionality:

First users may now create a new ScaleView portal from inside an existing one. The

new portal is focused on the main canvas on the corresponding location depicted in the

existing portal where the menu invocation took place. Thus portal focusing and creation

are combined in a single action.

While the user is manipulating the remote focal area in the minimap, the repre-

sentation of the focal area on the minimap is rendered semi-transparent. When the

representation reaches the edges of the minimap, it is rendered outside the confines of

the minimap, similar to how items are drawn when they are about to cross a border.

This is an indication that users can continue dragging the representation outside the

minimap. At the crossing point, the representation becomes the remote focal area center

itself, which the user can now directly position on the desired location of the canvas.

Finally, two users asked for the option to synchronize two portals, such that when

moving the focal area of one, the focal area of the other would follow the same transfor-
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mations. Obviously this suggestion is a result of the comparison task given to the users

and might not be of use in other interaction scenarios.

Figure 3.16: Redesigning ScaleView portal transitions. As an item approaches, the border

becomes transparent to highlight the crossing functionality.

Since a number of our study participants did not recall using the ”crossing” mecha-

nism between portals and canvas, our design did not highlight this feature adequately.

Originally, as a means to indicate the ”crossing” option, items that where at the edge of

a portal, were rendered semi-transparent outside the portal (Figure 3.3). This indication

might have been too subtle, given that part of the moving items had to actually cross the

borders of a portal. To enhance the crossing metaphor we added the following behavior:

when a moving window comes close to a border, the border becomes progressively trans-

parent (the more so as the item comes closer), until it disappears when the item starts

crossing the border (Figure 3.16). We felt this visual indication is subtle enough to not

interfere with the user’s interaction, while providing a visual indication of the crossing

property. Other designs considered were: ”pulling” an item that is close to a border onto

the border, pulling the borer close to the moving item, or providing a visual connection

between the item and the border (for example by coloring both in the same color). These

designs we felt interfered too much with the user’s interaction and were abandoned.
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3.6 Chapter summary and closing remarks

In this chapter we presented designs aimed at improving layout management and context

switching on wall sized displays. Early on in our design phase we developed the canvas

portal framework that incorporates layout management techniques based on the idea of

using alternative views as shortcuts to different canvas locations. The framework, apart

from allowing users to view and interact with remote locations through the portals,

supports passing of content between these views and the main canvas. These properties

reduce the need for walking around the display to view or interact with content spread out

over the canvas, to rearrange and manage remote data, or to acquire different perspectives

of depicted data. Based on this framework, we introduce 3 new techniques.

ScaleView portals are general zoom based portals that provide arbitrary views of the

main canvas. Their position, focal areas and zoom level can all be altered by the user.

Multiple instances of ScaleView portals may be present at a given time on the display

and transition of content between them is supported. ScaleView portals support context

switching and comparison tasks between different locations on the canvas and efficient

layout management.

Window portals present users with a spatial and temporal way to switch between

different items on the canvas and act more as context switching mechanisms and less as

layout management or comparison mediators.

Finally, Division Bands are vertical and horizontal slices of the main canvas defined

by the user. Contrary to ScaleView portals that are general purpose tools for supporting

layout management and switching between contexts, Division Bands act more as space

creation mechanisms and as aids for fast glances or access to remote areas.

Although all of the techniques are based on the same framework, their implementation

details differentiate their application on large displays. Nevertheless, they are all designed

in a manner that does not make any assumptions about the underlying structure of the

depicted content, other than that some elements can be interacted upon and possibly
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move across the main canvas.

The use of ScaleView portals, the most general canvas portal designed, was further

investigated. Apart from general design improvements made based on user comments,

several other interesting issues regarding wall display interaction were observed. First

of all, we found that for the tasks performed, use of complicated techniques, such as

the ScaleView portal, was often preferred to simpler interactions when users felt that a

simpler technique did not adequately support their task.

Some users started tasks immediately using ScaleView portals, a complex technique,

indicating that they found compelling the ability to have everything concentrated close to

their position and not have to move around frequently. Nevertheless, several participants

used the large canvas as a peripheral reference to their tasks, by periodically glancing

directly at remote canvas locations. This observation is consistent with our decision

to opt for designs that minimize physical movement and in particular allow interaction

close to the user’s reach. Moreover, it highlights one of the benefits of using a wall sized

display: users visually refer to the large, spread out content on the wall display, even if

their interaction is limited close to their location.
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ix x

Figure 3.17: ScaleView portals usability evaluation: Layout task setup and interaction

footprint for each user labeled (i - x). Red squares indicate the users visual focus. Blue

marks denote interactions with regular magnification lens(es), Green ones with ScaleView

portals and Black marks are other interactions on the canvas.
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Figure 3.18: ScaleView portals usability evaluation: Search task setup and interaction

footprint for each user labeled (i - x). Red squares indicate the users visual focus.

Blue marks denote interactions with regular magnification lens(es) and Green ones with

ScaleView portals.
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Figure 3.19: ScaleView portals usability evaluation: Comparison task setup and interac-

tion footprint for each user labeled (i - x). Red squares indicate the users visual focus.

Blue marks denote interactions with regular magnification lens(es) and Green ones with

ScaleView portals.



Chapter 4

Facilitating Remote Reaching

Unlike interaction on a desktop or even a small white-board sized display where almost

all displayed items are within arms reach of the user, data on wall displays often reside

farther away, or in unreachable locations. From a visualization perspective, it can be

difficult to view all parts of the display at equal clarity, since some of the display will

appear in the user’s peripheral vision. As a result, if existing user interfaces are mapped

onto displays of this scale for up-close interaction, they would at the very least require the

user to walk around the display to accomplish even simple tasks, or they may be unusable

altogether when, for example, the user cannot reach the top of the display to operate an

application’s menu bar. Admittedly, one could operate a wall display from afar, using

a mouse and a keyboard, but such an approach does not fully leverage the potential

benefits that can accrue with up-close direct interaction mentioned in Chapter 2.

In attempting to facilitate remote reaching in wall displays, we need to first bridge

the distance between the location of the user and a remote location, and secondly, ensure

the nature and effect of the bridged interaction are obvious to the user. This section

presents the design and evaluation of such a new remote reaching technique, the vacuum.

Up to date, reaching at remote locations can be achieved in several ways discussed in

Section 2.5.2. We decided to further concentrate on techniques that copy content close

81
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to the user. These may result in visual breaks between the actual and copied content,

yet they allow for comfortable, proximal interaction and provide visual feedback on the

performed actions close to the user, thus minimizing user physical effort. As pointed out

by Reetz et al. [2006], visual feedback close to the user might be better than having it in

the environment, even though users have to work with a duplicate representation of the

target instead of the real one. Users in work by Forlines et al. [2006b] commented that

small targets were not visible in distant locations on a wall display, also indicating that

visual feedback close to the user might be desirable.

We considered several techniques for copying remote content in the form of proxies

close to the user, where users may interact with the proximal copied content in lieu of the

corresponding remote content. Before discussing our preliminary designs in Section 4.2,

we will describe in detail drag-and-pop/pick [Baudisch et al., 2003a], an existing technique

that follows this interaction paradigm and is closely related to our designs.

4.1 Drag-and-pop/pick

Drag-and-pop/pick [Baudisch et al., 2003a] allows users to quickly pick remote icons, or

drag icons onto others located at far distances, by bringing proxies of the remote icons

closer to the user (Figure 4.1). We would like to distinguish here between the drag-and-

pop and drag-and-pick version of the technique. In the drag-and-pop version, as the user

drags an icon across the display, icon proxies corresponding to applications compatible

with the dragged icon are copied close to the user. Drag-and-pick is the more general

version of the technique. Here as the user drags on the display, all types of remote

application icons are copied close to the user.

The selection of icons to copy is done based on the user’s direction of movement. As

the user’s pen moves on the display beyond a fixed distance, potential icon targets are

identified within a ±30o sector centered about the pen’s movement direction. Proxies of
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those targets are created close to the current cursor position and may be used in lieu of

the original target icons to complete the dragging operation, significantly reducing the

cursor’s travel distance. The proxy layout resembles that of the original icons (assumed to

occupy a virtual grid), with empty space between them having been removed (empty rows

and columns). To maintain visual persistence, rubber-band lines are drawn connecting

the actual target icons to their proxies. A user study [Baudisch et al., 2003a] showed that

drag-and-pop was up to three times faster than regular direct dragging across a large-scale

display. When discussing benefits and issues of this work in the thesis we generally refer

to drag-and-pick, since this is the most general form of this remote reaching approach.

when linking the pointer (1 pixel wide) to an icon (32 
pixels wide). This improved design was one of the in-
terfaces compared in our user studies presented in Sec-
tion 6 and 7. 
 One of the main limitations of the original push-
and-throw is its lack of precision due to the size reduc-
tion that occurs when mapping the desktop to the take-
off area. We address this issue by introducing non-
linear acceleration, as it is common with indirect input 
devices, to push-and-throw. In accelerated push-and-
throw, moving the pointer slowly results in a much 
slower motion of the dragged icon, helping users ac-
quire small targets. In addition, the acceleration factor 
is reduced when the dragged icon is close to a target 
(similar to semantic pointing [4]). Accelerated push-
and-throw also allows clutching, i.e., lifting and reposi-
tioning the pen/finger within a drag interaction. This 
allows users to reach very distant targets. 
 With acceleration, there is no more immediate cor-
respondence between physical pointer location and the 
location of the dragged icon. As a consequence, the 
technique does not have a clearly defined take-off area 
anymore and we cannot provide a preview of it. Since 
accelerated push-and-throw therefore does not com-
pletely subsume tradition push-and-throw, we decided 
to include both designs in our user study. 

3.2 Drag-and-pop 
Drag-and-pop [3] uses the opposite approach to drag-
and-throw. Rather than sending the dragged object to 
the periphery, it allows users to bring a selection of 
likely candidates to the user. This allows users to com-
plete drag interactions in a convenient screen location. 
There is no scaling of pointer motion, so users can 
make use of the full resolution of their motor skills. 
 Figure 3 shows a walkthrough of drag-and-pop. 
(1) The user intends to delete a web page by dragging it 
into the recycle bin. (2) As the user starts dragging the 
web pages icon towards the recycle bin, icons that are 
of compatible type and located in the direction of the 
user’s drag motion “pop up”. This means that each of 
these icons produces a “tip icon” that appears in front of 
the user’s pen. Tip icons are connected to the respective 
original icon using a rubber band. (3) The user drags 
the web page over the recycle bin and releases the 
mouse button. The recycle bin accepts the web page. 
Alternatively, the user could have dropped the web 
page over the word processor or the web browser icon, 
which would have launched the respective application 
with the memo. (4) When the user drops the icon, all tip 
icons disappear instantly. 
 In order to reduce clutter, drag-and-pop creates tip 
icons only for icons that are of matching file type, lo-
cated far enough away from the dragged icon, and lo-

cated within a certain angle from the user’s initial drag 
direction. Drag-and-pop compacts the layout of all tip 
icons by placing tip icons on a denser grid and by elimi-
nating empty rows and columns from that grid [3]. Us-
ers can abort drag-and-pop interactions at any time by 
moving the pen away from the tip icon cluster. This 
allows users to rearrange icons on the desktop. The 
rubber bands connecting tip icons with their original are 
designed to help users follow the transition when the tip 
icons appear and to re-identify the desired targets 
among the other tip icons. Drag-and-pop can be ex-
tended to allow users to access content in the periphery 
(drag-and-pick [3]). 

 
Figure 3: Drag-and-pop: Here the user drops the word file 

located at the right into the recycle bin. 

 The main limitation of drag-and-pop is that impre-
cise invocation gestures can cause the wrong tip icons 
to appear. In particular, Baudisch et al. found [3] that 
the arc-shaped full-arm drag motions users performed 
caused drag-and-pop to bring icons located in the ex-
tension of the first segment of that arc—this was typi-
cally not the direction to the target. 

Design improvements: target sector and positioning 
In order to address the limitations identified by Baud-
isch et al., we adjusted our version of drag-and-pop in 
two ways. First, we increased the size of the target sec-
tor and added extra tolerance for movements towards 
the top of the screen. 
 Second, in its original version, dragging towards 
another display unit sometimes makes the tip icon clus-
ter appear fully or partially on that other screen unit. 

Figure 4.1: Drag-and-pop sequence. (1) In regular desktop with icons, the user selects

(2) a webpage icon and moves it towards a remote cluster of application icons. The user

starts dragging a file icon towards a remote cluster of application icons. Compatible

application icons are copied close to the user’s location, in a condensed layout. (3) The

user drops the moving file icon on the desired application icon (recycle bin), concluding

the dragging operation (4).

Drag-and-pick [Baudisch et al., 2003a] is a lightweight technique that seamlessly

enhances regular dragging and picking, without the user having to learn a completely

new interaction technique or set/adjust multiple parameters. Furthermore, it is a mod-

eless and transient technique in that no tool has to be invoked or dismissed since the
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entire operation is performed in a single pen-down, move, pen-up gesture. While these

properties make drag-and-pick almost ideal for single target operations, there are some

shortcomings with this approach, given the design goals identified in Section 2.6.

Clearly drag-and-pop/pick satisfies our design goal of minimizing user effort. Never-

theless, it relies heavily on the assumptions that the manipulated items are application

icons of the same size and the only form of interaction taking place is icon selection. It

thus violates our application independence design goal, as it may not accommodate more

complicated interaction than single target selection, nor interaction elements of different

sizes and shapes. As far as our third goal is concerned, predictability is supported in the

sense that the behavior of the tool is easy to understand. Nevertheless the actual effect

of the tool is not always clear. These issues are discussed in detail below, identifying

specific shortcomings of the technique.

• Target identification: The sector of influence is determined by the cursor’s initial

movement vector. If the user starts off in an inexact direction and the wrong

targets are brought closer, the only option is to abort and restart the operation.

Baudisch et al. [2003a] discuss adjustments to the algorithm to favor targets in

certain directions, but fundamentally the technique is limited in not allowing users

to alter the sector of influence during the interaction. Thus the technique is not

flexible and consistent.

• Number and size of proxies: Proxies retain the size of the original targets, and to

prevent clutter or overlapping proxies around the cursor, the number of proxies is

capped at a fixed value (5-10 typically). While this approach is reasonable for the

iconic targets studied in the work of Baudisch et al. [2003a], it does not scale to

situations of larger numbers of distracter proxies or larger sized targets (e.g., tool

palettes), since the space around the cursor would quickly fill up.
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• Layout of proxies: The final position of proxies around the cursor is dependent on

the cursor’s initial movement vector and on the number of proxies. The algorithm

also removes much of the void space around the proxies in the final layout. As such,

the proxy layout does not exactly resemble the original target layout, and it can be

difficult for the user to predict where exactly the proxies will end up. In particular,

if there are many more proxies than the 5-10 item limit imposed in the original

design [Baudisch et al., 2003a], due to space constraints it may be necessary to

place some proxies on the other side of the cursor’s movement direction. Cursor

backtracking would thus be required to select those proxies.

• Multiple operations: All interaction is completed within a single pen-down, drag,

pen-up operation. While this contributes significantly to the transient, lightweight,

operation of the techniques, it is limiting in that operations that require several

pen-up/down events for a single task cannot be supported. For example, it would

be difficult to interact with a slider widget at a remote corner of the display, or

make multiple selections from a tool palette.

4.2 Preliminary remote reaching designs

The designs discussed here explore different ways of selecting remote content to be copied

close to the user, and how this content should be presented. Users may interact with

these proxies in lieu of the original remote content.

As discussed in our goals (Section 2.6), apart from minimizing physical effort in

wall displays, it is important for the user to be able to keep track of state changes

in a predictable manner. As such, when our techniques are dismissed (in our prototype

implementation, they are invoked and dismissed through the system wide marking menu),

all proxies of copied items are faded away and the actual items reactivated in the positions

they held prior to the technique’s use. We do, however, allow the user to select copied
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proxies to keep them around as shortcuts after the techniques are dismissed. These

shortcuts are then grouped for future use. In general, the space reorganization and

transformation caused by the techniques is valid only for the duration of their current

invocation, unless the user performs an explicit action with the copied proxie(s).

The fact that we allow copied content to be ”selected” and kept close to the user

violates our application independence principle (since we assume that clicking on the

proxy is an action for ”selecting” the corresponding item). This is a decision we made

for prototyping and evaluation purposes. If the techniques were implemented as part of

an actual system, this touching action would resemble the action of giving ”focus” to an

interaction entity, as is the norm in current windowing systems. A more specific action

would be required in order to ”select” the proxy to be copied close to the user and the

regular interaction vocabulary (such as clicking) would be reserved for regular interaction

with the proxies. Such specific actions could for example be implemented as a system

wide option, available through a system wide menu activated by a button. In general

all our designs assume that the proxies are persistent on the display and the user can

interact with them without any assumption as to the type of interaction taking place or

as to the shape or nature of the represented content.

A stylus with a button was used as input for the prototypes. Apart from touch / lift

events from the pen, a small hover range was also available. The designed techniques

are invoked using a marking menu anywhere on the display (invoked through the pen

button), and may be repositioned by clicking and dragging on a pin icon at their centre,

which employs a pinning and ”unpinning” metaphor as a consistent indicator that the

widget can be repositioned. These designs are similar to drag-and-pick [Baudisch et al.,

2003a] in the sense that they are general selection techniques of remote content. But

dragging of items to remote locations (as in drag-and-pop) could easily be performed as

well.
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4.2.1 The vacuum tool

The vacuum tool acts as a vacuum cleaner, bringing towards its center items that reside

inside an arc of influence, centred about the widget, and spanning the display. In design-

ing the vacuum tool, we made two important design choices. First, we opted to allow

the user to interactively control the angle of the arc, through its start and end extents.

Thus the remote copied area is controlled by the user. Second, if the user moves the tool

around, the effect of the tool is dynamically updated, with items moving into the arc

being brought toward the tool, and items leaving the arc removed from the tool’s control.

Widget visual design: The vacuum tool is designed as a circular knob, with three

selectable parts (Figure 4.2) a pin icon that enables repositioning of the widget, and

the start wedge and angle control that determine the beginning and end of the arc

respectively. The arc of influence on the display, that is the extension of the angle

controlled by the user, is only visible while the vacuumed proxies get updated to minimize

visual clutter. We felt the visible extension of the angle/arc of influence enhances the

predictability of the technique by ensuring the effect of the tool is visible.

In our current implementation, the vacuum tool is designed 
as a circular knob, with three selectable parts ( ).  
The entire tool can be moved on screen by clicking and 
dragging on the pin icon at its centre. This pin icon appears 
often in many of our widget designs, employing a 
“pinning” metaphor as a consistent indicator that the widget 
can be repositioned. Around the center a coloured arc is 
drawn, defining the vacuum’s area of influence. The angle 
of the arc can be changed by simply clicking and dragging 
on it. A small white wedge at one edge of the arc allows the 
user to change the start extent of the arc. The actual area of 
influence of the vacuum tool on the rest of the screen is 
represented by a semitransparent overlay that sweeps out 
from the tool’s centre. 

Layout of Vacuumed Items 
An important aspect of the design of the vacuum tool is in 
the representation of the vacuumed items when they are 
close to the tool’s centre. The vacuum tool can collect 
many items from a large area of the screen, but must 
display copies of the items within the much smaller region 
near the tool’s centre. For even a moderate number of 
items, it is impossible to display these copies at full size 
near the tool’s centre without significant overlap in layout. 
We thus explored two different ways to layout the 
vacuumed copies around the tool . 

Figure 2

Figure 2. Vacuum widget. The user can click and drag on: 
the pin icon to reposition the widget, the start wedge to 

change the start extent of the arc, and the angle control to 
change the arc’s angle of influence. 

In the first layout, called the stacking vacuum (  & 
), copies of the vacuumed items are stacked in full 

size, one on top of another with a slight offset, near the 
tool’s centre. Items are stacked in the order in which they 
are vacuumed (i.e., beginning with items closest to the 
starting extent of the tool’s arc of influence). This layout 
has the advantage of preserving the original size of the 
items, enabling easy perception of the copies. However, 
manipulation of the copies is hindered by the overlapping 
objects. Items have to be first selected and brought to the 
front, before interaction can take place. Note that we 
deliberately offset the items slightly in the stack in order to 
allow users to select items deep in the stack.  

Figure 3
Figure 4

arc of influence

angle control

pin icon

start wedge

 

In the second layout, called the scaling vacuum (  & 
), copies of the vacuumed items are scaled down in 

size and displayed around the tool’s centre, preserving the 
relative spatial relationships of items to one another. A 
semitransparent line connects the centers of the copies to 
the centre of the original items. This line virtually passes 
through the center of the tool as well, so all three points are 
aligned. This property of the scaling vacuum allows for the 
copied items to be selected with cursor movements that are 
identical in direction, but smaller in magnitude, to the 
movement required for selecting the original item. The 
advantage of the scaling over the stacking vacuum is that 
no additional overlap is introduced between vacuumed 
items, apart from overlap present in the original items’ 
layout. The disadvantage is that the copies are significantly 
smaller, and thus harder to perceive and interact with in 
detail without first clicking on them to expand their size. 

Figure 5
Apart from displaying and controlling the tool itself, we 
also need to represent the results of its effect on the virtual 
canvas as it pulls items inside the arc of influence toward 
the tool centre and thus the user. We initially experimented 
with simply displacing the vacuumed items entirely from 
their original locations on the canvas to the tool’s centre. 
However, we found this to be disorienting and instead took 
the approach of bringing a copy of the vacuumed items to 
the tool. As items enter the vacuum’s influence, we animate 
the movement of a copy towards the tool’s centre, while a 
ghost image of the item remains at its original position. 
When an item leaves the vacuum’s influence, the reverse 
animation takes place. This approach allows the user to 
maintain a sense of overall context of where everything is 
on screen, while being able to interact with vacuumed items 
at closer proximity. 

Figure 6

In large scale displays it is important for the user to be able 
to keep track of state changes and for the canvas to be 
resistant to changes not initiated by the user. As such, when 
the vacuum tool is dismissed (in our prototype 
implementation, the tool is invoked and dismissed through 
the system wide marking menu), all copies of vacuumed 
items are faded away and the actual items reactivated in the 
positions they held prior to the vacuum tool’s use. We do, 
however, allow the user to click on the vacuumed copies to 
keep them around as shortcuts after the vacuum tool is 
dismissed. These shortcuts are then grouped for future use. 
In general, the space reorganization and transformation 
caused by the vacuum tool is valid only for the duration of 
the tool’s current invocation, unless the user performs an 
explicit action with the copied item(s). 

Discussion and Refinements 
The stacking vacuum breaks down when the number and 
size of the vacuumed items is large. We could improve this 
by scaling down the stacked items, but this too has its 
limits. While crowding is less severe in the scaling vacuum, 
it too can get difficult to navigate as the space around the 
tool’s centre gets populated with numerous copies of items.  
Two refinements could alleviate these problems. A 
semantic sensitive vacuum that only vacuums items with 
certain characteristics (e.g., user interface elements) could 
reduce the object space significantly. A spiral vacuum is 
another alternative where a virtual knob would limit the 
outward extents of the arc of influence. As the knob is 
turned, the extents are changed, with the metaphor being 
one of the vacuum spiralling out from the tool’s centre. 

3 of 10 

Figure 4.2: Vacuum widget. The user can click and drag on: the pin icon to reposition

the widget, the start wedge to change the start extent of the arc, and the angle control

to change the arc’s angle of influence.

Interaction: When first invoked, the start wedge, distinguished by a white extension,

is on the vertical axis and the angle of influence is at 0o (Figure 4.3.a). When the user

either drags or clicks on any part of the circular widget, the angle of the arc opens
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clockwise to create an angle between the start wedge, the center of the tool and the

cursor’s position (Figure 4.3.b,c). After the initial invocation, the user can alter the start

wedge position by selecting and moving its white extension (Figure 4.3.d,e,f). The overall

angle of the arc can still be changed by clicking on any point inside the circular widget.

When the user performs more than a full 360o arc, the arc resets to 0o degrees, since a

larger arc has no meaning (Figure 4.4). Finally the position of the vacuum on the canvas

can be altered by clicking on the red pin icon at the center and dragging the tool.

Figure 4.3: Vacuum interaction. (Top) First invocation: a) After the menu selection the

vacuum tool is invoked, with the angle of influence at 0o in a vertical position. b) When

the user touches/clicks inside the widget, the angle of influence is opened clockwise up to

the cursor position. The extension of the angle is visible, until the user lifts her pen c).

(Bottom) Angle manipulation: d) When the user selects the start wedge, the extension of

the angle of influence is displayed. e) The user can drag the wedge to alter the direction

of the angle, and as she lifts her pen f) interaction with the tool stops and the effect of

the arc of influence is no longer visible.

Effect visual design: Apart from displaying and controlling the tool itself, we also

need to represent its effect on the virtual canvas, as items entering and leaving the arc of

influence get pulled toward the tool centre and vice versa. We initially experimented with

simply displacing the vacuumed items entirely from their original locations on the canvas
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towards the tool’s centre. However, we found this to be disorienting and instead took the

approach of copying a proxy of the vacuumed items towards the tool. As an item enters

the vacuum’s arc of influence we animate the movement of its proxy towards the tool’s

centre, while a ghost image of the item remains at its original position (Figures 4.5, 4.6).

When an item leaves the vacuum’s influence, the reverse animation takes place. This

approach allows the user to maintain a sense of overall context of where everything is on

the display, following our predictability design goal.

Figure 4.4: Vacuum interaction, reseting the angle: a) After the menu selection the

vacuum tool is invoked, with the angle of influence at 0o in a vertical position. b) When

the user touches/clicks inside the widget, the angle of influence is opened clockwise up

to the cursor position. c) The user drags the angle of influence until it reaches 360o d).

When the 360o mark is crossed e), the angle resets to 0o.

An important aspect of the design of the developed designs is in the representation of

the copied, or in this case, vacuumed items when they are close to the tool’s centre. The

vacuum tool can collect many items from a large area of the display, but must depict

copies of the items within the much smaller region near the tool’s centre. For even a

moderate number of items, it is impossible to display these copies at full size near the

tool’s centre without significant overlap in layout. We thus explored two different ways

to layout the vacuumed proxies around the widget.

Stacking vacuum. In the first layout (Figure 4.5), proxies of the vacuumed items

are stacked in full size, one on top of another with a slight offset, near the widget’s

centre. Items are stacked in the order in which they are vacuumed (i.e., beginning with

items closest to the starting extent of the tool’s arc of influence). This layout has the
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advantage of preserving the original size of the items, enabling easy perception of the

proxies, similarly to drag-and-pick [Baudisch et al., 2003a]. However, manipulation of the

proxies is hindered by the overlapping objects. Items have to be first selected and brought

to the front, before interaction can take place. Note that we deliberately offset the items

slightly in the stack in order to allow users to select items deep in the stack. Furthermore,

the stack of proxies quickly fills up as numerous or large items are vacuumed.

Figure 4.5: Top: Full screen view of stacking vacuum. Items inside the influence of

the vacuum are presented as proxies stacked on top of the vacuum. Red lines show

connections between items and their proxies and (for illustration only). Bottom: Close-

up of the stacking vacuum. As the arc of influence is increased to include the window

item (left image), a copy of the item is brought to the tool’s centre (right). Motion blur in

right image illustrates the animated transition that occurs during the item’s movement.

Scaling vacuum. In the second layout (Figure 4.6), copies of the vacuumed items are

scaled down in size and displayed around the tool’s centre, preserving the relative spatial

relationships of items to one another. A semi-transparent line connects the centers of the
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copies to the centre of the original items. This line virtually passes through the center

of the tool as well, so all three points are aligned. The advantage of the scaling over the

stacking vacuum is that no additional overlap is introduced between vacuumed items,

apart from overlap present in the original items’ layout. The disadvantage is that the

copies are significantly smaller, and thus harder to perceive and interact with in detail

without first clicking on them to expand their size.

Figure 4.6: Top: Full screen view of the scaling vacuum. Items inside the influence of

the vacuum are presented as proxies scaled down. Blue lines show connections between

items and their proxies. Bottom: Close-up of the scaling vacuum. As the arc is increased

to include the window item (left image), a copy of the item is scaled down and brought

to the tool’s centre (right image). Motion blur in right image illustrates the animated

transition that occurs during the item’s movement.

The two visual representations of the proxies provide different affordances. The stack-

ing vacuum works well for sparse layouts, but breaks down when the number and size of

the vacuumed items is large. While crowding is less severe in the scaling vacuum, it too

can get difficult to navigate as the space around the tool’s centre gets populated with

numerous copies of items. Two refinements could alleviate these problems: A semantic

sensitive vacuum that only vacuums items with certain characteristics (e.g., user interface
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elements) could reduce the object space significantly, nevertheless it would violate our

application independence principle. Or a ”spiral” vacuum with a virtual knob could limit

the outward extents of the arc of influence. As the knob is turned, the extents of the arc

are changed, with the influence of the vacuum spiraling out from the tool’s centre.

The idea of an arc of influence is also present in drag-and-pick [Baudisch et al., 2003a].

However, in that work the angle of influence is fixed and the technique’s behavior differs

from the vacuum tool in that items of interest are brought to the user as she initiates

a dragging action towards a remote item. In contrast, the menu invoked vacuum tool

supports persistent vacuuming.

4.2.2 The edge reaching tool

It is very likely that many existing applications will be run on large scale displays, with

little change to their interface design. As noted in Pedersen et al. [1993], when appli-

cations designed for desktop scale displays are run full screen on even moderately sized

large displays, such as whiteboards, the typical arrangement of user interface elements

on the borders of the application window can pose major usability problems. On wall

displays, the user may simply not be able to reach the top of the display to access the

menu and tool bars, may not want to walk all the way to either vertical edge to access

tool palettes typically found at those locations, and may find it rather inconvenient to

have to bend down to reach the icons at the bottom of the display.

Given the special and extensive use of edge regions by many applications, we have

designed the edge reaching tool, suited to accessing statically predefined areas of the

display, such as the edges, as shortcuts copied close to the user.

Widget visual design: In the edge reaching tool the display gets divided into areas.

For our 5 x 2 m display, we have found a 3 x 2 grid division to be appropriate in terms

of the amount of content residing on each of the 6 resulting grid cells. Although not
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interactive, the actual number and configuration of cells may change, for example by

defining cells only at the edges of the display to create a strictly edge reaching tool. The

visual representation of the tool acts as an interactive thumbnail of the entire display,

with yellow bands surround the borders of both the interactive thumbnail grid and the

corresponding display grid. When the user clicks on parts of the thumbnail grid, scaled

down proxies of all content within the corresponding section of the display slide down

to surround the tool (Figures 4.7,4.8). We could restrict selections of proxies to items

within only the edge of the regions (i.e., yellow bands) mentioned before, making it a

strictly edge-reaching tool. If semantic selections were enabled, only appropriate items

(e.g., user interface elements) could be brought to the tool. Yet, such a semantic filtering

assumes application knowledge and violates our application independence goal.

Figure 4.7: Using the edge reaching tool. (a) The widget is present at the bottom left

of the image. At the top right is the top-right corner of the display. (b) From the 6

selector areas of the grid on the widget, the top right one is selected. This thumbnail

area corresponds to the top right area of the display. (c) The corresponding display area

and proxies of all the items in the area are scaled down, surrounding the tool.

Interaction and effect visual design: When the tool is invoked only the thumbnail

grid of the widget is visible. As the user selects a cell of the thumbnail grid, proxies

from the corresponding main display cell and its borders are copied around the tool

(Figure 4.7). The original content of the display in the selected cell becomes semi-

transparent, similarly to the vacuum, to indicate that its proxies are visible. If the user

selects a cell of the thumbnail grid that is already ”pulled” around the tool, the grid
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is dismissed and proxies are animated to their original position. In the edge reaching

tool proxies are scaled down to a predefined size and their relative position and size is

preserved, similarly to the scaling vacuum. But here the user can adjust their scale by

pulling at the yellow bands that represent the edges of the display (Figure 4.7) on the

thumbnail grid. Finally, as the user hovers over different cells of the thumbnail grid, they

and their counterparts on the display get highlighted (Figure 4.8.b).

Figure 4.8: a) Full screen view of the edge reaching tool. The tool (yellow widget at

center of image) is divided in 6 regions representing corresponding regions on the display

(yellow regions at edges of the display). When a region is selected in the edge reaching

tool, proxies of the items in the corresponding remote region on the display are ”pulled”

close to the user, surrounding the tool. Here two regions are selected and are highlighted

both on the tool and on the display with more prominent border colors. Black lines

depict the connection between proxies and remote objects and are for illustration only.

b) Use of hover in the edge reaching too: when the user hovers over the bottom right

grid cell of the tool, it and the corresponding display cell gets highlighted in green.

The edge reaching tool preserves the layout of the original items in their copied

proxies, allowing easy access to items in familiar display layouts. Moving the tool does

not affect the copied content, as the interactive thumbnail grid cells always correspond to

specific remote display cells. Contrary, the selected remote area of the vacuum is defined
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by the arc of influence, which changes as the tool changes position on the display, even

if the angle value remains unchanged (Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9: (Top) Movement of the edge reaching tool, influence remains the same. The

tool moves from left (a) to right (b) on the display. As the selected thumbnail cells

have not changed, the copied proxies are the same. (Bottom) Movement of the scaling

vacuum, influence moves with the tool. As the tool moves from bottom (c) to top (d),

the arc of influence changes position and thus different proxies are copied close to the

user. Black arrows indicate the movement of the tool. Red borders highlight items that

are copied close to the tool. Arrows and borders are for illustration.

4.2.3 The scroll ray

The design of the scroll ray ensures that the copied proxies of remote items preserve their

scale, as in the stacking vacuum, while at the same time accommodating denser layouts.
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Widget and effect visual design: The scroll ray (Figure 4.10) is essentially a line

starting at the location of the user and spanning to the edges of the display. The tool

is represented by this thin long line, and a thick one close to the user to indicate the

interactive area of the widget. All remote items intersected by the ray are potential

candidates for copying close to the user, and are highlighted in colored borders. One of

these potential candidates is copied close to the user’s location.

Figure 4.10: Scroll ray widget. a) When invoked the tool is placed in a vertical position.

b) The user may alter the angle of the ray by dragging outside the length of the interactive

area of the widget. All intersected items are proxy candidates and highlighted in colored

borders. c) By default the furthest candidate is copied close to the user. d) Candidate

items closer to the user can be reached by scrolling towards the center of the tool, while

e) candidates farther from the user by scrolling towards the edges of the display.

Interaction: When first invoked the scroll ray is in a vertical position (Figure 4.10.a).

The direction of the scroll ray may be changed by clicking on the interactive area and

dragging outside its length (Figure 4.10.a,b,c). The ray may also be repositioned by

dragging the pin icon, an action that dynamically alters the potential copied items.

The default copied proxy of all the intersected candidate items is the farthest one.

The user may cycle through the candidates by scrolling or scrubbing across the length of

the interactive area of the ray (Figure 4.10.d,e). Scrolling towards the edge of the display

cycles towards more and more remote items, whereas scrolling towards the user collects

items at closer proximity. To ensure that interaction with the scroll ray takes place at
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a comfortable distance, users may clutch by lifting and repositioning the input device,

preventing awkward stretching movements when scrolling for far away objects.

To allow for a single drag interaction (no need to lift the pen and clutch), we thought

of two interaction alternatives. First, to limit the interactive area of the scroll ray to a

fixed size, thus depending on the number of candidate items to be copied close to the

user, they each correspond to a larger or smaller percent of the scrolling area. This fixed

mapping of specific areas on the ray to specific candidate items ensures that the scrolling

area is never beyond reach. On in some cases scrolling may be hard to control, for

example when there is a large number of candidate items, the percentage on the scrolling

area that corresponds to each one is very small. Another approach would be to always

dedicate a fixed area of scrolling per item. Although this mapping would allow users

to use muscle memory for selecting the closest, second closest etc item, it may result in

remote objects that are hard to reach, if for example a large number of items is between

them and the user. We thus felt that the clutching solution was the best.

The scroll ray preserves the scale of the copied proxies, by copying a single proxy

at a time close to the user. Yet, because the user needs scroll in order to cycle through

candidate items, a considerable amount of both visual and motor space search is required,

whereas the other designs are mostly based on visual search of proxies. A technique

similar to the scroll ray, the depth ray, has recently appeared for 3D selection tasks

[Grossman and Balakrishnan, 2006].

All the described reaching techniques are similar in that they create shortcuts of items

for the user to interact with in lieu of the remote items. The edge reaching tool and scaling

vacuum preserve the layout of regions of the display brought close to the tool, allowing

particularly easy access to items in familiar display layouts. Although both appear to be

applicable in similar situations, the vacuum is more flexible in allowing fine-tuning of the

area of interest. On the other hand, although the edge reaching tool statically predefines
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areas of interest, multiple discontinuous areas can be active simultaneously (Figure 4.8),

a feature the vacuum supports only if multiple instances of the tool are created.

In the stacking vacuum the relative position of remote items is not preserved, just

their temporal relation (the order in which they entered or exited the arc of influence) and

proxies are presented at full scale. Similarly, the scroll ray only copies a single full scale

item close to the user and candidate items are cycled through based on their distance

from the center of the tool, starting from the farthest. Both the stacking vacuum and the

scroll ray preserve the actual size of the copied objects, but due to space restrictions, the

stacking vacuum can only accommodate a fairly small number of items. The scrolling

ray could be used for a large number of candidate items, but as the number of items

increases, scrolling through all the possible selections might prove hard to control or

tedious. Figure 4.11 summarizes the design characteristics of the discussed techniques.

Stacking vacuum Scaling vacuum Edge reaching Scroll ray

Remote areas single single multiple single

Remote areas defined by user by user predefined by user

Copied items all in area all in area all in areas one

Copied items Scale full scale scaled down adjustable scaled down full scale

Relative Layout not preserved preserved preserved -

Widget Movement updates selection updates selection unaffected selection updates selection

Layout Density medium large large medium

Figure 4.11: Design characteristics of exploration remote reaching designs.

4.3 First user feedback session on designs

Two male users, aged 25-30, took part in an informal user feedback session. They were

observed as the performed a few single target remote reaching tasks and later they ex-

pressed their opinions on the different techniques.
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This session showed us that the scroll ray was very hard to control. Users would over-

shoot the target when scrolling and had to constantly make corrections to retrieve the

desired proxy. Moreover, when many items where intersected by the scroll ray, resulting

in an increased number of potential candidates to be cycled through, selection times

were very large compared to other techniques. In dense layouts, slight changes in the

direction of the scroll ray could also result in very different candidate items: given the

small thickness of the ray, items would be crossed and uncrossed by the ray frequently

and their relative ordering over the ray changed. Overall, the scroll ray incorporated a

large scrolling search component, which combined with the visual search of the candidate

proxies, rendered the technique hard to use. The scroll ray thus failed to conform to our

predictable and consistent design goal.

We also observed that when using the stacking vacuum users would often spend a

large amount of time looking through the copied proxies. In particular, it was difficult for

users to determine exactly where the proxy of a particular item was in the stack, and to

identify it they would open and close the arc of influence to see the animated transition

of the desired item. Thus although the behavior of the stacking vacuum was consistent

across multiple invocations, it was not predictable. Given the above limitations, we

removed the scroll ray and stacking vacuum from further exploration.

Both users commented that for proximal targets remote reaching techniques are not

needed and may even delay and complicate the interaction. This lead us to refine all

our widgets by defining a within arm’s reach buffer zone around the widgets, such that

only items outside that zone are under their influence. This allows nearby items to be

manipulated without proxies, and reduces the total number of proxies brought to the

user. A similar buffer zone can be found in drag-and-pick [Baudisch et al., 2003a].

Finally, both users found the behavior of the angle of influence of the vacuum varia-

tions counterintuitive. Users occasionally crossed the 360o angle accidentally while trying

to achieve large angles, and the angle would become 0o (Figure 4.4), resulting in all copied
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proxies to animate back to their original location. We thus altered the behavior of the

vacuum so that when the angle reaches 360o it locks to that value, until the user manip-

ulates the angle wedge again to open it, or clicks on another area inside the tool.

4.4 Second user feedback session on designs

Although the previous feedback session pinpointed usability issues in some designs, it did

not clearly identify the benefits of using either design or identify the design characteristics

that seem to work best. The goal of this session was thus twofold: first, to examine how

the techniques performed against simple walking and reaching to select an item, and an

existing remote reaching technique, drag-and-pick [Baudisch et al., 2003a] (discussed in

Section 4.1); and second, to elicit user comments on their design and behavior. Because

we wanted a well defined task for users to better identify and discuss issues with the

techniques, as well as measure their performance, we opted for a simple single target

selection task. This type of selection task is similar to the ones used in the evaluation

of diverse remote reaching techniques for large displays [Baudisch et al., 2003a, Collomb

and Hascoët, 2004, Collomb et al., 2005b, Forlines et al., 2006b]. Four users (1 female),

aged 25-35, took part in this session.

Task Users were shown multiple randomly numbered targets, with a goal target item

uniquely numbered ”1” and highlighted in green. After selecting a red starting target to

initiate the trial, the widget of a given technique would appear and the user had to use

it to select the copied proxy of the goal target. One of the tested techniques was simple

selection. Each trial would end when the user successfully selected the goal target or its

proxy, depending on the technique used. All targets were visible at the start of the trial,

so users could plan their actions ahead of time, simulating a familiar display layout.
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Design The techniques tested were: the edge reaching tool (Section 4.2.2), the scaling

vacuum (Section 4.2.1), drag-and-pick [Baudisch et al., 2003a] and none (direct selection

with no remote reaching mediator). Targets were of 2 sizes (Small: 7 cm and Large: 15

cm), placed at 2 distances from the start target location (Mid: 176 cm , Far: 264 cm),

with Mid being approximately the display’s height, and Far 3/2 its height.

In real interfaces, the path towards a target is rarely void of interfering items. As such,

for any distance reaching technique to be successful, it must work well in the presence

of items that distract the user from selecting a target. To examine how the different

techniques faired in the presence of multiple items, we identified two distracters types:

area distracters, items surrounding the goal target, and path distracters, items occupying

space along the path from start to the goal target, to evaluate the effect of a cluttered

layout in the line of sight of a target. We decided on a density based measure (rather

than specific number of distracters) to account for cluttered vs. sparse layouts. The

density of area distracters was determined based on the percent of distracters covering a

square area surrounding the target, three times its size. For path distracters the density

was determined by the percent of area covered in a rectangular area between the start

and goal targets. For both types of distracters 3 densities were tested: no distracters,

Few (40% of area filled with distracters), and Many (80%).

Primary investigation lead us to believe that the cost of the interaction will be likely

dominated by path distracters. Area distracters are placed in a limited area around the

target, thus the time to identify the proxy target between area distracters is most likely

small compared to that of identifying the target between path distracters. We decided to

remove the factor of area distracter density from consideration, but in all trials we used

a fixed Mid density of area distracters around the target, to prevent users from going to

the end of the cluster immediately to look for the target.

Start and goal targets were positioned in 6 relative compass directions (E, NE, NW,

W, SW, SE) about the centre of the display, to counterbalance for any possible differences
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in movement direction. We did not use the N and S directions as they would have involved

starting uncomfortably from the bottom or top of the display for the Mid distance, and

would have been impossible for the Far distance. Task samples are seen in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12: Sample tasks. (Left) Area distracters (highlighted in pink) are Many (top),

None (middle) and Few (bottom), with distance Mid from start (red) to goal target

(green). The density of path distracters is fixed to Few. (Right) Path distracters (blue)

are Many (top), None (middle), Few (bottom). The density of area distracters is fixed

to Few. The distance from start (red) to goal target (green) is Far. In the actual session

the only highlighted targets were the goal (green) and starting target (red).

4.4.1 Results (Figure 4.13)

Of all trials 1.5% (52 trials) were considered outliers and were removed from further

consideration. Figures 4.13(a) and 4.13(c) show ErrorRates and mean SelectionTime for

each of the conditions.

As the distributions of the time measurements were positively skewed, significance

tests were performed on the logarithm of the SelectionTime. A fully within subjects

ANOVA showed no significant effect of technique on logSelectionTime. There was a

significant effect of path distracter density on logSelectionTime (F2,6 = 86.9, p < .0001)
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and a significant path distracter x technique interaction (F6,18 = 23.7, p < .0001). A

significant effect of distance on logSelectionTime (F1,3 = 408.1, p < .0001), and distance

x technique interaction (F3,9 = 40.1, p < .0001) were also present. Finally, although

there was a significant effect of size on logSelectionTime (F1,3 = 120, p < .05), there was

no significant size x technique interaction.

There was a borderline significant effect of technique on ErrorRate (F3,9 = 3.78,

p = .053). It seems that with more participants drag-and-pick might prove significantly

more error prone (Figures 4.13(a),4.13(b)).

SelectionTime ErrorRate

no mediator 2.16 sec 2.7 %

vacuum 2.41 sec 3.7 %

edge reaching 2.85 sec 3.4 %

drag & pick 2.91 sec 7.5 %

(a) Mean SelectionTime (sec) and ErrorRate.

(b) Mean ErrorRate 95% confidence interval

for each one of the techniques.

(c) Mean SelectionTime(sec) per technique by path

distracters(None,Few,Many) and distance(Mid,Far).

Figure 4.13: Performance measures: Mean SelectionTime (sec) and ErrorRate per tech-

nique. No statistical significant effects were present.
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Discussion

As seen in Figure 4.13(c), the no mediator condition was affected less by the density

of distracters, as participants saw the layout ahead of time and had the opportunity to

identify the target, effectively ignoring the distracters. To the contrary, the existence

of path distracters affected more the performance of drag-and-pick, as the number of

distracter items between the start position and the location of the target determines the

distance of the target proxy in the cluster of proxies brought close to the user. The more

path distracters are present, the farther away the target proxy is in the cluster. The

vacuum and edge reaching tool were affected by the presence of distracters, only as much

as target re-identification inside the proxy cluster was concerned.

As there was no sizexSelectionTime interaction, it seems that although techniques

were affected by target size, this was not more prominent in any of the techniques. Thus,

to reduce the number of experimental conditions, in the next study (Section 4.6), we

used only one target size of 15 cm, which we feel is representative of icons on a large

display of this size.

Overall, this pilot session indicated that in terms of performance none of the tech-

niques stood out by being statistically significant, with the exception of drag-and-pick

being somewhat more error prone and the fact that drag-and-pick seems to be affected

more by the presence of distracter objects.

User comments and design guidelines

Users in general preferred the proxies of the copied objects to be placed in a direction

similar to that of the originals. One user commented on how it was easier to determine

where to look for a proxy in the case of the vacuum than the edge reaching tool, due to

its absolute nature. For example in some cases, although the goal item was to the left

of the user, the corresponding area in the edge reaching tool and the proxy of the goal

item was to her right (Figure 4.14). So when revisiting our design, we opted for a tool
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that the final location of proxies have the same relevant orientation with respect to the

user as the original objects (such as the scaling vacuum).

object object

proxy proxy

Figure 4.14: Location of proxies in edge reaching tool. (Left) The original highlighted

object is at the user’s right, while its proxy is directly in front. (Right) After the tool

has moved, the same object is on the user’s left, while its proxy is still directly in front.

Three out of 4 users ranked drag-and-pick fairly low on overall preference. They

mentioned that finding the final location of an item’s proxy in the proxy cluster was

hard, especially in the presence of many distracters, and that the elastic bands where

not useful in disambiguating between proxies in dense layouts. On the other hand, the

final location of the goal target proxy was easy to predict in both the edge reaching tool

and the vacuum, indicating that here the location of proxies was predictable.

Moreover, two users commented that drag-and-pick did not provide adequate feedback

as to the area of the display affected by the technique. Users spent time before each trial

started to correctly select the region where the goal target was in. If they did not

pay attention, they would miss the target and would not realize it until they searched

through the proxy cluster. In the scaling vacuum, the arc of influence is briefly visible

at the beginning of the interaction, and the final position of the proxies is consistent

irrespective of the number of distracters and easy to determine. Thus users did not

comment on lack of feedback in the vacuum, even if the effect of the tool is not always

visible. Yet, as commented by one user, lack of visual feedback affected the edge reaching

tool, when the goal target was in a position that is not clear in what part of the divided
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cells it belongs to. Clearly the effect of the tool should be visible to as much as possible.

These comments enforce the need for predictable and consistent techniques.

One user felt the control of the vacuum was inconsistent based on the direction of the

target. Thus when the target was on the user’s left, she had to move down to create an

arc that was from 0o to 180o degrees, while if the target was on the left, she had to move

up and right, to create an arc of 180o to 360o degrees (Figure 4.15). She mentioned this

was never the case with drag-and-pick, since the dragging motion towards the target was

always consistent. When redesigning our technique, we opted for consistent invocation,

irrespective of the direction of the target items.

Figure 4.15: Angle inconsistencies in the scale vacuum. After the initial invocation the

fastest way to reach items at the bottom left of the display (left) results into a different

angle than that of reaching items at the bottom right (right).

In both the vacuum and edge reaching, the assumption is that the tools have been

invoked through a pop-up menu, a cost not counted in this session, whereas the dragging

motion of invoking drag-and-pick was accounted for and thus deteriorated its perfor-

mance. Yet, while observing users in their tasks it became obvious that the dragging

motion for invoking drag-and-pick feels very natural, as it is similar to the action per-

formed for reaching a remote target without a mediator. Moreover it may be easily

incorporated in any form of general interaction, whereas menu invocation disturbs the

natural flow of other interaction tasks. Finally, given how users felt about inconsistencies

in the invocation of the tool, dragging towards the direction of the target guarantees that

the manner of invoking the technique is always consistent.
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Nevertheless, the single drag interaction to invoke and dismiss drag-and-pick makes

the technique somewhat inflexible. For example when an error in direction is made,

the tool needs to be dismissed and re-invoked. Moreover, it does not support more

complicated interactions than single target selection, such as adjusting the parameters

of the tool, as is the case in the vacuum and edge reaching tool.

The edge reaching tool performance was consistent across conditions and deemed as

faster by all users, with the vacuum generally ranking second. This might be due to the

predefined divided areas on the display that alleviate the need to continuously adjust

the tool parameters, as is the case with the vacuum. On the other hand, the vacuum

provides the flexibility of selecting arbitrary sized regions, which may dramatically reduce

the number of copied proxies in dense layouts. Thus a tradeoff exists between parameter

flexibility and ease of parameter adjustment. In redesigning our techniques we considered

the above tradeoff and looked for a reasonable solution that provides modification of the

techniques parameters with minimal overhead.

4.5 Redesigning the Vacuum

Based on the above observations we identified the following desirable design guidelines

for remote reaching techniques.

Minimal physical movement: This is one of our initial goals for large display designs

and is essential for designs that attempt to bridge large distances. The technique

should keep to a minimum the amount of traveling the user has to do in physical

space to achieve any task.

Predictability and consistency: The technique should have a visual layout and be-

havior that is persistent over multiple invocations in similar situations, another of

our initial design goals that was further reinforced by user comments.
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Transparency: The technique should integrate seamlessly with the real tasks that users

want to do, rather than present them with a whole new way of doing things. Our

initial decision to utilize menus to invoke our remote reaching designs did not feel

as natural as the idea of dragging towards the desired target [Baudisch et al.,

2003a], an action that emulates what users do in order to reach the target without

a mediator.

Low overhead: The technique should have a low, ideally zero, invocation and dismissal

cost. For example, regular pointing and clicking on a target has little overhead since

there is no tool to invoke or dismiss. In contrast, a modal selection mechanism such

as menu invocation is not as transient. Given that the our techniques performed

similarly in terms of time with the no mediator and drag-and-pick condition without

taking into account the menu invocation cost, it is essential to minimize this cost.

Flexibility: It should be possible to smodify the technique’s parameters online with

minimal overhead, and complex functionality should be supported when needed,

but should not get in the way of basic functionality.

Trying to meet our design guidelines and address the limitations of drag-and-pick,

we decided to redesign one of our initial exploration techniques. The edge reaching tool

performed well and was liked by users, but has several limitations. Occasionally due to

the representation of the display layout within the tool, a target might be at a different

direction with respect to the user than its proxy (Figure 4.14). Furthermore, although

fast for single target selection, when attempting to interact with several distinct remote

locations on the canvas, the user would have to progressively select and dismiss the

predefined divided areas. Finally, the edge reaching tool has no flexibility in adjusting

parameters or redefining divided areas.

Based on the above observations, we decided to redesign the scaling vacuum, referred

simply as the vacuum henceforth. The newly designed vacuum [Bezerianos and Balakr-
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ishnan, 2005a] enables quick access to items on areas of the display that are difficult to

reach by bringing them closer to the user for viewing and manipulation, thus minimizing

user effort. In its simplest form, the technique brings toward it items that reside inside an

arc of influence centered at its point of invocation and spanning the entire display. The

redesign of the vacuum was driven by, and satisfies, the design principles outlined in this

section. The end result is an interaction technique that retains the excellent properties of

drag-and-pick [Baudisch et al., 2003a] including lightweight interaction and low overhead,

while resolving the shortcomings of drag-and-pick identified above and in Section 4.1.

4.5.1 Visual design

The redesigned vacuum is still represented as a circular widget, with an arc of influence

with a user controllable angle that extends from the centre along a user defined line, to

the limits of the display (Figure 4.16). Proxies of all objects within the arc’s influence are

brought close to the centre of the widget, within easy reach of the user, thus conforming

to our minimal physical movement design principle. As with drag-and-pick and based

on user comments (Section 4.3), we define a within-arm’s-reach buffer zone around the

widget such that only objects outside that zone are under the influence of the vacuum.

This allows nearby objects to be manipulated without proxies, and reduces the total

number of proxies that have to be brought to the user. We also added an inner bull’s-eye

centre to the vacuum that will be discussed later in the interaction section.

As mentioned, when using drag-and-pick and other designs in our early explorations

and user feedback sessions, we observed that users were not always aware of the area

of influence of the techniques (Section 4.4). Accordingly, in designing the vacuum, we

ensured that appropriate visual feedback regarding the extents of the technique is al-

ways present in the form of the displayed arc edges and a faint semi-transparent overlay

indicating the vacuum’s area of influence (Figure 4.16). Also, proxies are dynamically

updated in a smooth animated fashion as the vacuum’s extents are changed, as discussed
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in our initial exploration techniques. This enables the user to easily comprehend the

vacuum’s actions, conforming to our predictable and consistent design principle.

Figure 4.16: The vacuum

4.5.2 Layout of Proxies

As discussed, an important aspect of the design of the vacuum is in the representation

and layout of the proxy items. The vacuum collects many items from a large area of the

display, but must display copies of the items within the much smaller region near the

tools centre. As seen in our pilots, for even a moderate number of items, it is impossible

to display these copies at full size near the centre without significant overlap in layout.

This is why the layout decided upon is that of the scaling vacuum.

Proxies of the vacuumed items are scaled down in size and displayed around the

tool’s centre, preserving the relative spatial relationships of items to one another. As

items enter the vacuum’s influence, we animate the movement of a copy toward the tool’s

centre, while a ghost image of the item remains at its original position. The decision to

display the semi-transparent ghost of the vacuumed item is discussed in Section 4.2.1.

When an item leaves the vacuum’s influence, the reverse animation takes place. This

approach allows the user to maintain a sense of overall context of where everything is on

the display. A semi-transparent line connects the centers of the proxies to the centre of

the original items. This line passes virtually through the center of the tool as well, so
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all three points are aligned. This property of the scaling vacuum allows for the copied

items to be selected with cursor movements that are identical in direction, but smaller in

magnitude, to the movement required for selecting the original item. Unlike drag-and-

pick, the relative position of the proxies to the user is identical to that of the original

objects, so if the user reinvokes the vacuum from the same position proxies will retain their

position even though the user’s direction might change. These properties are consistent

with our predictable and consistent design principle, and alleviate the layout of proxies

and number and size of proxies problems identified in drag-and-pick in Section 4.1. The

disadvantage is that the proxies are significantly smaller than the original objects, and

thus harder to perceive and interact with in detail without first selecting them.

4.5.3 Invocation and Adjustment

Based on our transient use design principle, the vacuum is invoked by simply dragging on

the display above a fixed threshold distance (Figure 4.17.a), similarly to drag-and-pick.

Due to user comments on inconsistencies to the adjustment of the arc in the scaling

vacuum (Section 4.4), in the redesigned version, the vacuum angle opens towards the

direction of the user’s movement. Thus the invocation of the vacuum and its behavior is

consistent irrespective of the direction of movement (Figure 4.17.a,b).

Initially, when redesigning the vacuum, the arc angle would open up directly to 60o

towards the direction of the user’s movement, as in drag-and-pick, which resulted in

proxies being animated fairly fast towards the tool. This transition could be miss and

users would have to spend time to re-identify the copied proxies. Given that the user

drags her cursor to invoke the vacuum anyway, we decided to gradually open the angle of

the arc during dragging. This decision serves several purposes. First, the effect of the tool

is easier to understand through the opening of the angle, as it provides visual transitions

that play an important role in understanding visual changes [Woods and Watts, 1997,

Chang et al., 1998, Mertz et al., 2000]. More specifically, it explains the use of the arc
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of influence, namely that as its edges cross items on the display, their proxies get copied

close to the tool. Finally, it indicates that the arc of influence is fully interactive and

user controllable since user actions affect its value. Thus in our final design the vacuum

starts off with a fairly small arc angle (20o) that extends along the movement axis of the

cursor. If the user continues dragging along the centerline of the arc away from the start

position, the arc widens to a maximum of 120o (Figure 4.17.b,c). Dragging back along

the centerline towards the start position narrows the arc.

The ”narrowing” of the arc when moving close to the center of the tool eventually

results in a very small angle, that essentially nullifies the effect of the tool. This we felt

provides an opportunity to reset the effect of the tool completely. So we dedicated part

of the tool’s center for changing the direction of the arc. Visually we provide a bull’s eye

graphic to indicate this reset zone. When the user drags back through the start position

(where the bull’s eye graphic resides), and continues moving along another direction, the

arc smoothly transitions to extending along the appropriate new direction (Figure 4.17.d).

This allows for easy readjusting the direction of the angle, without having to manipulate

the arc, as in the scaling vacuum, or lifting the pen, as in drag-and-pick. Thus flexibility

is provided without affecting the transient use of the vacuum.

In its simplest form, the vacuum is active only during a single pen-down, drag towards

the target, pen-up gesture. However, this simple drag operation precludes more involved

adjustments, for example opening the arc more than 120o. In our original explorations

users would have to lift their pen to adjust the angle of the scaling vacuum. To ensure

that users can further adjust the vacuum’s arc angle within the simple pen-down and

drag actions, we provided a crossing [Apitz and Guimbretière, 2004] type manipulation.

Moving off the centerline towards either edge of the arc, allows that edge to be dragged

to any desired angle (Figure 4.17.e,f). Thus, if the user initially started off in an incorrect

direction, a simple adjustment allows for the desired targets to be captured.
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THE VACUUM  
The vacuum is an interaction technique that enables quick 
access to items on areas of the display that are difficult to 
reach by bringing them closer to the user for viewing and 
manipulation. In its simplest form, the technique acts as a 
“vacuum cleaner”, bringing toward it items that reside 
inside an arc of influence centered at its point of invocation 
and spanning the entire display. The design of the vacuum 
was driven by, and satisfies, the design principles outlined 
in the introduction. The end result is an interaction 
technique that retains the excellent properties of drag-and-
pop/pick [2] including lightweight, transient use, while 
resolving the shortcomings of drag-and-pop/pick identified 
above. 

Visual Design 
In our current implementation, the vacuum is designed as a 
circular widget, with an inner bull’s-eye centre and an arc 
of influence with a user controllable angle that extends 
from the centre along a user defined line to the limits of the 
display (Figure 1). Proxies of all objects within the arc’s 
influence are brought close to the centre of the widget, 
within easy reach of the user, thus conforming to our 
minimal physical movement design principle. As with drag-
and-pop/pick, we define a within-arm’s-reach buffer zone 
around the widget such that only objects outside that zone 
are under the influence of the vacuum. This allows nearby 
objects to be manipulated without proxies, and reduces the 
total number of proxies that have to be brought to the user. 

 

Figure 1. Vacuum. 

When using drag-and-pop/pick in our early design 
explorations and pilot studies, we observed that users were 
not always aware of the sector of influence of the 
technique. Accordingly, in designing the vacuum, we 
ensured that appropriate visual feedback regarding the 
extents of the vacuum is always present in the form of the 
displayed arc edges and a faint semitransparent overlay 
indicating the vacuum’s area of influence (Figure 1). Also, 
proxies are dynamically updated in a smooth animated 
fashion as the vacuum’s extents are changed. This enables 
the user to easily comprehend the vacuum’s actions, 
conforming to our predictable and consistent design 
principle.  

Invocation and Adjustment 
The vacuum is invoked after the user clicks and drags a 
distance beyond a fixed threshold (Figure 2a). The vacuum 
starts off with a 20° arc that extends along the movement 
axis of the cursor (Figure 2b). If the user continues 

dragging along the centreline of the arc away from the start 
position, the arc widens to a maximum of 120° (Figure 2c). 
Dragging back along the centre line towards the start 
position narrows the arc. If the user drags back through the 
start position and continues moving along another direction, 
the arc smoothly transitions to extending along the 
appropriate new direction (Figure 2d). Moving off the 
centreline towards either edge of the arc allows that edge to 
be dragged to any desired angle (Figure 2e,f). Thus, if the 
user initially started off in an incorrect direction, a simple 
adjustment allows for the desired targets to be captured. 
While the invocation of the vacuum is similar to drag-and-
pop/pick, it differs in its operation in that the direction and 
extents of the arc of influence are fluidly adjustable by the 
user simply by dragging in the appropriate directions. This 
solves the “target identification” problem inherent in drag-
and-pop/pick, and conforms to our flexible design principle.  

 

Figure 2. Vacuum invocation and adjustment. Blue arrow 
indicates cursor movement. (a) Cursor drag begins in centre of 
display. (b) When drag exceeds threshold, vacuum is invoked 

with 20° initial arc, bringing proxies of targets 3, 5 towards the 
centre. (c) Additional cursor movement increases arc angle. 
(d) Change in cursor direction changes direction of arc. (e, f) 

Cursor moving beyond the arc’s edges expands the arc. 

Interaction with Proxies 
Users can interact with the proxies within the vacuum in 
lieu of, but in an identical manner to, the original objects. 
For example, if the user had started the drag by clicking on 
an object, releasing the drag on a proxy would be 
equivalent to dragging-and-dropping the original object on 
the target linked to the proxy, if such an action made sense 
in the given context. Functionally this is equivalent to drag-
and-pop [2]. Alternatively, if the user had started the drag 
by clicking on empty space, releasing the drag on a proxy 
would be equivalent to selecting the target linked to the 
proxy. Functionally, this is equivalent to drag-and-pick [2]. 
As with drag-and-drop/pick, the vacuum conforms nicely to 
our transient and transparent design principles in that the 
invocation and operation cost of the vacuum is no different 
from a regular drag-and-drop or pick operation and would 
work across any application seamlessly.  

Figure 4.17: Vacuum invocation and adjustment. Blue arrows indicate cursor movement.

(a) Dragging begins in the centre of the display. (b) When the drag exceeds a threshold,

the vacuum is invoked with an 20o initial arc, bringing proxies of targets 3, 5 towards its

center. (c) Additional cursor movement increases the arc angle, until 120o. (d) Change

in cursor direction through the center changes the direction of the arc. (e, f) Cursor

moving beyond the arc’s edges expands the arc.

The angle of the vacuum’s arc can be adjusted until it reaches a full 360o (Figure 4.18).

At this point the angle ”locks” until the user reverses the direction of movement to re-open

the arc. This decision is based on observations of the original scaling vacuum use, where

crossing the 360o angle would reset it to 0o and cause user disorientation (Section 4.3).

In the new design the user crosses the edge of the arc to start moving it, implying that

the edge is ”pushed” by the cursor. When it reaches the other edge of the arc it ”bangs”

on it and stops moving, as long as the direction of cursor movement does not change. If

the user crosses the edge in the opposite direction, the edge gets ”pushed” the other way

and starts moving, opening up the arc.
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Layout of Proxies 
An important aspect of the design of the vacuum is in the 
representation and layout of the proxy items. The vacuum 
can collect many items from a large area of the screen, but 
must display copies of the items within the much smaller 
region near the tool’s centre. For even a moderate number 
of items, it is impossible to display these copies at full size 
near the centre without significant overlap in layout. In an 
initial design, we explored a full-size proxy with stacking 
layout, where the stacked proxies would spread out when 
the cursor was in proximity. However, it was difficult for 
users to determine exactly where to position the cursor to 
select a particular proxy since it wasn’t obvious how the 
stack of proxies would expand, thus violating our 
predictable and consistent design principle.  

In the layout we decided upon, called the scaling vacuum, 
proxies of the vacuumed items are scaled down in size and 
displayed around the tool’s centre, preserving the relative 
spatial relationships of items to one another. As items enter 
the vacuum’s influence, we animate the movement of a 
copy toward the tool’s centre, while a ghost image of the 
item remains at its original position. When an item leaves 
the vacuum’s influence, the reverse animation takes place. 
This approach allows the user to maintain a sense of overall 
context of where everything is on screen. A semitransparent 
line connects the centers of the proxies to the centre of the 
original items. This line passes virtually through the center 
of the tool as well, so all three points are aligned. This 
property of the scaling vacuum allows for the copied items 
to be selected with cursor movements that are identical in 
direction, but smaller in magnitude, to the movement 
required for selecting the original item. Unlike drag-and-
pop/pick, the relative position of the proxies to the user is 
identical to that of the original objects and if the user re-
invokes the vacuum from the same position proxies will 
retain their position even though the user's direction might 
change. These properties are consistent with our predictable 
and consistent design principle, and alleviate the “layout of 
proxies” and “number and size of proxies” problems 
identified in drag-and-pop/pick. The disadvantage is that 
the proxies are significantly smaller than the original 
objects, and thus harder to perceive and interact with in 
detail without first selecting them. 

Dismissal and Multiple Operations 
In its simplest form, the vacuum is active only during a 
single pen-down, drag, pen-up gesture, with the tool being 
seamlessly dismissed at the pen-up event. However, as with 
drag-and-pop/pick, this precludes operations that require 
multiple pen up/down events such as interactive 
manipulation of a slider widget, or multiple selections from 
a tool palette without re-invoking the vacuum multiple 
times. An easy way to make the vacuum persistent would 
be to make it a modal tool with an explicit “dismiss” 
operator, which would detract from our transient design 
principle and reduce the vacuum’s extremely fluid 
operation in the simple single operation situation.  

Our solution was to leverage the “hover” state [3, 13] that is 
detectable in most pen-based systems. When the pen is 
lifted off the sensing surface, a hover zone (1-10 cm 
depending on the hardware) continues to track the position 
of the pen. As usual, a pen-down event occurs when the pen 
touches the surface, and a pen-up event when it leaves the 
surface, allowing pen-down, drag, pen-up operations to 
occur as expected. However, a pen-out-of-range event 
occurs when the pen leaves the hover zone, which we use to 
dismiss the vacuum. When the pen is off the surface but in 
the hover zone, the vacuum remains visible and active, but 
none of its parameters are adjustable. However, the user can 
now perform multiple operations with the proxies by 
multiple pen up/down and drag events within the persistent 
vacuum. For example, multiple proxies can be selected by 
simply tapping on them, or a complex interface widget can 
be operated by sequential tapping or pen-down and drag 
actions. The user can also adjust the vacuum’s arc angle or 
direction by simple pen-down and drag actions (Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3. Arc adjustment. (a, b) Moving cursor beyond one 
edge moves it, expanding the arc. (c) When both edges meet, 

the arc is fully expanded. (d) Reversing cursor direction 
reopens the arc. 

To prevent abrupt or accidental dismissal of the vacuum, 
we visually render the vacuum with increasing transparency 
as the pen’s distance off the surface increases, as feedback 
to the user to indicate that the hover threshold is about to be 
reached. When the pen reaches the hover threshold, a 
simple “popping” animation indicates dismissal of the 
vacuum (Figure 4). This implicit method of dismissing the 
vacuum allows for multiple operations to be fluidly 
supported while simultaneously retaining the extremely 
valuable transient nature of the drag-and pop/pick 
technique. This conforms to our transient and flexible 
design principles, and also solves the “multiple operations” 
problem identified in drag-and-pop/pick. We note that other 
techniques recently reported in the literature have also used 
hover in interesting ways (e.g., tracking menus [4]), which 
is an indication that hover might eventually become a 
standard part of our interaction vocabulary. 

 
Figure 4. Hover and dismissal. (left) Vacuum is active and 
adjustable when pen is on surface. (middle) When pen is in 

hover zone, vacuum is active but not adjustable and fades out 
as pen reaches the edge of the hover zone. (right) When pen 
exceeds hover zone’s threshold, vacuum is dismissed with a 

“popping” animation. 
 

Figure 4.18: Vacuum arc adjustment, maximum angle. (a, b) Moving the cursor beyond

one edge moves it, expanding the arc. (c) When both edges meet, the arc is fully

expanded. (d) Reversing the cursor direction reopens the arc.

If the edge of the arc reaches the 20o that we have chosen as the minimum angle, the

arc cannot be ”compressed” anymore and the edge stops moving. When the users crosses

in either direction after that, the corresponding edge gets attached (”pushed”) and the

arc starts ”expanding” in that direction (Figure 4.19).

Figure 4.19: Vacuum arc adjustment, minimum angle. (a, b) Moving the cursor beyond

one edge moves it, expanding the arc. (c) Changing direction collapses the arc, until the

minimum angle is reached. (d) Exiting the minimum angle reopens the arc.

While the invocation of the vacuum is similar to drag-and-pick, it differs in its op-

eration, as the direction and extents of the arc of influence are fluidly adjustable by

the user simply by dragging in the appropriate directions. This ameliorates the tar-

get identification problem inherent in drag-and-pick, and conforms to our flexible design

principle. Like drag-and-pick, the vacuum becomes active when dragging beyond a fixed

threshold, leaving other dragging operations unavailable (ex. application defined manip-

ulation). Nonetheless, if the invocation threshold is appropriately determined based on

user preference, this should not occur accidentally.
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4.5.4 Dismissal and Multiple Operations

The single pen-down, drag, pen-up gesture, with the tool being seamlessly dismissed at

the pen-up event, prevents operations that require multiple pen-up/down events, like

interactive manipulation of slider widgets, or multiple selections from tool palettes with-

out re-invoking the vacuum multiple times, an issue also present in drag-and-pick. An

easy way to make the vacuum persistent would be to make it a modal tool with an ex-

plicit dismiss operator, similarly to our exploration designs, which would detract from

our transient design principle and reduce the vacuum’s extremely fluid operation in the

simple single operation situation.

Our solution was to leverage the hover state [Newman, 1968, Buxton, 1990] that is

detectable in most pen-based systems. When the pen is lifted off the sensing surface,

a hover zone (1-10 cm depending on the hardware) continues to track the position of

the pen. As usual, a pen-down event occurs when the pen touches the surface, and a

pen-up event when it leaves the surface, allowing pen-down, drag, pen-up operations to

occur as expected. However, a pen-out-of-range event occurs when the pen leaves the

hover zone, which we use to dismiss the vacuum. When the pen is off the surface but

in the hover zone, the vacuum remains visible and active, but none of its parameters

are adjustable. However, the user can now perform multiple operations with the proxies

by multiple pen-up/down and drag events within the persistent vacuum. For example,

multiple proxies can be selected by simply tapping on them, or a complex interface widget

can be operated by sequential tapping or pen-down and drag actions.

While inside the persistent hover zone the user can pen-down on the vacuum widget

and make it active again. Its parameters become adjustable, as discussed in the previous

section, and the crossing metaphors as well as the bull’s eye center functionality are

accessed normally.

To prevent abrupt or accidental dismissal of the vacuum while inside the hover zone,

we visually render the vacuum with increasing transparency as the pen’s distance off the
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surface increases, as feedback to the user to indicate that the hover threshold is about

to be reached. When the pen reaches the hover threshold, a simple popping animation

indicates dismissal of the vacuum (Figure 4.20). This implicit method of dismissing

the vacuum allows for multiple operations to be fluidly supported while simultaneously

retaining the valuable transient nature of the drag-and-pick technique. This conforms

to our transient and flexible design principles, and also solves the multiple operations

problem identified in drag-and-pick. We note that other recent techniques have also used

hover in interesting ways [Grossman et al., 2006, Forlines et al., 2006b], an indication

that hover might eventually become a standard part of our interaction vocabulary.

Figure 4.20: Hover and dismissal. (Left) The vacuum is active and adjustable when the

pen is on the surface. (Middle) When the pen is in the hover zone, the vacuum is active

but not adjustable and fades out as the pen is lifted. (Right) When the pen exceeds the

hover zone’s threshold, the vacuum is dismissed with a popping animation.

By remaining active within the hover zone, the vacuum is essentially a combination

(phrasing) of multiple simpler operations (chunks) [Buxton, 1986], all connected into a

single interaction dialog. The dialog is the multiple target selection task, whereas the

chunks are the simpler tasks of invoking the tool (drag), adjusting its angle of influence

(cross edges + drag), selecting multiple objects (pen-down and up events) and dismissing

the tool (exiting the hover zone). In the single target selection task, these chunks get

collapsed to a single drag operation. The phrasing or combination of simpler operations

using pen as input has been explored recently [Hinckley et al., 2006], using buttons clicks

to combine simpler operations into a more complex interaction vocabulary.
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4.6 Redesigned vacuum evaluation

After redesigning the vacuum, we evaluated its performance in two user studies.

4.6.1 Single target selection study

This studey compares the performance of the vacuum to drag-and-pick and direct (un-

aided) picking for a single remote selection on a wall display. We expect the dismissal

cost of the vacuum to affect its performance. The effect of distance from the target and

density of distracter objects is also investigated. Six volunteers (2 female), aged 22-31,

participated in the study. All participants had experience using a mouse, but none had

previous experience with wall display interaction.

Task The task was discrete target selection in the presence of distracter targets, where

users had to first click on a start target and then proceed to select a goal target. The

goal target had to be successfully selected before the trial would end, even if it required

multiple clicks. This removed the possibility of participants trying to race through the

experiment by clicking anywhere. Targets were rendered as squares, with the start target

in red, and the goal and distracter targets as numbered outlined squares. The goal target

was numbered ”1”, and the distracters were assigned other random numbers. We felt it

was necessary to test a worst case scenario (such as very similar proxies), which presents

a bigger problem for the vacuum than the other techniques, due to smaller proxies. The

numbering mechanism ensured that no target stood out in a prominent way. Targets

were visible at the start of the trial, so users could plan their actions before beginning,

simulating the situation where users are familiar with the general display layout.

Design A within-participant factorial design was used. The independent variables

were selection technique (direct, vacuum, drag-and-pick), distance between start and

goal targets (Mid, Far), and density of path distracter targets along the path from start

to the goal target (None, Few, Many).
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As we felt varying the size of targets affects techniques similarly (Section 4.4), in this

formal study we used only one target size of 15 cm, which we feel is representative of

icons on a large display of this size. Given that open windows and other applications will

likely be larger, this size can be viewed as a lower-bound.

Similarly to our previous studies, we used two distances between the start and goal

targets: Mid = 176 cm, roughly the display height, and Far = 264 cm, roughly 3/2

the display height. For each of the distances, we positioned start and goal targets in 6

relative compass directions (E, NE, NW, W, SW, SE) about the centre of the display, to

counterbalance for any possible differences in movement direction. We did not use the

N and S directions because they would have involved starting uncomfortably from the

bottom or top of the display and moving to the other edge for the Mid distance, and

would have been impossible for the Far distance.

In real interfaces, the path towards a goal is rarely void of any interfering objects. As

in our pilot session (Section 4.4), we focused on the effect of path distracters that were

placed along the path from start to goal targets. For path distracters, we investigate

three densities: None: no distracters, Few: 40% of a rectangular area between the start

and goal targets is filled with distracters, and Many: 80% of this area is covered. Task

samples can be seen in Figure 4.21.

Participants were randomly assigned to 3 groups of 2. In each group participants used

all 3 techniques, in an ordering balanced using a Latin square. In summary the study

consisted of:

6 participants x

3 techniques x

3 repetition blocks per technique x

2 distances x

6 directions x

3 path distracter densities = 1944 trials
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Figure 4.21: Single Target experimental setup. The red square is the start target and

the number 1 is the desired target. Three setups are presented: (top) Mid distance with

Few path distracters, (middle) Far distance with None path distracters and (bottom) Far

distance with Many path distracters. The green boxes are for illustration only.

Prior to each technique participants were given a short warm-up session to familiarize

themselves with the techniques. The session lasted on average one hour for each partici-

pant, after which participants filled out a brief questionnaire to elicit their opinions.

Performance Measures To evaluate the three techniques we examined time and error

measures. TotalTime is the time to fully conclude a trial successfully and in the case

of the vacuum it includes the cost of dismissing the vacuum by moving the pen beyond

the hover threshold. SelectionTime is the time to successfully select the target, but not

including the time to dismiss the vacuum. For the direct and drag-and-pick techniques

SelectionTime is equivalent to TotalTime. ErrorRate is the percentage of trials where

the target was not selected on the first click.
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Results and Discussion

Data from a total of 27 trials (1.4%) were identified as outliers for TotalTime (20 trials

or 1.1% in the case of SelectionTime) and were removed from further analysis.

TotalTime SelectionTime ErrorRate

direct picking 2.58 sec 2.49 sec 2 %

vacuum 3.03 sec 2.53 sec 3 %

drag-and-pick 2.49 sec 2.58 sec 5 %

Figure 4.22: Time and error related measures of the single target selection study. Signif-

icant effects are marked with red.

Time analysis (Figures 4.22, 4.23) The time measurements’ distributions were posi-

tively skewed, so significance tests were performed on the logarithm of the measurements.

A fully within subjects ANOVA showed a significant effect for technique on logTotal-

Time (F2,10 = 9.6, p < .05). Post-hoc pairwise means comparisons showed the vacuum

to be significantly slower than drag-and-pick (p < .05). Although there was a significant

effect for distance on logTotalTime (F1,5 = 132, p < .0001), no distance x technique

interaction was present. Finally, there was both a significant effect for path distracters

on logTotalTime (F2,10 = 34.8, p < .0001) and a significant path distracters x technique

interaction (F4,20 = 9.9, p < .0001). Post-hoc pairwise mean comparisons showed the

vacuum to be significantly slower than drag-and-pick in the case of None and Few path

distracters, and the no mediator condition to be significantly slower than drag-and-pick

in the case of None distracters (all p < .05). There was no significant difference between

the techniques when logSelectionTime was used as the dependent variable.
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Figure 4.23: Boxplots (median,range) of TotalTime (top) and SelectionTime (bottom)

broken down by technique, distance (Mid, Far), and path distracters (None, Few, Many).

Time analysis discussion As we mentioned in the case of the vacuum, the TotalTime

is always larger than SelectionTime, an overhead due to the time required to dismiss the

widget. Although the use of hover as an implicit dismissal mechanism was a design

choice aimed at reducing this cost, it is clear that the cost is not completely eliminated

(Figure 4.24(a)). Nevertheless, users did not perceive this cost as a delay and some

of them commented they found the action of lifting the pen after completing the task

very natural. Moreover, we believe that this dismissal cost can be further reduced for

experienced users by reducing the hover zone.

As expected from Fitts’ law, distance significantly affected TotalTime, but there was no

significant technique x distance interaction indicating that all techniques were similarly
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affected by changes in distance. This result can be explained by the following analysis of

the techniques:

The scaling property of the vacuum results in the size of its proxy targets being

significantly smaller than the proxies in drag-and-pick, or the original targets in direct

picking. The distance between the start position and the proxy target also shrinks, and

since the scaling is uniform, the resulting Fitts’ law index of difficulty (ID) of the proxies

in the vacuum are similar to that of the targets in direct picking. In contrast, the proxies

in drag-and-pick are unchanged in size but are moved closer to the start position, resulting

in a smaller Fitts’ ID compared to the vacuum or direct picking. Thus one might expect

vacuum and direct picking to be similarly affected by changes in distance, whereas drag-

and-pick should not be affected. The fact that drag-and-pick is affected by distance in

our experiment is due to the presence of path distracters. Since path distracters were

controlled based on density (40% or 80% of a rectangular area between start and target),

the resulting area separating the target from the start position in the Mid distance has

less distracter items and is thus smaller than that in the Far distance. Thus, changes in

distance affect drag-and-pick, but only when distracters are present.

Our post-hoc means comparisons showed the vacuum to be significantly slower than

drag-and-pick for None and Few path distracters, and the no mediator (direct picking)

condition to be significantly slower than drag-and-pick in the case of None distracters.

The small mean times for drag-and-pick in the None and Few cases is due to the fact

that the technique is designed for relatively sparse layouts. In the case of None and Few

distracters the cluster of potential targets is very small and the desired item is easy to

pinpoint. Moreover, as mentioned, the distance to the desired target in drag-and-pick is

determined by the number of intervening distracter items. So less distracters result in

targets very close to the user. As seen Figure 4.23, in the Far distances drag-and-pick

seems more affected by distracters than the Mid cases, as in the Mid case the absolute
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number of distracters is always fairly small (0 for None and on average 8 for Few, and 15

for Many) than in the Far case (0 for None and on average 15 for Few and 30 for Far).

Moreover the existence of the buffer zone surrounding the technique further reduces the

number of effective path distracters in all cases (for example the maximum number of

effective distracters is never bigger than 20). The buffer zone affects the number of

distracters more prominently in the Mid distance, since almost half of that distance is

inside the buffer zone, reducing the number of effective distracters in both densities.

As seen in Figure 4.23 direct picking is not affected by distracters since users know

the location of the goal target before the start of the trial and thus the acquisition time

is only affected by distance. In contrast, drag-and-pick and vacuum incur an extra cost

of identifying the proxy after a set of targets are selected, and performance degrades as

the density of distracters increases.

We note that the significant advantages of drag-and-pop over direct dragging observed

by Baudisch et al. [2003a] are not seen in our study comparing drag-and-pick to direct

picking. We believe this is because dragging [Baudisch et al., 2003a] requires users to

maintain contact with the display surface, which is difficult to do over long distances. In

contrast, direct picking is accomplished by tapping on the start target, lifting the pen,

walking quickly over to and tapping the goal target (like in the pick-and-drop [Rekimoto,

1997] and take-it [Geißler, 1998] technique). The pen does not have to maintain display

contact and so it is not all that much worse than using drag-and-pick or the vacuum.

Users simply trade off walking for the complexity of drag-and-pick or the vacuum.

Error Analysis A fully within subjects ANOVA showed no significant effect for tech-

nique, distance, or path distracters on ErrorRate (Figure 4.22). 67% of all errors in

drag-and-pick were users invoking the technique with an angle that missed the target.

Errors of this nature only accounted for 5% of all vacuum errors, whereas 52% were due

to accidental dismissal of the widget and 43% due to simply missing the target.
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Subjective Comments from Participants After the experiment users were asked

to rank the techniques based on speed, accuracy, and ease of understanding. They were

also asked to state if they had a preference for any of the techniques.

3 participants ranked vacuum and drag-and-pick as equally fast, 2 ranked the vacuum

as fastest and 1 ranked drag-and-pick as fastest. The two who ranked vacuum higher

mentioned that they could identify the target faster than with drag-and-pick: they would

start moving towards the rough position of the target and quickly re-identify it amongst

the proxies. On the contrary, they felt they spent more time deciding on the angle of

approach when using drag-and-pick, time not captured for this task.

4 participants ranked direct picking as the least error prone, while the other 2 partic-

ipants each ranked vacuum and drag-and-pick as the least error prone respectively.

All participants ranked direct picking as the easiest to understand. For the given

task, 4 participants preferred the vacuum and 2 drag-and-pick, even though the vacuum

was slower. They all preferred using a mediator instead of walking to the targets. This

indicates that while direct picking was not significantly different, users are willing to use

a remote reaching technique to avoid walking across a display of this size.

(a) Dismissal Time range for participants in sin-

gle target experiment.

(b) Dismissal Time range for participants in mul-

tiple target experiment.

Figure 4.24: Cost of dismissing the vacuum, by exiting the hover zone threshold.
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4.6.2 Multiple target selection study

The goals of this experiment were similar to the single target one, except that we now

use the three techniques in the context of selecting multiple targets in sequence. We

examine how between target distance affects the different techniques, as well as the

presence of distracter targets on the display. Since the vacuum is designed for such a

usage scenario we expect it to outperform the other two techniques. We evaluated the

vacuum against the current drag-and-pick and direct picking implementation in order to

see the relative performance of the core techniques (the differences can potentially be

small). We decided to not evaluate an extension to drag-and-pick, since our goal was

not to extent the existing technique but provide an alternative one. Nine volunteers (3

female), aged 25-35, participated in the study. All had previous experience using a mouse

but none had previous experience with large display interaction.

Task The task was consecutive selection of five targets, in the presence of distracters.

Participants started a trial by first selecting a red start target, and proceeded to select

each of the five goal targets in sequence. If the vacuum was accidentally dismissed before

all targets were selected, the user had to re-invoke it from the starting position. For drag-

and-pick, each invocation started from the red start target, in order to prevent users from

simply reverting to direct picking once they reached a cluster of targets. We adjust for

this additional overhead in our movement time analysis.

Targets were rendered in a similar manner to experiment 1. The five goal targets were

numbered 1 to 5 and distracters were assigned other numbers (Figure 4.25). In terms

of multiple file/icon selection it seemed to us that 5 was a good upper bound to test

trends. Moreover, we felt that an existing complicated remote interaction is close to 5

selections (for example go to a menu, select the file submenu, select the open command,

press browse button, select a file).

To prevent participants from racing through the experiment by clicking anywhere,
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they had to successfully select each target in the correct sequence. All targets were visible

at the start of the trial, so users could plan their actions before beginning, simulating

situations where users are familiar with the interface layout.

As each target of the sequence was selected it changed color from white to green to

help the participant keep track of where they were in the sequence. In direct pointing

and drag-and-pick, the trial ended when the fifth target was successfully selected. For

the vacuum, when the fifth target was selected, all targets turned red indicating it was

time to dismiss the vacuum by pulling away from the hover zone.

Design A within-participant factorial design was used. The independent variables were

selection technique (direct, vacuum, drag-and-pick), between-targets distance (Close,

Mid, Far), and number of distracter targets that were randomly scattered about the

display (None, Few, Many).

The three between-target distances used were: Close = 43 cm, Mid = 86 cm, and

Far = 130 cm. These represent roughly 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4 of the height of our display

respectively. In the Close and Mid distances we cluster the targets as close as possible

(rather than stringing them along in a continuous sequence, for example) to simulate real

situations where users group windows or icons in clusters. The result was that in the

Close distance, the targets were approximately within a quadrant of the display, in the

Mid distance targets were in half of the display, and in the Far distance targets spanned

the entire display. For each of the distances we used two orientations, one in which the

first target was on the left and another on the right of the starting position (Figure 4.25).

Since goal targets were located on different areas of the display we decided to place

the distracter targets randomly, rather than the more specific placements of area and

path distracters in the single target study. We used layout distracters instead of path

distracters so as not to bias the results against drag-and-pick. As discussed, in drag-and-

pick path distracters affect the distance that the proxy is going to end up from the user.
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If we had used path distracters between the start position and the targets they would

affect drag-and-pick but not the vacuum (since the movement there is essentially between

targets). Respectively, we did not use between targets distracters so as not bias against

the vacuum. Thus we decided to arrange distracters randomly around the display.

We used three densities of distracters: None, Few: 15% display coverage, and Many:

20% coverage (Figure 4.25) so as to visually get a layout that looked reasonably crowded

(less than that it was too sparse around the targets). Here we should note that because

the distracters can be placed anywhere we imposed certain restrictions, for example they

were no distracters at the top and bottom of the display. Moreover, due to the observation

of the first experiment that the effective distracters were only outside the buffer zone,

distracters we not placed in the buffer zone. So although the density reported is indeed

the overall density, there are empty areas on the display and thus the concentration of

the distracters is bigger around the targets. We used a percentage of Many 20% which

resulted in approximately the same number of distracters on the display as in the path

distracter experiment. We felt that the layout was sufficiently cluttered (given that we

had already seen the effects of a big number of distracters in the single target experiment).

Participants were randomly assigned to 3 groups of 3. In each group participants

used all 3 techniques, in an ordering balanced using a Latin square. For each technique

participants completed 3 blocks of 18 trials. In summary the experiment consisted of:

9 participants x

3 techniques x

3 repetition blocks per technique x

3 distances between targets x

3 distracter layout densities x

2 orientations

= 1458 trials

Participants performed 10 warm-up trials per technique and were asked to complete
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the trials as fast and accurately as possible, taking breaks between trials and blocks.

Figure 4.25: Multiple Target experimental setup. The red square is the start target and

numbers 1-5 are the desired targets. Three setups are presented: (top) Far distance with

Few layout distracters, (middle) Mid distance with None distracters and (bottom) Close

distance with Many distracters. The green boxes are for illustration only.

Performance Measures To evaluate the three techniques we examined time and er-

ror measures. The first measure is the TotalTime it took users to complete a task. This

includes the vacuum dismissal cost. As discussed earlier, drag-and-pick is a single target

selection technique. In order to simulate realistic use of drag-and-pick for multiple tar-

get selection, our experiment design required users to return to the red starting target

between each selection of the five targets. In contrast, the vacuum and direct picking

easily handled multiple target selection in sequence and there was no need to return to

the start position each time (except when the vacuum was accidentally dismissed).

To avoid biasing against drag-and-pick, for all drag-and-pick data we computed an

additional measure called AdaptedTotalTime where we removed the time between select-
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ing a target and returning to the start position to start the process of selecting the next

target. In a sense, this measures a best case scenario for drag-and-pick. Similarly, we also

removed the time to return to the start position in the few cases of accidental dismissal

of the vacuum. Since the final dismissal of the vacuum is crucial for this type of task,

we take it into account everywhere in our analysis. Finally, we examined the ErrorRate,

the percentage of trials where targets were not selected correctly on the first attempt.

Results and Discussion

Data from a total of 20 trials (1.1%) were identified as outliers for TotalTime (22 from

AdaptedTotalTime) and removed from further analysis.

TotalTime AdaptedTime ErrorRate

direct picking 8.54 sec 8.52 sec 6.6 %

vacuum 8.11 sec 7.64 sec 16%

drag-and-pick 16.35 sec 10.67 sec 39 %

Figure 4.26: Time and error related measures of the multiple target selection study.

Significant effects are marked with red.

Time Analysis (Figures 4.26, 4.27) As the distributions of the time measurements

were positively skewed, significance tests were performed on the logarithm of TotalTime

and AdaptedTotalTime measurement.

A fully within subjects ANOVA showed a significant effect for technique on logTo-

talTime (F2,16 = 150.7, p < .0001). Similar results were found for logAdaptedTotalTime

(F2,16 = 27.6, p < .0001). Post-hoc pairwise means comparisons showed that drag-and-

pick was significantly slower than vacuum and direct picking (p < .0001). Mean times

can be seen in Figure 4.26.

Between target distance had a significant effect on logTotalTime (F2,16 = 437.4, p <

.0001). A significant technique x distance interaction (F4,32 = 120, p < .0001) was
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also present. When examining TotalTime, post-hoc pairwise means comparisons showed

the vacuum to be significantly faster than drag-and-pick (p < .01) for all examined

distances, while drag-and-pick was significantly slower than direct pointing as well for

Close and Mid distances (p < .0001), but not for the Far distance. Between target

distance also had a significant effect on logAdaptedTotalTime (F2,16 = 271.8, p < .0001).

There was a significant technique x distance interaction (F4,32 = 125.3, p < .0001). Post-

hoc means comparisons for the AdaptedTotalTime showed the vacuum and drag-and-

pick significantly faster than direct picking in Far distances (p < .05), but drag-and-pick

significantly slower than both vacuum and direct picking in Close and Mid distances (all

p < .0001).

The distracter density had a significant main effect on logTotalTime (F2,16 = 216.9,

p < .0001). Also, a significant technique x distracter interaction was present (F4,32 = 37.2,

p < .0001). Post-hoc means comparisons showed drag-and-pick to be significantly slower

than vacuum and direct picking in all distracter cases (all p < .0001). The distracter

density also had a significant effect on logAdaptedTotalTime (F2,16 = 205.8, p < .0001).

A significant technique x distracter interaction (F4,32 = 35.3, p < .0001) was also present.

Post-hoc means comparisons showed the vacuum to be significantly faster than drag-and-

pick in all distracter cases (p < .01) and drag-and-pick significantly slower than direct

picking for Few (p < .05) and Many (p < .01).

Time analysis discussion Despite the large reduction in time for drag-and-pick when

comparing AdaptedTotalTime to TotalTime, drag-and-pick was still slower than vacuum

in all cases and direct picking in most cases (for both time measures). The vacuum

performed very well, especially in the Far distances where it was shown faster than both

direct picking and drag-and-pick.

Although we expected the performance of drag-and-pick to be similar across distances,

it seems to perform better in the Far than in the Mid distance, as seen in the post-hoc
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means comparisons. This may be a result of using proximal targets as guides to plan the

next movement. In the Far case, although two consecutive targets are far away, there

are two very tight clusters of targets at each side of the user. For instance, by selecting

target 2 the user sees that target 4 is also going to end up very close to that position. In

the Mid distance, as the user selects a target, the remaining desired target group might

or might not end up in the resulting set of proxies, making it harder to plan ahead.

Drag-and-pick was significantly slower than vacuum and direct picking in all distracter

cases for TotalTime. This indicates that in the presence of distracters, users exploit the

persistent layout of vacuum and direct picking to identifying multiple targets. The effect

is also present in the Few and Many case of AdaptedTotalTime due to the persistent

layout benefits of direct picking being more prominent in the Few and Many cases.

As discussed earlier, drag-and-pick is a single target selection technique and our ex-

periment design required users to return to the starting target between each selection

of the five targets. To not bias against drag-and-pick we used the AdaptedTotalTime

measure. This metric is favorable for drag-and-pick since by subtracting the return to

start time, we also remove the time the users needed to plan their movement in order to

include all targets in the arc of influence of drag-and-pick. Nevertheless, the only major

difference occurred in the Far between targets distance.

Error Analysis A fully within subjects ANOVA showed a significant effect for tech-

nique on ErrorRate (F2,16 = 36.5, p < .0001), with drag-and-pick being the most error

prone technique (Figure 4.26). As in the single target experiment, the majority of drag-

and-pick errors occurred when users missed the target in their initial choice of movement

angle (32% of all errors) and when they selected the wrong target in the group of proxies

(29% of all errors) which indicates that users found it hard to distinguish the target from

other proxies. In the vacuum, the majority of errors (87%) were missing targets due to

their small sizes, and 13% were accidental dismissal errors.
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Figure 4.27: Total Time (top) and Adapted Total Time (bottom) broken down by

technique, distance (Close, Mid, Far), and distracters (None, Few, Many).

Subjective Comments from Participants After the study users were asked to rank

the techniques based on speed, accuracy, and ease of understanding. They were also

asked if they had a preference for any of the techniques. All 9 participants ranked the

vacuum as the fastest technique. All ranked drag-and-pick as the most error prone. 5

participants ranked vacuum as the least error prone, 3 direct picking, and 1 ranked both

vacuum and direct picking as equivalent in terms of accuracy.

All 9 participants ranked direct picking as the easiest to understand, with vacuum

generally ranking second over drag-and-pick. 4 participants mentioned that although

the idea behind drag-and-pick was easy to understand, predicting the final position of

the proxies was not. They added that they had to spend a lot of time to re-identify

the appropriate proxy and that sometimes they missed the target completely with the
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selection arc, or failed to identify it in the group of proxies. One participant made it

more concrete by stating it was hard to judge due to distance where the arc was in effect.

For the vacuum, they all mentioned that when targets were at a single direction the

technique was extremely easy to use, but that they had some problems getting used to

the angle adjustment for items scattered in opposite directions.

In terms of overall preference for the given task, all participants ranked the vacuum

highest, 5 ranked drag-and-pick second, 2 ranked direct picking second, and 2 ranked

drag-and-pick and direct pointing as equivalent.

4.6.3 Discussion

The vacuum offers several advantages over drag-and-pop/pick. Its visible influence arc

clarifies the effects of the technique. Users can adjust the direction and angle of the

influence arc dynamically during an operation, and the addition of a hover region above

the surface allows multiple operations to be combined in a single invocation of the tool.

Shrunken proxies allow more proxies to be represented and permit the proxies to main-

tain the relative spatial arrangement of the original items. Our studies’ results indicate

that the vacuum performs similarly to direct picking and drag-and-pick in single target

selection tasks, except when the targets are located very far away with distracters along

the path. However, the vacuum scales nicely to multiple target selection, and performs

significantly better in this scenario than existing techniques.

The main drawback of the vacuum relative to drag-and-pick as a visualization tech-

nique is the scale of the proxies. This will be especially prominent if the need to dif-

ferentiate between similar icon sized targets arises. Imagine for example looking for a

particular item whose exact location is not known. With drag-and-pick repeated invoca-

tions with different directions would be necessary to locate the item. On the other hand

the vacuum may act as an exploration tool when invoked with a 360o arc of influence.

Nevertheless, if the vacuumed proxies are too small, the desired item might not be dis-
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tinguishable. We believe the high resolution of our wall display alleviates some of the

scale issues since proxies are relatively decipherable. However, lower resolution displays

may make the proxies unreadable. In this instance a combination of vacuum and canvas

portals might be prove efficient. A discussion on combining the two designs can be found

in Section 6.1.1.

On the other hand the main drawback of drag-and-pick is its unpredictability. This

can be resolved in two ways: by providing a better visualization of the sector of influence,

and by positioning the items based more on the starting position of the user and less

on the direction of movement. Thus although drag-and-pick could be enhanced with

hover to support multiple selections (although the drag/lift paradigm changes), major

alterations are needed to provide a predictable and performance. Moreover, the lack of

on the fly adjustment of the tool parameters remains.

It is important to note that while direct picking performed reasonably well in our

studies, in real use it may actually not be possible to directly point to all parts of a wall

display. Moreover, in extended use, user comments indicated a preference for techniques

that minimize physical travel, like the vacuum, even if it incurs a slight overhead.

More generally, our work demonstrates that tasks requiring infrequent remote access

typically benefit from low dismissal cost techniques like drag-and-pick or a vacuum with a

small hover range. Tasks based on sequential or frequent remote content access are better

accommodated by more flexible techniques, like the vacuum presented here. Finally,

while our work focused on distance reaching techniques for wall displays, the vacuum

could also be used on smaller devices like TabletPCs, where users may prefer working in

a comfortable zone and not reaching to the display extremities.

Push-and-pop [Collomb et al., 2005a] is a later extension of drag-and-pop. Their

main difference is that when an icon is being dragged, not only icons from inside the

arc surrounding the user movement, but all icons relevant to the dragged icon are copied

close to the user (Figure 4.28). Thus push-and-pop eliminates the issue of predicability of
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the final location of proxies present in drag-and-pop, as well as problems arising from not

choosing the appropriate sector of influence. Nevertheless, as proxies are still compressed

in a grid layout, this technique cannot accommodate a large number of proxies or proxies

of different sizes and types (other than icons). Finally, it is in effect a single target

selection technique and does not support multiple operations or complex functionality.

off area disappears. Figure 1 shows a photo of push-
and-pop in use on a wall-size display. 
 In case users need to rearrange icons on the desktop, 
they can switch push-and-pop temporarily into a push-
and-throw mode. Users invoke this functionality by 
moving the pointer back to the location of invocation, 
marked with a black circle in Figure 5.3. 

 
Figure 5: Push-and-pop walkthrough 

 The grid-like arrangement of the tip icons in the 
take-off area is taken directly from the drag-and-pop’s 
layout algorithm [3]. It is created by placing icons on a 
small grid and by removing empty rows and columns. 
Unlike drag-and-pop which creates tip icons only for 
icons located in the drag direction, however, push-and-
pop brings all target icons of matching type, independ-
ent of where they are located on the screen. This elimi-
nates the risk of users invoking the wrong set of targets 
and also assures a stable, reproducible layout, thereby 
overcoming the two main limitations of drag-and-pop. 
Invocation of push-and-pop over the same icon type 
always results in the same take-off area, allowing users 
to perform the actual acquisition task based on muscle 
memory. 
 The resulting rectangular take-off area corresponds 
to the take-off area in push-and-throw. However, push-
and-pop’s take-off area offers two major benefits. First, 
the take-off area shows tip icons. This offers good read-
ability even if the represented target is too far away to 
be readable. But most importantly it allows users to 
acquire the desired tip icon without the need for further 
reorientation. Second, rather than being a geometrically 
reduced version of the display, the miniature in the 

take-off is a semantically reduced version of the display 
in that only valid targets are contained. This allows 
push-and-pop to use full-size versions of the target 
icons allowing for an easier acquisition. However, to 
save space, we removed file names, instead revealing 
them as tool tips on hover. 

6 First study: double wall-size screen 
We conducted a user study comparing six drag-and-
drop techniques for wall-size displays. The study served 
two main purposes. First, we wanted to learn more 
about the relative performance of the different tech-
niques. We had several hypotheses. For sufficiently 
long distances, we expected all techniques to outper-
form traditional drag-and-drop. More specifically, we 
expected the techniques that required no or a one-time 
reorientation to outperform the techniques that required 
continuous tracking. Second, we wanted to validate the 
design of push-and-pop. Would it really outperform 
push-and-throw and drag-and-pop? 
 In order to extend our findings to longer distances, 
we later replicated the study on a three-unit display 
wall, as we report in Section 7. We will hold off with 
our discussion until after the second study. 

6.1 Task 
Participants’ task was to perform drag-and-drop opera-
tions on a simulated Windows desktop. The task details 
corresponded largely to the original drag-and-pop user 
study reported in [3]. Figure 6 shows the icon layout 
used in the study. The icons to be filed appeared at the 
bottom right of the screen (the cluster of 10 icons at the 
bottom right of Figure 6). The target was successively 
displayed in one of 12 positions, which allowed us to 
obtain uniformly distributed indexes of difficulty. 
Unlike the original drag-and-pop study, we simplified 
the participants’ task by always using the recycle bin 
icon as the target. 

 
Figure 6: The icon layouts used in the study. 

Figure 4.28: Push-and-pop. (1) As the user drags a document, (2) the system surrounds

the pointer with copies of all relevant application icons in a condensed layout. (3) The

user drops the document on the Recycle Bin icon and (4) the copies disappear. (Image

from Collomb et al. [2005a])

Our design of the vacuum is based on the assumption that the hover zone over touch

sensitive displays is a smooth range available to designers. Nevertheless, in many occa-

sions hover is detected as a discrete property: the pen is either touching, inside the hover

zone, or exiting the hover zone. In these surfaces the design of the vacuum needs to be

adjusted. The vacuum can still be active in the hover zone, but more feedback is needed

when the user is about to dismiss the tool, since the smooth transparency adjustment

based on distance from the display is no longer available. We propose that when the user
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exits the hover zone the pop-ing animation starts, but the tool remains active for another

600ms [Hinckley et al., 2006]. Thus if the user has accidentally exited the hover zone,

she sees the animation starting and can quickly enter it again. Depending on the display,

other options may be available. For example if a display is pressure sensitive, then the

complex vacuum behavior (ex. selecting multiple targets) can be performed using differ-

ent pressure states. Finally, complex behavior can be supported using alternative single

stroke mechanisms, such as crossing [Apitz and Guimbretière, 2004]).

4.6.4 Potential refinements

Our work has indicated how small design variations can impact an interaction technique.

For example, the use of hover enabled us to design the vacuum to work well with multiple

targets. Further design alternatives could also be explored. For example, an interesting

variation to the vacuum would be to use a hard boundary right before dismissal to clearly

warn the user of what is about to happen, rather than our current design of smoothly

fading the widget as the pen moves away.

Through observing our users and based on their comments, we found that they oc-

casionally accidentally crossed the bull’s eye center and reset the vacuum angle. In at-

tempting to improve our design, we could remove the bull’s eye center. Nevertheless, the

fluidity and flexibility of the vacuum would suffer. If for instance users wanted to make

significant angle changes, they would have to either perform complicated adjustments to

the arc of the vacuum through crossing, or re-invoke the tool.

When using the vacuum, a single target is selected by dragging the pen until the target

is reached and lifting it off the display, while multiple targets are selected by sequentially

touching and lifting the pen inside the hover zone. Given our decision to cross the edges

of the arc to manipulate them, general use of crossing for selection has been considered.

For example users could select a single item by crossing it and lifting the pen, while for

multiple targets they could cross all targets and then lift the pen. This design can be
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problematic in somewhat cluttered layouts, where the user has to bypass or cycle through

multiple items in order to cross desired targets. Moreover it takes away the consistency

of the technique, as for similar selections (for example items that are close), the user

might have to follow very different dragging paths. Another approach would be to make

a scribble or pigtail mark on desired objects while dragging. Although this solution

preserves the fluid and consistent nature of the technique, it requires users to learn a new

interaction paradigm, thus removing its transparent nature. Besides, in either crossing

design, it is unclear if users will only want to perform selections of items to be copied

close to their location. Depending on the interaction, users might want to manipulate

menus, pallets, or adjust sliders directly on their proxies, actions involving a significantly

different interaction paradigm in crossing interfaces [Apitz and Guimbretière, 2004].

While the user drags on the vacuum widget (for example during the first invocation

or when reseting the widget angle), interaction becomes size independent in terms of

the user’s stroke and can be partially performed outside the widget confounds. In other

words the user can perform angle adjustments through crossing, without dragging inside

the vacuum’s visual representation (Figure 4.17). It would thus be possible to make the

vacuum widget essentially invisible and remove some of the visual clutter in the area in

front of the user due to the visual representation of the widget. The issue that might

arise though is whether ease of parameter adjustment would suffer. Although this is an

interesting design variation, a more promising investigation would be to create an entirely

eyes free interaction by removing even the visual representations of the proxies, with a

transition from novice to expert such as that of a marking menu [Kurtenbach and Buxton,

1993]. Obviously, such a variation would require careful design of transitions between

novice and expert user, as well as detailed investigation on whether the transition from

novice to expert user is possible and examine the performance benefits, if any.

While the vacuum’s arc of influence reduces the number of proxies that are brought

close to the user, in very dense layouts, due to the fanning of the arc, the number of
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copied proxies can still be large. To reduce this number, we could envision the vacuum

as a ”spiral” instead of a circle. Based on this idea, the vacuum’s arc can be divided into

concentric slices, and depending on how far from the invocation point the user drags,

a different slice would be copied close to the user. The user could then lift the pen

inside the hover zone to make appropriate selections. Alternatively the user could ”dial”

around the tool to progressively bring different slices close. Although the spiral vacuum

is an interesting conception, it complicates the fluid vacuum interaction and burdens

users with detailed parameter adjustments, that seem to lend better to tools of a more

permanent nature, for prolonged interaction (as discussed in Chapter 3).

Although the discussed refinements open up further possibilities for new designs, they

violate some of our design principles or require major redesign attempts. Given that the

vacuum was well perceived by users and performed well in the given tasks, we decided to

stop its exploration. We have by no means solved all aspects of remote reaching issues

on wall displays, but we feel we have provided useful design guidelines for future research

and have explained the design process of a fluid and useful remote reaching mediator.

4.7 Chapter summary and closing remarks

In this section we have presented the design process for a remote reaching technique, the

vacuum. The process began by examining drag-and-pop/pick [Baudisch et al., 2003a],

an existing remote reaching technique, and identifying some of its characteristics. We

then went onto implementing several exploration prototypes attempting to follow our

design principles of application independence, effort minimization, predictability and

consistency. Through user feedback sessions, we dismissed designs that violated our

design goals. Furthermore, we gained useful insights and identified issues in our most

promising prototype and drag-and-pop/pick. And finally, we further refined our design

principles based on user feedback. New design principles for remote reaching techniques
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include the need: for transparent techniques that integrate seamlessly into the normal

interaction tasks performed by users; for transient use that does not burden the user

with large invocation and setup costs; as well as the need for flexibility in terms of

parameter adjustment and tool functionality. Based on our new design principles we

redesigned one of our prototypes, the vacuum, which we evaluated against drag-and-pick

and direct unaided selection. Our studies showed the vacuum to perform similarly to

direct picking in single target selection tasks and slower than drag-and-pick when there

are few distracters along the path. However, the vacuum scales nicely to multiple target

selection, and performs better in this scenario than existing techniques.

Our work has indicated how a combination of design explorations and user feedback

can help pinpoint important aspects of a targeted problem, such as distance reaching.

This process has allowed us to refine our original design goals in order to create a general

purpose, intuitive and well received technique for wall displays.
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Chapter 5

Presenting Invisible Changes

In current computing displays, dynamic visual changes regularly happen without the user

being aware of them. For example, a download manager might complete its task in the

background, emails might be received in an occluded window, or changes might occur in

a partially hidden live video stream. Unless explicit notification or history mechanisms

are provided, chances are that the user will miss these changes, or only become aware

of them by chance or by explicitly trying to reconstruct them at a later time. Indeed,

studies have shown that people are rarely able to spot visual changes when they occur

during disruptions as short as eye saccades [Rensink, 2002]. Changes occurring during

longer periods of invisibility should be even harder to reconstruct, because users might

have partly forgotten the previous state or missed significant intermediate changes. In

particular, visual transitions often play an important role in the understanding of visual

changes [Woods and Watts, 1997, Chang et al., 1998, Mertz et al., 2000].

While some applications do provide notifications, these typically work well for single

discrete events and not for multiple or continuous events over a period of time. Fur-

ther, current window managers do not provide any integrated system-wide support for

visualizing such dynamic changes occurring in the background, in the users periphery,

or over some past time period. These problem gets worst as display size increases, for

141
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example in wall displays, and more visual space remains outside the user’s visual field at

any given time. Moreover, the highly dynamic nature of data in many applications for

wall displays, aggravates this situation.

In this section we explore the idea of recording and presenting visual changes that

might have been missed by the user due to the changes occurring in the background,

periphery, or at a time where the user was otherwise preoccupied. As part of this explo-

ration, we first survey existing approaches and discuss their limitations. We then develop

a general image-based storage, visualization, and implicit interaction paradigm to pro-

vide better support for handling visual changes, called mnemonic rendering. The term

mnemonic is intended to capture the essence of storing, cueing and access to memory

The design of mnemonic rendering attempts to provide an application agnostic mech-

anism for storing and revealing changes that have happened in invisible locations. Thus

users need not memorize previous states of the large visual canvas of the wall display,

or constantly move around the display to update their mental model of the display con-

tent. We thus satisfy our application independence and minimal user effort design goals.

Through our design exploration we discuss how predictability and consistency is also

achieved. Although mnemonic rendering is applicable to both small and large displays

[Bezerianos et al., 2006], this chapter focuses on wall display interaction.

5.1 Existing approaches

Current window environments have been used for more than two decades and most of the

time users seem to have no trouble integrating dynamic visual information. The main

reason is that windowed applications don’t expect to be continuously visible and thus

rely on implicit or explicit strategies for easing visual information integration. Commonly

used strategies are persistence, structuring, reduction, history and notification. These

are semantic strategies, in that they depend on the meaning of the visual content:
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Persistence The visual content of a window at a given time is often sufficient to infer

what happened. For example, new emails don’t simply flash in an email client;

they accumulate inside a container and can be accessed via a scrollbar if not visible

any more. Persistence ensures that most changes are not lost.

Structuring Window contents are not just messy visual scenes; they are structured

in meaningful ways so that they can be quickly interpreted into discrete, higher-

level concepts. Structuring visual information allows users to infer changes using

their semantic memory whenever visual short-term memory is not exploitable. For

example, previously received emails can be remembered based on subject or sender.

Reduction Often the number of possible changes in a window is limited, making them

predictable. Changes can also have privileged locations or salient visual features,

making them faster to detect. For example, new emails usually appear in a pre-

dictable location and in bold font.

History Time is often part of visualizing information. Combined with persistence, time

visualization provides histories that indicate the order in which changes occurred

or their respective ages, when relevant. For example, emails are stacked in order

of arrival and are time-stamped. Histories can be displayed statically or based on

re-visitation.

Notification Some applications additionally maintain awareness by notifying users of

meaningful changes as they occur. For example, users can be easily alerted each

time a new email is received.

These semantic strategies are widely adopted in computer applications and seem to pro-

vide some support for the user to easily integrate dynamic visual information. However,

they have some limitations:
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Notifications (for an overview see McCrickard and Chewar [2006]) are only useful if

they are time-critical or relevant to the current goal. Evidence shows that most users are

not willing to be interrupted while absorbed in their primary task (for email notifications,

see for example [Venolia et al., 2001]). Especially when large amounts of dynamic data

are presented over a large area, as in a wall display monitoring task, users might not

desire to be constantly interrupted by notifications, but may choose to proactively poll

for changed information in different locations on the display.

Semantic structuring alone is not enough to support efficient integration of visual

information. Using memory and visual search for spotting changes limits the amount of

visual information that can be monitored. For example, the user will hardly remember

an entire text document or a folder’s content. Likewise, this strategy does not scale

well to inherently continuous information: even the value of a single continuous variable

displayed as a progress bar or a color can’t be accurately memorized. Memorization

and visual search become even more challenging in wall display environments where

the amount of information that can be displayed at a given time is larger. Similarly

reduction and history mechanisms are strongly dependent on the nature of displayed

information and are always designed and implemented separately in each application,

as discussed in Section 2.5.3. Recently Baudisch et al. [2006b] inspired by techniques

from chronophotography and comic book transitions, used animation and abstraction to

indicate changes in user interface elements. This approach assumes high-level system

knowledge of the data presented and the types of dynamic changes likely to occur.

Because there is no general approach for supporting visual information integration, we

can expect an uneven level of support among applications and the existence of flaws that

make the detection of some changes difficult or impossible. Some system wide history

support mechanisms that could potentially be used to identify hidden changes [Freeman

and Fertig, 1995, Rekimoto, 1999, Renaud, 2000], assume the user revisits states already

visited and thus relay heavily on navigation and search, rather than fluid review.
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5.2 An image based approach

Although individual applications could be improved by paying even more attention to

visualization, history or notification, it is worth considering simpler approaches that

might work globally in an application agnostic manner.

Consider for example what happens when a number of new emails are downloaded

while a) the mail client is minimized and subsequently reactivated for use, versus b)

launching the mail client afresh. In the first case, the user is instantaneously shown

a screen with new and old emails, and has to rely on visual searching for application

provided cues such as highlights and dates to discern the new emails from the old. In

the second case, newly downloaded emails appear one by one in the inbox and some

folders are progressively bolded. No visual search and no semantic memory are involved

because all changes simply pop out: motion perception is more powerful than most other

strategies [Rensink, 2002] and requires nothing more than the actual visual changes to

be presented over time.

Following the above example, we argue that a reasonable strategy to pursue would be

an image based approach that stores invisible changes at the pixel level for later redisplay,

or restitution, to provide the user with a simple visual understanding of changes that

they may have missed. Such an approach assumes a pixel-level model of visual changes,

which we introduce in the next section.

5.2.1 Surfaces and Pixel Visibility

Suppose that visual information made available to the user is spread among surfaces.

A surface can be either physical or virtual, and contains dynamically rendered visual

information. Whether they are physical or virtual, it is convenient to think about surfaces

as unstructured matrices of pixels, which can be rendered off-screen as bitmap images.

Although rendered and made available to the user, a pixel may or may not be actually
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visible. There are two reasons why a pixel may be invisible to the user (Figure 5.1):

• It is not displayed. In layered graphical models, surfaces are allowed to overlap

so that a pixel may be hidden by a surface of higher priority in terms of z-order.

For example, all or part of a window’s content can be obscured by another window

(Figure 5.1a). In peephole graphical models such as virtual desktops, potentially

very large surfaces are cropped so that only part of them is visible (Figure 5.1b),

known as the keyhole effect [Woods and Watts, 1997]. Windows can also be min-

imized or temporarily hidden while the underlying application keeps running and

the window still exists in the user’s mental model and/or in the computer’s memory

(Figure 5.1c).

• It is not seen by the user. Even when physically displayed, a pixel can be obscured

by a physical object, such as user’s hand on a touch screen (Figure 5.1d) or a

physical input device. But most of the time, a pixel is not seen simply because it is

outside the user’s field of view. In desktop computing, users are not continuously

looking at the screen: a pixel can remain unseen during the time of an eye-blink, a

brief talk with a colleague, or absence during the night (Figure 5.1e). When large

and/or multiple displays are being used, a pixel might not be seen because the

focus of the user’s attention is on another part of the display (Figure 5.1f).

The first type of invisibility (the pixel is not shown) mainly concerns small displays

and desktop computing, whereas it is less of an issue on large, wall and/or multiple

displays, that allow more visual information to be shown concurrently. Conversely, the

second type of invisibility (the pixel is not seen) occurs on small displays but is a more

serious issue on wall displays where visual information resides outside the user’s field of

view, especially during close interaction, as is the case in our work.

Of course, pixel visibility is rarely a binary property. For example, in layered mod-

els supporting translucency such as see-through tools [Bier et al., 1993], a pixel can be
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more or less shown. The concept of seen is even more subtle. First, human vision is

physiologically non uniform and abilities such as acuity, color discrimination and move-

ment sensitivity are unevenly distributed within the visual field [Baily, 1989], which is

more or less covered by wall displays. Second, vision is a global perceptual phenomenon

hardly decomposable into individual pixels and involving cognitive mechanisms such as

attention [Rensink, 2002, Itti et al., 2005].

Though human vision is a complex phenomenon, we can make significant advances by

adopting a minimalist model of visual perception that is purely optical (if something is

visible to the eye, then it is perceived) and binary (we ignore partially visible information).

Given that user’s locus of attention is difficult to infer precisely even using specialized

hardware [Hunt and Andkingstone, 2003], such an approximate model may be used as a

practical substitute that captures a subset of possible use cases.

Figure 5.1: A pixel might be invisible to the user because: (a) of occlusion by another

window, (b) it is on a virtual canvas outside the current display area, (c) its window is

minimized; or it is displayed but not seen by the user due to: (d) physical occlusion, (e)

interruption, (f) being outside the focus of attention.
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5.3 Mnemonic Rendering

As the user navigates visual information, the visibility of each pixel is subject to change

over time. On surfaces conveying dynamic visual information, the color of each pixel is

also subject to change. Discontinuities may arise when changes occur on pixels while

they are invisible.

Mnemonic rendering involves buffering pixel changes then restituting these changes

on the screen. A visible pixel is rendered normally, whereas an invisible pixel stores

a time-stamped history of its color changes, so that no transitional information is lost

(Figure 5.2). When the pixel becomes visible again it restitutes its buffered history. After

the restitution the pixel is displayed normally.

The goal of buffering and restitution is to aid users in maintaining an accurate mental

representation of the state of visual displays, in the presence of invisible changes. This

is achieved by storing and presenting the changes themselves in a manner that does not

require memorization and comparison with previous states.

Figure 5.2: Mnemonic rendering. a) A pixel is visible and rendered normally. b) If the

pixel becomes invisible, its visual changes get buffered. c) When the pixel becomes visible

again, the stored visual changes get restituted or reviewed to the user, d) until they reach

the current visual state of the pixel.
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5.4 Mnemonic rendering design space

Although the idea behind mnemonic rendering is simple to understand, its design space

is very rich. In this section we will discuss the rational behind different design decisions

used in the creation of a wall display prototype (Figure 5.3), the Mnemonic Wall. For

details on a desktop prototype see [Bezerianos et al., 2006].

Figure 5.3: Mnemonic wall. A prototype of mnemonic rendering on a wall display.

5.4.1 Detecting visibility on wall displays

The two main components of mnemonic rendering are the process of buffering or storing

invisible changes, and restituting or reviewing the stored information. In order to initiate

both the buffering and restitution of visual information, there is a need to determine when

pixels are visible.

Detecting whether a pixel is shown or not (see Figure 5.1a,b,c) is more relevant in

desktop computer settings and can be easily done using software techniques. Detecting

whether a pixel is seen or not (see Figure 5.1d,e,f), is more relevant in wall displays where
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overlapping of content and layering is less common, and areas of the display often reside

outside the user’s visual field. Determining if a pixel is seen or not on wall displays could

be done using a variety of approaches, including:

• Software-based inference: on interactive systems, user absence can be coarsely in-

ferred from periods of inactivity.

• Presence detection: absence can be inferred with better time accuracy using simple

vision algorithms or sensors.

• Head tracking: tracking location and/or orientation of a user’s head allows inferring

the user’s field of view, thus gaining spatial accuracy (for a comprehensive face

tracking bibliography list see Price [2007]).

• Eye-tracking : eye tracking gives even more accurate spatial information about the

user’s locus of attention [Duchowski, 2002].

• Occlusion detection: in some cases, physical occlusions can be inferred using soft-

ware approaches (e.g., hand location on a touch screen). In other cases, occlusions

can be accurately detected using additional hardware [Jaynes et al., 2001].

Non-intrusive hardware solutions exist for all of these approaches [Turk, 2004] and

can be spread among displays. For example, displays could be aware of eye contact

[Nakanishi et al., 2002, Vertegaal et al., 2005].

Although eye-tracking technology may seem appealing, coarser approaches for visibil-

ity detection might actually yield better results. They limit the Midas Touch problems

[Jacob, 1993] and might provide the user with finer control over the restitutions when

conservative inference strategies are used. Using head direction tracking for example

(by head or face tracking [Park et al., 2002]), a conservative inference strategy, would

not assume visibility inside the entire field of vision. Rather, it would add an area of

invisibility around the user’s central vision. The way these invisible pixels are rendered
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reflect tradeoffs between peripheral awareness and distraction reduction. For example,

such pixels can display their last visible color, resulting in a non-distractive static ren-

dering. Or actual pixel colors can be shown instead, resulting in a dynamic rendering

serving peripheral detection. In our prototype, we decided on using head tracking for

determining the visibility of pixels on the wall display. To ensure that no information

is lost, we assumed that pixels in the area of invisibility around the user’s central vision

are in fact invisible, and were buffered together with invisible pixels.

5.4.2 Restitution techniques

The second major component of mnemonic rendering is restitution. Restituting a pixel

buffer consists of rendering it in a synthetic way during a limited period of time, possibly

dismissing part of the stored information. Given that an entire color sequence for a pixel

is stored, the two more obvious ways to display it is either expanded in space (displaying

the entire history concurrently) or in time (presenting an animation of the history). We

thus first describe two simple types of restitution: a static one called persistence and a

dynamic one called flashback (Figure 5.4).

Figure 5.4: All changes occurring since a pixel is hidden (1) are buffered (2). Removing

the occluding element (3), results in restitution of the entire buffered history, blended

(persistence) or played back (flashback) (4).

Persistence When a pixel becomes visible it temporarily displays its buffered history

as a single color obtained from blending all colors previously buffered. On a macroscopic

scale, persistence typically results in motion trail effects, that resemble motion sequences
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in comics [McCloud, 1994] and non-photorealistic rendering [Masuch, 1999].

Suppose that an entire surface is hidden, then shown after a change happened on

this surface. When the visual change has a simple motion quality (e.g., a translation

or a rotation) persistence produces a temporary semi-transparentsemi trail showing the

motion path (the moving gauge in Figure 5.5.a left). When the change is more complex

(e.g., scrolling text or an animated icon), persistence blurs the areas where changes

happened (the weather icons in Figure 5.5.a right).

Flashback A pixel that becomes visible plays back its history in a sped-up timeline.

On a macroscopic scale, pixel flashback displays the previously visible state, then replays

the stored changes in fast-forward motion until the present state is reached (Figure 5.5.b).

When adjacent pixels are made visible or invisible at different times, mnemonic ren-

dering results in transient time-warping effects and visual breaks (Figure 5.6). The

time-warping effect is produced by an animation that is progressively occluded or pro-

gressively shown (e.g., a window moves over another one). Visual breaks can arise, for

example, if a part of a window is shown after a change happened on the entire window.

Animation has been used in user interfaces [Baecker and Small, 1990, Baecker et al.,

1991, Stasko, 1993] for explaining visible changes, including smooth transitions based on

cartoon or movie techniques [Chatty, 1992, Chatty and Beaudouin-Lafon, 1992, Chang

and Ungar, 1993, Thomas and Calder, 2001, Baudisch et al., 2003b]. Instead of in-

terpolating motion for better explaining discontinuous changes, our flashback approach

restores visual continuity, occasionally disrupted by occlusion or attention shift.

Initial user response session

An early wall display prototype of mnemonic rendering was presented to a group of

10 users in an informal discussion session. Users really appreciated the idea behind

mnemonic rendering and provided us with useful comments.
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Flashback. When a pixel becomes visible it plays back its 
history in a sped-up timeline. On a macroscopic scale, pixel 
flashback will display the previously visible state, then re-
play the changes that occurred in fast-forward motion until 
the present state is reached (Figure 4b). 

 
Figure 4. Two examples of using our restitution 
techniques. (a) Persistence, (b) Flashback. 

When adjacent pixels are made visible or invisible at dif-
ferent times, mnemonic rendering results in transient “time-
warping” effects and visual breaks (Figure 5). The time-
warping effect is produced by an animation that is progres-
sively occluded or progressively shown (e.g., a window 
moves over another one). Visual breaks can arise, for ex-
ample, if a part of a window is shown after a change hap-
pened on the whole window . 

  

Figure 5. Time-warping and visual break on a mov-
ing gauge with the flashback technique. Shading 
conveys pixel “age”. 

Although mnemonic rendering is a simple technique, its 
design space is very rich. First, persistence and flashback 
can be implemented in several ways and each small varia-
tion can result in different visual effects. Second, there are 
several ways to make the technique more sophisticated and 
improve its scalability. In the next sections, we go into 
more details on several aspects of mnemonic rendering and 
describe its most promising variations. 
Visual Effects 
There are several ways of implementing the persistence 
technique. The blended color can be obtained by simply 
averaging all colors present in the history, which amounts 
to alpha-blending each pixel with the previous ones using 
alpha values that follow a geometric progression of scale 

factor -½. Other averaging weights can be used, as well as 
other color composition schemes. For example, having 
weights depending on timestamps can produce fading-out 
or fading-in trails. Simple pixel superimposition can be 
used instead of alpha-blending when pixels already include 
an alpha channel. Objects moving on a transparent back-
ground would then leave sharp trails. Other compositing 
techniques can be used for preserving more information, 
such as multi-blending [2]. 
If time between glances is short or old data is unimportant, 
a transient variant of persistence can be obtained by adding 
temporal response to color changes, similar to phosphor 
persistence of old monitors. On oscilloscopes for example, 
such effect is sought after for viewing complex data. Other 
types of restitution can also be explored. For example, per-
sistence and flashback can be combined, and rendered ei-
ther in sequence or at the same time.  
Finally, additional information can be provided by manipu-
lating pixel colors, for example by changing their satura-
tion, contrast or luminosity. Such effects can be exploited 
as helpful feedback on the pixel status (invisible, restituting 
or normally shown). Applying de-saturation or blending 
with a sepia color during restitution can give a convincing 
feel of oldness (see Figure 5), while preserving most of the 
visual information. Such an effect can fade out throughout 
the restitution, enhancing the film metaphor while allowing 
smooth transition to the current visual state. 
Timing 
Restitution length can be variable (e.g., depend on the in-
visibility duration), but must be short enough to give the 
user a rapid glimpse of the changes. This is even more im-
portant if surfaces are interactive, because the user may 
want to quickly resume interaction with the application. In 
user interfaces, typical lengths for animated transitions (i.e., 
an opening menu) are below one second. So, both the per-
sistence and the flashback restitution must similarly be 
achievable in a small bounded time. 
The persistence technique temporarily shows the averaged 
pixel before revealing the actual pixel color. A smooth 
transition can be performed instead so that trails fade out 
instead of abruptly disappearing. 
The simplest approach for fast-forward playback involves 
compressing time linearly and dropping frames. These 
frames can also be blended with contiguous frames instead 
of being removed, a technique known as motion blur. The 
simplest non-linear time compression technique involves 
playing color changes successively without taking their 
timestamp into account. But this technique can desynchro-
nize adjacent pixels, unless grouping is used (see the sec-
tion on grouping below). 
Another timing issue is handling pixel changes during resti-
tution. If restitutions are fast compared to the speed of the 
actual changes, these pixel changes can be ignored. The 
techniques can also be easily extended to support concur-
rent buffering and playing. For example, updating the play-
back sequence and speed as new pixels are being buffered 
will ensure continuity with animations currently occurring. 

Figure 5.5: Two examples of using our restitution techniques. (a) Persistence, (b) Flash-

back. Notice how in persistence motion changes (gauge dial on the left) leave behind a

motion trail, but in non-continuous changes a less informative blurring occurs (weather

icons on the right).

Users understood easily both restitution techniques and commented on how they

each provide the same information in two different ways. This lead to us to experiment

with a third type of restitution, that we call combination, which is essentially a blend of

persistence and flashback. In the combination restitution, invisible areas present a static

component of their buffered history, and when they become visible again the animated

component of their history is played back.
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Figure 4. Two examples of using our restitution 
techniques. (a) Persistence, (b) Flashback. 

When adjacent pixels are made visible or invisible at dif-
ferent times, mnemonic rendering results in transient “time-
warping” effects and visual breaks (Figure 5). The time-
warping effect is produced by an animation that is progres-
sively occluded or progressively shown (e.g., a window 
moves over another one). Visual breaks can arise, for ex-
ample, if a part of a window is shown after a change hap-
pened on the entire window. 

  

Figure 5. Time-warping (left) and visual break (right) 
on a moving gauge with the flashback technique. 
Shading conveys pixel “age”. 

Although mnemonic rendering is a simple technique, its 
design space is very rich. First, persistence and flashback 
can be implemented in several ways and each small varia-
tion can result in different visual effects. Second, there are 
several ways to make the technique more sophisticated and 
improve its scalability. In the next sections, we go into 
more details on mnemonic rendering and its variations. 
Visual Effects 
There are several ways of implementing the persistence 
technique. The blended color can be obtained by averaging 
all colors present in the history, which amounts to alpha-
blending each pixel with the previous ones using alpha val-
ues that follow a geometric progression of scale factor -½. 
Other averaging weights can be used, as well as other color 
composition schemes. For example, having weights de-
pending on timestamps can produce fading-out or fading-in 
trails. Simple pixel superimposition can be used instead of 

alpha-blending when pixels already include an alpha chan-
nel. Objects moving on a transparent background would 
then leave sharp trails. Other compositing techniques can 
be used for preserving more information, such as multi-
blending [3]. 
If time between glances is short or old data is unimportant, 
a transient variant of persistence can be obtained by adding 
temporal response to color changes, similar to phosphor 
persistence of old monitors. On oscilloscopes for example, 
such effect is sought after for viewing complex data.  
Color manipulation may also convey status information on 
a pixel (invisible, restituting or normally shown). For ex-
ample, applying de-saturation or sepia effects during resti-
tution gives a feel of oldness (see Figure 5), while preserv-
ing most of the visual information. Such an effect can fade 
out throughout the restitution, enhancing the film metaphor 
while allowing smooth transition to the current visual state. 
Timing 
Restitution length can be variable (e.g., it can depend on 
the invisibility duration), but must be short enough to give 
the user a rapid glimpse of the changes. This is especially 
true if surfaces are interactive, because the user may want 
to quickly resume interaction with the application. Typical 
lengths for GUI animations (i.e., an opening menu) are 
below one second. So, restitutions must similarly be 
achievable in a small bounded time. 
With the persistence restitution, the averaged pixel color 
rapidly fades out to reveal the actual pixel color. With the 
flashback restitution playback can be compressed linearly 
to achieve bounded restitution time. Frames can be dropped 
or blended with adjacent frames (a technique known as 
motion blur). The simplest non-linear time compression 
technique involves playing color changes successively 
without taking their timestamp into account. But this tech-
nique can desynchronize adjacent pixels, unless grouping is 
used (see the section on grouping below). 
Another timing issue is handling pixel changes during resti-
tution. If restitutions are fast compared to the speed of the 
actual changes, these pixel changes can be ignored. The 
techniques can also be easily extended to support concur-
rent buffering and playing. For example, updating the play-
back sequence and speed as new pixels are being buffered 
will ensure continuity with animations currently occurring. 
Invisibility Detection 
Detecting whether a pixel is shown or not (see Figure 
2a,b,c) can be easily done using software techniques. De-
tecting whether a pixel is seen or not (see Figure 2d,e,f) can 
be done using a variety of approaches, including: 
!  Software-based inference: on interactive systems, ab-

sence can be coarsely inferred from periods of inactivity. 
!  Presence detection: absence can be inferred with better 

time accuracy using simple vision algorithms or sensors. 
!  Head tracking: tracking location and/or orientation of a 

user’s head allows inferring the user’s field of view, thus 
gaining spatial accuracy.  

Figure 5.6: Assume a moving dial that is partially hidden. (Left) Time-warping with the

flashback technique: The gauge is originally partly hidden (area of red pixels). As it is

slowly uncovered (from right to left), pixels are gradually revealed and start their restitu-

tion at different times (red pixel saturation indicates buffered history left for restitution-

redder pixels have more history to restitute). So pixels closer to the center of the gauge

begin their restitution before pixels further away. (Right) Visual break with the flash-

back technique: The gauge is originally partly hidden (area of red pixels). It suddenly

becomes entirely visible again. The previously hidden pixels are ”out of sinc” with the

pixels that were visible. In both cases red shading conveys pixel age.

Other types of restitutions were also discussed, such as highlighting changed areas

(similarly to [Matthews et al., 2006]) or using some form of clarification [Thomas and

Calder, 2001], or summarization, explanation and abstraction [Baudisch et al., 2006b].

Highlighting changed areas, although can be easily incorporated in the mnemonic render-

ing design, does not really provide a change transition from previously viewed to current

visual states. Explanation and abstraction, although may serve the same purpose as

mnemonic rendering, are based on the assumption that the data manipulated is of a

specific type (for example application icons, sliders or radio buttons, etc) and that the

potential changes they may go through are well defined. On the other hand, mnemonic
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rendering makes no assumption as to the nature of the changed data.

An issue raised by the group was the rendering of the buffered history. Users indicated

that it was not always clear which rendering was part of the history and which was part

of the current state of the display. This lead us to further explore different visual effects

for displaying the restituted history.

Finally, our group noticed that some of the changes that might take place in invisible

areas may be complex and hard to understand from a brief animation. To that effect we

decided to add the option to revisit restituted history in mnemonic rendering.

Based on the comments from our user group we further explored the design space

of mnemonic rendering. Persistence and flashback can be implemented in several ways

and each small variation can result in different visual effects. Second, there are several

ways to make the technique more sophisticated and improve its scalability. In the next

sections, we go into more details on such design variations.

5.4.3 Visual Effects

There are several ways of implementing the persistence technique. The blended color

can be obtained by averaging all colors present in the history, which amounts to alpha-

blending each pixel with the previous ones using alpha values that follow a geometric

progression of scale factor −1
2
. Other averaging weights can be used, as well as other

color composition schemes. For example, having weights depending on timestamps can

produce fading-out or fading-in trails (Figure 5.7). Simple pixel superimposition can be

used instead of alpha-blending when pixels already include an alpha channel. Objects

moving on a transparent background would then leave sharp trails. Other compositing

techniques can be used for preserving more information, such as multi-blending [Baudisch

and Gutwin, 2004].

Color manipulation in all restitution techniques may also convey status information
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on a pixel (invisible, restituting or normally shown). For example, applying de-saturation

or sepia effects during restitution gives a feel of oldness (see Figure 5.7), while preserving

most of the visual information (similarly to the use of color transitions to indicate time

by Woodring and Shen [2003]). Such an effect can fade out throughout the restitution,

enhancing the film metaphor while allowing smooth transition to the current visual state.

Figure 5.7: Different visual effects for rendering buffered history. Restitution of a moving

ball. Simple rendering of all buffered history at full opacity. Constant blending provides

a constant transparent rendering of previous history states, while weighted blending is

based on history timestampes and results in fading-in trails. Adding color may also

indicate the areas that are currently displaying buffered information, while de-saturation

communicates the feeling of oldness in buffered history.

If time between glances is short or old data is unimportant, a transient variant of

persistence can be obtained by adding temporal response to color changes, similar to

phosphor persistence of old monitors. Thus older stored information will slowly fade out

as time passes, even if it does not become visible. On oscilloscopes for example, such

effect is sought after for viewing complex data.

On a wall sized display where a large amount of information is visible at any given

time, extra clutter should be avoided to minimize user effort in discerning what informa-

tion is part of a restitution, and what is actual current data. To that effect, we decided

to render previous history states are always as semi-transparent, with de-saturation, in

order to clearly distinguish them from current rendered data.
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5.4.4 Timing

Restitution length can be variable (e.g., it can depend on the invisibility duration), but

must be short enough to give the user a rapid glimpse of the changes [Stasko, 1993]. This

is especially true if surfaces are interactive, because the user may want to quickly resume

interaction with the application. Typical lengths for GUI animations (i.e., an opening

menu) are below one second. So, restitutions must similarly be achievable in a small

bounded time.

With the persistence restitution, the averaged pixel color rapidly fades out to reveal

the actual pixel color. With the flashback restitution playback can be compressed linearly

to achieve bounded restitution time. Frames can be dropped or blended with adjacent

frames (a technique known as motion blur). The simplest non-linear time compression

technique involves playing color changes successively without taking their timestamp into

account. But this technique can desynchronize adjacent pixels, unless grouping is used

(see the section on grouping below).

Another timing issue is handling pixel changes during restitution. If restitutions are

fast compared to the speed of the actual changes, these pixel changes can be ignored.

The techniques can also be easily extended to support concurrent buffering and playing.

For example, updating the playback sequence and speed as new pixels are being buffered

will ensure continuity with animations currently occurring.

5.4.5 Ordering

The order in which stored frames are restored or dismissed greatly affects the overall

visual effect of the restitution.

In the persistence restitution for example, when pixels become visible they can all fade

away concurrently. So if a motion trail is visible on the display it will slowly fade out at

the same pace. On the other hand, a timestamped fading can be performed. Frames may
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then fade out based on their seniority. Thus a motion trail will start fading out close to

the start position of the trail and progressively reach the final position. This timestamped

fading gives an ”animation” feel to persistence, which is very different from the flashback

restitution. Here all history states are visible, whereas in the flashback restitution only

the state being played back is rendered. And there is no notion of highlighting history

states one by one, as is the case in the progressive flashback animation.

In the flashback restitution the playback ordering is even more important. Imagine

that one part of the wall display became invisible to the user. Depending on the ordering

of restitution we can: a) leave the state of the invisible area exactly as it was the last time

the user encountered it. When the area becomes visible again we display the buffered

history forward (starting from the oldest stored history state) until we reach the current

visual state of the area. b) We may render normally the area as it is being changed.

When the area becomes visible again, we play the stored history backwards, starting

from the current visual state until we reach the oldest stored history state. Finally c),

we may render normally the invisible area as it is being changed, and when it becomes

visible again go to the oldest stored visual change and move forward until the current

visual change is reached again.

There are several drawbacks and advantages in either ordering of the flashback resti-

tution. When the last visual state is persistently rendered, as the invisible area becomes

visible again, restitution forms a continuous and fluid animation path that leads to the

current visual state. But, when restitution begins, there is no information as to what

the current visual state is until the playback finishes. In the other two options, the cur-

rent visual state of the area is immediately apparent to the user. When restitution goes

backwards in time from the current visual state, it eventually reaches the oldest stored

history. At that point a visual break takes place as the state jumps from the last resti-

tuted state to the current visual state again. Another issue that may arise in this case is

that if changes continue to happen during restitution, when the first restitution ends, the
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area will jump to a completely new state (current visual state) and go backwards again

to play the newly stored restitution. When restitution goes forward, we have an initial

visual jump to the oldest stored state and start moving forwards until the current visual

state is reached.

In a wall display, where a large number of changes might take place at any given time

over extended distances, it is essential that the behavior of restitution is predictable.

Imagine for example an icon that has moved while invisible in a new location, and

the moment the user looks at it, it jumps to its previous location and starts moving.

These types of sudden visual jumps may cause disorientation and confuse users. Thus

any designs with visual breaks violate our predictability design goal. Based on this

observation, for our wall display prototype in the flashback restitution, we decided to

render the last seen visual state of an area, and play forwards its buffered history when

the area becomes visible again.

5.4.6 Grouping

The time-warping effect mentioned earlier (Figure 5.6) provides a spatiotemporal visual-

ization of the changes together with invisibility periods. However, such an effect might

puzzle the user and visual breaks can hinder her understanding of more global changes.

There are several approaches for ensuring some level of synchronization. First, changes

in pixel visibility can be deferred so that they occur at the same time. Delaying can rely

on clock ticks or on user actions. For example, pixels won’t start recording or be resti-

tuted before the user has finished dragging an occluding window. This type of solution is

not well suited for wall display environments, where invisibility does not often occur due

to explicit user interaction (for example moving windows around), but rather to more

implicit types of actions (like moving one’s head).

Another approach for ensuring synchronization is grouping pixels so that their visi-

bilities are all updated at the same time. Several grouping strategies can be considered:
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• Surface-wide grouping: If whole surfaces are seen as groups, then their content will

remain visually consistent.

• Dirty region-based grouping: For performance concerns, most graphical toolkits

repaint only rectangular regions that have changed. Although semantic, this in-

formation is very often available at a low-level on the system. Dirty regions often

match fixed areas on the surface, but can also be parceled out and follow objects

as they move. In that case, global motion groups can be obtained by iteratively

accumulating dirty regions that intersect on two successive animation frames.

• Image-based grouping: More accurate motion groups can be directly derived from

the images. One minimalist approach is drawing pixels that changed and grouping

them based on proximity. More sophisticated motion segmentation techniques have

been proposed in various fields, including vision and image compression [Salembier

and Marques, 1999].

Once a grouping strategy has been adopted, several approaches can be considered for

triggering the groups, i.e., starting the restitutions by marking all pixels visible:

• Triggering on full visibility: a group is triggered when it is fully visible. One issue

with this approach is that it may be hard or impossible to make a group fully

visible, for example if the group runs over the user’s field of view, as might be the

case in wall displays.

• Triggering on partial visibility: a group is triggered as soon as it is partially visible.

Triggering is easy, but may lead to missed changes, for example if the group is

partly occluded or runs over the user’s field of view.

• Incremental triggering: triggering can be done on the first motion group, then on

the second one and so on. For example, if an object has moved around the user
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on a circular display, the user will have to look at the starting point and follow it

until the end.

In wall displays potential invisible areas might be very large and users may have a

hard time predicting which parts of the display are likely to have changed. This will often

result in unexpected restitutions when the user looks at a changed area. Although this

cannot be avoided, when coupled with visual breaks it may confuse users and make the

restitution hard to understand. Furthermore, even with similar changes, their resulting

restitution visual breaks may be radically different depending for example on the direction

of movement of the user’s head. To eliminate the confusion and to ensure consistency in

our technique, we decided on using image based grouping in our wall display prototype.

Triggering in a wall display may be impossible to perform on full visibility, since

motion groups might not be fully visible at any given time if they span the user’s visual

field. Furthermore, incremental triggering on large surfaces may be time consuming.

Imagine for example an icon that has moved back and forth along the length of the wall

display and has left a somewhat complicated motion trail. It may then be hard for the

user to focus on the starting point of the motion trail and follow it through. For these

reasons, in our prototype we trigger group restitution based on partial visibility.

5.4.7 Interactivity

Interaction with mnemonic rendering is most of the time passive in that it exclusively

involves changes in pixel visibilities, implicitly controlled by the user (by moving her

head). However, adding active interaction can be useful. For example, when histories

are lengthy or complex, the user might prefer to have some control on the restitution,

rather than be provided with longer playback times. We briefly describe an example of

a lightweight mechanism that allows flexible navigation in the history of changes, which

assumes the presence of a pointing device. This technique can be applied to any type of

restitution, for replaying a flashback or restoring persistence.
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During the restitution and for an extra second afterwards, a semi-transparent disc

is visible. Before the disc fades out, the user can indicate interest in the restitution

by depressing the pointer, in which case the disc changes into a circular representation

of the restitution timeline (Figure 5.8). Restitution is controlled with circular eyes-free

gestures, allowing both coarse and fine control. This is useful when history lengths differ

by several orders of magnitude [Smith and schraefel, 2004, Moscovich and Hughes, 2004].

Figure 5.8: Control dial operated remotely by the user to control restitution playback in

a wall display. The visual representation of the dial is rendered in the location the user

is focusing on (left), while interaction takes place close to the user (right).

Feedback and input locations depend on the constraints of the particular interactive

system. On a desktop computer, the input area and the disc feedback can be confounded

and displayed at the mouse location when the restitution started, thus being both easy

to trigger and to ignore. On a wall display, the input area should be close to the user

whereas the disc feedback might be displayed elsewhere within the field of view. Thus for

our wall display prototype, the visual representation of the dial is located at the position

where the user is currently viewing the restitution, while input for the dial takes place

close to the user. Thus user effort is minimized, since small arm movements are needed

to interact with the dial, and the effect of the interaction is visible at the location the

user is currently focused on.
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5.5 The Mnemonic Wall

The Mnemonic Wall is a document organizer running on a wall display (Figure 5.9).

Pictures and text boxes are spread out over the display and can be moved around using

a pen, or are animated by the system to simulate a distant user. The Mnemonic Wall also

includes a variant of the layout-matching game discussed in the user feedback section 5.6.

The entire wall display is treated as a single surface. Head-tracking using a Vicon

(www.vicon.com) motion tracking system is used to determine pixel visibilities. The

visible area is visualized by a red translucent quadrilateral, whose surface is chosen to

encompass foveal and parafoveal vision (Figure 5.9). Since head movement and eye am-

plitudes during gaze shifts follow a tight linear relationship [Wang and Jin, 2001], we

exaggerate horizontal and vertical head movement values to allow natural head move-

ments.

Three restitutions are supported: persistence, flashback, and a combination of both.

Pixels from the surface have alpha channels (some are transparent) and the combined

technique shows persistence and flashback simultaneously. Also, a motion-based pixel

grouping has been adopted and groups are triggered based on their partial visibility.

Restitutions can be controlled with a dial.

5.6 User feedback

Mnemonic rendering involves a number of potentially disturbing effects such as overlap-

ping graphics, delayed animations and uncommon use of context information. In order

to make sure the techniques were viable, i.e. that at least for one particular type of task

they would prove beneficial, we conducted an informal evaluation of the techniques using

a layout-matching game. Our goal was to understand how users would utilize the three

restitution techniques, to determine how effective or hindering they would find them, and

to elicit comments on their design.
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Figure 5.9: The Mnemonic Wall with pixel persistence: visual changes outside the user’s

central vision leave motion trails that will fade out as the user glances at them. The user

is wearing a hat with passive markers mounted. On the top of the image infrared Vicon

motion capturing cameras can be seen.

Task 6 participants (1 female) played a series of games using regular rendering and

the three mnemonic rendering techniques (persistence, flashback, persistence/flashback

combination). Each session lasted about half an hour.

The layout-matching game showed four large grids at the four corners of the display,

containing numbers. Periodically, a number was randomly moved to a free location by

the system. These four grids were related to another four small number grids close to the

user’s location in the middle of the display, whose numbers could be moved by the user

(Figure 5.10). The task was to reorder the small interactive grids so that they match the

large dynamic ones before a timer ran out. Given the display’s size, while working on

one grid, the two opposite grids could not be seen without major body movement. No

control dial was used.
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Figure 5.10: Layout matching game on the Mnemonic Wall, using pixel persistence. The

red lines and arrow are there to emphasize our approximation of the user’s visual focus

based on head tracking.

The reasons behind the informal nature of this evaluation vary: first mnemonic render-

ing does not provide an explicit notification mechanism, thus any performance measures

will largely depend on the design of a notification component, making unclear the effec-

tiveness of the restitution itself. To examine the explanation value of mnemonic rendering

we would need a task that cannot be performed when changes are missed. This type of

task is largely artificial, as when changes are indeed critical some support is provided

by existing applications, while in most computer environments tasks can be performed,

albeit more difficultly, when changes are missed. Mnemonic rendering is targeted mainly

at the latter type of task, but may also improve the former through the detection of

visibility of information. Thus more formal evaluations of mnemonic rendering would

require it to be incorporated in a fully designed system. And even in such an evaluation,
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results would greatly depend on the nature of the monitored information. It is thus

unclear how to evaluate mnemonic rendering removed from a given system and mon-

itored information. Incorporating mnemonic rendering to a system and evaluating its

use under different monitored information is a clear direction in future research. At this

initial design exploration we focused on acquiring general purpose insights on mnemonic

rendering by using a toy task.

We wanted the task to differ from common computing activities in two respects.

Firstly, a faster pace was required to evaluate the techniques in a reasonable time. Sec-

ondly, we wanted an engaging, well-defined task, and thus avoided concurrent tasks with

unclear priorities. The layout-matching game involves a single primary task with a well-

defined goal: match all the layouts as fast as possible. Nevertheless, the task shares

salient characteristics with personal computing activities: it requires glancing for polling

and monitoring information, and while seeing changes as they happen might be useful,

the task can still be completed if changes are missed. Completing this task when all

changes have been missed is easier than real-life search for changes, since it involves

visual search alone (side-by-side comparison of two grids) instead of visual search plus

semantic memory. To ensure participant familiarity with this side-by-side comparison

strategy, non-mnemonic rendering was presented first. Hence, participants could ignore

mnemonic rendering information if they found it unclear or useless.

5.6.1 Results

Relevance of mnemonic rendering. Participants easily understood the task. As

expected, all participants used a strategy of matching individual grids sequentially. We

counted the number of changes users had to treat at each step. Although this was a

function of user’s speed, values from none to three were the most common. All users

made use of mnemonic rendering for reproducing changes. After playing the game, they

also ranked all three restitution techniques higher than regular rendering that required
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side-by-side comparison. They seem unaffected by Midas Touch, so using head tracking

for passively controlling visual rendering seems realistic.

Usefulness and limits of Persistence With the persistence restitution, numbers

moving outside parafoveal vision left a semi-transparent echo or trail behind them. Par-

ticipants found the technique useful when one or two hidden changes happened, but

found it challenging for more than two overlapping changes. However, they used the

technique for quickly determining whether any changes happened on a grid, allowing

them to spend less time on unchanged grids. Apart from proactively scanning for these

areas, users commented that they made use of persistence passively, through peripheral

vision, as an alert mechanism for changing areas on the screen.

Clearly persistence failed as an explanation mechanism for complex changes, but

provided useful synthetic information on the changes that could be quickly interpreted.

Usefulness and limits of Flashback. With the flashback restitution, the numbers

stood still if they were occluded or unseen but moved in fast forward motion as soon as

the user glanced at them, if changes happened. All participants described the flashback

technique as being very effective. They noted that after looking at the playback of

changes they could replicate the sequence easily. Sometimes users could successfully

mimic the motions even when the animation was partly missed or apparently chaotic,

with up to four successive motions in one second. More than four motions could hardly

be reproduced.

However, users commented that the lack of feedback in the presence of changes before

the actual animations were played back prevented them from using peripheral vision.

Some users required an indication as to whether the motion they were viewing was that

of an actual change or a flashback.

Clearly the flashback visualization we used, although effective in explaining changes,

lacks feedback and does not support peripheral awareness.
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Persistence and flashback combined With the persistence-flashback restitution,

trails were shown then faded out during the flashback. Unsurprisingly, the majority of

participants preferred the combined technique. As they pointed out, the blurred trails

left by persistence both clearly provided rapid information on changes and supported

peripheral awareness, whereas the flashback component was useful in explaining in detail

the actual changes. One participant felt distracted by the persistence in the combination

condition.

Design Considerations Several design-related issues were raised. They mainly con-

cerned the proper choice of visual effects and timing:

Visual effects. When performing the task with the persistence technique, several

users commented positively on the use of de-saturation as a metaphor to indicate older

states. Nevertheless, they requested a fainter representation of older states, so as not to

clutter the screen. Three users commented that the intermediate history need not be too

detailed, as long as some transitional information is present.

Timing. One design aspect that particularly concerned us was the timing of the

restitution. We found the chosen 1 second to be appropriate for displaying one to three

changes without hindering the task. Some participants found it occasionally too slow,

while everyone found it too fast for more than four changes. One participant said that

he would have liked the ability to replay the last restitution. We feel we have addressed

this issue by introducing the interaction dial, a functionality we did not provide in the

game task.

5.7 Chapter summary and closing remarks

In our increasingly dynamic computer environments visual changes often occur without

being seen. After identifying the situations under which changes are missed, we intro-

duced the idea of mnemonic rendering to present these missed changes in a lightweight
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and fluid manner. Mnemonic rendering ensures that users need not memorize the vi-

sual state of a dynamic surface, by storing all changes in invisible locations. Thus it

reduced user effort while interacting with a wall display. Variations of the design space

were discussed and three visualization techniques developed. A wall display prototype

was created, and design decisions on the implementation were such as to maximize pre-

dictability and consistency.

Mnemonic rendering is application agnostic and may benefit a variety of applications

and tasks, a theme we have followed throughout this thesis. Nevertheless, seamless

integration of generic and dedicated techniques for supporting change awareness requires

further investigation. In addition to the basic system-wide support provided by mnemonic

rendering, individual applications could further exploit information on pixel visibility to

better handle specific types of changes.

Since mnemonic rendering is image-based, it can be currently implemented at the

window manager level. A new trend in window management is compositing, a technique

that allows windows to be rendered off-screen and manipulated as images [Chapuis and

Roussel, 2005]. While its current application lies mainly in cosmetic effects, mnemonic

rendering suggests a new compelling use of this graphics power. Moreover, video summa-

rization and key-frame extraction techniques [DeMenthon et al., 1998, Cooper and Foote,

2002, Assa et al., 2005] could be incorporated in the restitution component of mnemonic

rendering to both enhance explanations and achieve data compression.

The assumption in our technique is that the tasks performed by the users are not time-

critical and thus notification mechanisms are not provided. Although our techniques

are aimed at explaining hidden changes, they were not designed to explicitly provide

notification of the occurrence of the changes. Clearly the two issues are interrelated

and also require further investigation, since some of the monitoring tasks that may be

performed in large displays could be time critical. A combination of mnemonic rendering

with notification mechanism could significantly enhance its applicability.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and future directions

Wall displays present unique interaction opportunities because they can display vast

amounts of data, and can both be viewed and interacted upon at close proximity. As

they become a commercial reality, interaction challenges arising from these unique aspects

need to be examined. This thesis focused on three aspects that may hinder wall display

interaction at close proximity. First, challenges in organizing content and switching

context across an extended interaction surface. Second, issues related to reaching across

large distances to perform simple selection tasks. And third, problems arising while

attempting to keeping track of potential visual changes across a surface that both extends

across a large area and can simultaneously display large amounts of data.

Attempting to explore these interaction challenges we identified a set of desirable

properties of interaction techniques for wall displays. We discussed the need for general

purpose solutions and designs, given that the field is still in its infancy and future uses

of the technology might greatly differ from current practices. Moreover, we advocated

the need to minimize user effort while interacting within large distances and with visual

content spread over extended areas, as well as the need for predicable and consistent

designs. These properties where considered in three design explorations of new interaction

techniques for wall displays, that focus on the identified interaction challenges.

171
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In the first design exploration we introduced the canvas portals framework that en-

compasses existing context switching techniques applicable to wall displays, and acts as a

catalyst for the development of new ones. In the most abstract sense, canvas portals are

alternative views of display areas where interacting with the portal’s interior is equiva-

lent to interacting with the depicted display area. Manipulating the various canvas portal

parameters (for example the mapping between the canvas portals and the depicted area

of the underlying display) lets us support a variety of novel interactions, of a somewhat

persistent nature, that can serve as context switching and comparison mechanisms, as

well as layout management aids.

To illustrate the generality of the canvas portals concept, we instantiated a represen-

tative sample of existing large display interaction techniques within its design space, and

developed three new ones that address some of the challenges in new ways.

One of the newly introduced techniques, the ScaleView portal, was evaluated through

user feedback sessions, and a usability study involving layout and comparison tasks that

incorporated frequent context switching. Our evaluations allowed us to refine the design

of ScaleView portals. We improved the mechanisms of focusing the portal to a remote

location, as well as the visualizations that reveal the technique’s functionality, such as

the potential to move content across portals.

Apart from these valuable design improvements, the usability session provided us with

general insights as to the use of wall displays. We found that for the challenging layout

and comparison tasks of our evaluation, users preferred the ScaleView portal (a fairly

complex technique) to simpler techniques (such as a magnification lens) that did not

adequately support them in their tasks. A group of users always performed tasks using

ScaleView portals alone, because, as they mentioned, they found compelling the ability

to have everything concentrated close to their position and minimize physical effort.

Several participants spent a fair percentage of time using the large canvas as a peripheral

reference to their tasks, by periodically glancing at remote locations, highlighting one of
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the benefits of using a wall sized display: users may visually refer to the large, spread out

content on the wall display, even if they prefer to interact with it close to their location.

The second exploration focused on remote reaching techniques that are likely to be

invoked frequently, but will not be of a persistent nature, as the canvas portal techniques

are. First we designed and evaluated, through a pilot session, new interaction designs

to enable quick access to items on areas of a wall display that are difficult for users to

reach without significant physical movement. Based on observations and findings of our

evaluation session, apart from the original design goals outlined in Section 2.6, three

new desirable design principles where identified: the need for transparent, transient and

flexible designs.

Following the augmented set of design guidelines, one of the newly proposed tech-

niques, the vacuum, was further refined. The new design allows for transparent invoca-

tion that does not distract from regular interaction, as it resembles the action of selecting

a remote item without a mediator; moreover, the technique is fluid and transient as it

is invoked and dismissed with simple pen-down, pen-up events; and finally it exhibits

flexibility by allowing on the fly parameter adjustments and by supporting more com-

plicated interactions than simple target selection. Results from a single target selection

study in the presence of distracter items, showed the newly designed vacuum to perform

similarly to direct picking and drag-and-pick [Baudisch et al., 2003a] in terms of time and

errors, except when very few distracter targets were located along the path. However,

the redesigned vacuum scales nicely to multiple target selection, and is faster and less

error prone than drag-and-pick.

Managing large amounts of dynamic visual information on wall displays, common in

monitoring type tasks, involves understanding changes happening out of the user’s sight.

Our last design exploration showed how current software does not adequately support

users in this task, even in desktop settings, and motivated the need for a more general
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approach. We proposed an image-based storage, visualization, and implicit interaction

paradigm called mnemonic rendering, that provides better support for handling visual

changes. Mnemonic rendering consists of buffering dynamic visual information on the

pixel level while the pixel is not visible to the user. Once implemented on a system,

mnemonic rendering techniques can benefit all applications. We discuss different meth-

ods of detecting visibility and explore in detail the rich design space of the technique.

Based on user feedback on a wall display prototype that uses head tracking to detect

pixel visibility, benefits as well as limitations of the technique were identified. While

performing a layout matching game using mnemonic rendering, users seemed unaffected

by Midas Touch effects, so our decision to use head tracking for passively controlling visual

rendering seems realistic. Persistence, a static representation of the buffered history, was

used passively, through peripheral vision, as an alert mechanism for changing areas on

the screen. Nevertheless, users felt it did not adequately explain visual changes of a

complex nature. According to participants, flashback, an animated rendering of the

buffered history, was effective in explaining hidden changes, but lacked feedback on the

location of these changes and did not support peripheral awareness. Thus a combination

of the two renderings was used, which as users pointed out, both clearly provided rapid

information on the location of the through the persistence component, and explained in

detail the actual changes through the flashback component.

6.1 Combining the three designs

The three exploration designs are presented in the thesis as independent techniques,

nevertheless in real use they coexist and interact. In this section we will describe how

the three designs can be combined together in a single interaction environment and

discuss potential issues or benefits derived from using them in conjunction.
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6.1.1 Canvas portals and vacuum

In our current implementation canvas portals and vacuum instances coexist and may be

invoked concurrently. For example a canvas portal with a zoomed-out attribute maybe

focusing on a location where a vacuum is being invoked. Thus a ”miniature” vacuum can

be seen inside the portal. As interaction within the portal is equivalent to interaction

with the canvas in general, the user can manipulate the ”miniature” vacuum from within

the portal if they wish. Similarly, a user may ”vacuum” a remote canvas portal, bring it

at a proximal location, by using the vacuum.

Given this behavior second order effects may occur. By second order effects we refer

to events initiated through a tool that affect the tool itself. For example imagine a portal

located at the left corner of the display focusing at the right end of the display. Invoking a

vacuum through this portal initiates the vacuum at the left end of the display, at the area

of focus of the portal. If the arc of influence of the vacuum is towards the left area of the

display, the vacuum might pull, among other items, the portal itself and move it to the left

area of the display, jumping away from the user. In our implementation these effects are

dealt with through prioritizing our designs. All our techniques are implemented as filters

that work on top of regular system behavior. Canvas portals are given higher priority

than the vacuum. Thus a new input event is first checked against existing canvas portals.

If the event takes place within a portal, the specific portal (and portals belonging to the

same group) becomes immediately ”invisible” to other filters, and thus actions of other

techniques (like the vacuum) do not affect it. If events are not initiated or affecting a

portal, then it is treated as a regular interaction element and so it can be vacuumed.

Allowing the coexistence of portals and vacuums provides flexibility and allows users

to combine them in interesting ways. For example users can briefly identify targets

of interest with the vacuum and might use portals to focus on specific locations they

interact often with. Portals can help users explore in detail the display space and then

use the vacuum for quick access actions. If a user finds the size of some vacuumed items
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too small, she can have a magnification portal close to her location in order to invoke

the vacuum through it (acting as a vacuum magnification lens). A user that relocates

physically to a new location on the display may pull her portals to her using the vacuum.

Apart from existing connections of these two designs others can be implicitly designed

to leverage user familiarity with the techniques. For example the magnification of a portal

could act as a mechanism for resizing the scale of vacuumed items across invocations. Or

the quick and fluid functionality of the vacuum could be used as a focusing mechanism

for creating a new portal, as was suggested by a participant who was shown both designs

after a study session.

6.1.2 Canvas portals, vacuum and mnemonic rendering

Combining mnemonic rendering with the other two designs is a somewhat more compli-

cated procedure, as it involves the notion of visibility. An area on the display can be

assumed to be visible either directly or through a mediator (for example a canvas portal

or the vacuum). We will be discussing the effect of portals and mnemonic rendering, but

the points raised are also applicable in the use of mnemonic rendering and the vacuum,

if the area of influence of the vacuum is assumed to define a ”view” of the display.

In our current implementation we ignore mediated visibility. Thus even if an area is

viewed by a user through a portal, it is deemed invisible and its changes are buffered.

This design decision was made because the existence of the portal does not necessarily

provide an adequate view of the remote focal area. For example if the portal is a zoomed-

out view of the display, the fact that the entire display is visible inside the portal does

not guarantee that the resolution of potential changes is such that users will be able to

perceive them in the scaled down view.

By disregarding mediated visibility we are being conservative in buffering and dis-

playing changes. For example imagine a portal with a dynamic remote focal area. If the

user is ignoring both the portal and focal area for a time, changes are buffered through
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mnemonic rendering in both locations. When she returns to the portal she will see the

changes being restituted inside it, and when she focuses on the remote focal area the

changes will be restituted there as well. If a user is looking through a portal to a remote

focal area where changes are taking place, the changes are buffered and will be shown to

her again when she later looks at the remote area. Finally if the user is paying attention

to a dynamic area of the screen that happens to be depicted in a portal, the portal pixels

actually buffer these changes. When the user returns to the portal, she will briefly see

the changes taking place there as well.

An interesting side-effect of this behavior is that user actions get buffered themselves.

For example moving an item inside a portal causes the item in the remote location to

move and thus this change is being buffered. In this instance, when the user looks again

at the remote location she is briefly reminded of all the actions she performed from

within the portal. Similarly, if a user interacts with an area of the display depicted in

a portal, when she returns to the portal she is briefly shown her changes again. Apart

from smoothly synchronizing the last observed state of the portal to the current state of

the display at the remote focal area, this restitution may also reinforce the connection

between the portal and remote focal area, as the actions in the remote focal area are

later seen to affect the portal. Unfortunatly, when users move items between portals,

in the remote focal areas items actually disappear from their previous locations. Thus

any buffered history at those locations results in sudden appearances or disappearances

of items. We believe this issue can be alleviated by incorporating a small ”fading” or

”shrinking” animation to any item crossing the borders of portals. Such an animation

could inform users in restitutions (but also any other observers of the display), that the

item has been ”teleported” to a new location through a portal. This is an aspect we

intend to examine further.

Through our conservative buffering and restitution we hope that users will not miss

any changes, at the expense of occasionally restituting changes the users might actually
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be aware of. We hope that the short restitution time (1 sec) is small enough as not to

disturb users, but clearly more formal investigation is need.

6.2 Contributions

Taken individually, each exploration contributes significantly to its domain in the specific

aspects it investigates.

The first exploration identified how different types of layout and context switching

tasks could be performed using interactive alternative views. The idea of passing content

across views in order to bridge distances also appeared elsewhere in literature [Khan

et al., 2004]. The development of the canvas portal framework was a contribution in

itself, as it allowed us to identify potential areas of improvement in existing alternative

view techniques when applied to wall displays, and provided a systematic way for creating

three novel interaction designs. One of these designs, the ScaleView portal was evaluated

through an informal feedback session, pilot studies and a usability session. The last

usability session in particular is novel in several respects: first of all the tasks performed

resemble tasks that are likely to be performed on wall displays; secondly, it indicated that

complex behavior in a wall display technique is often preferred to simple functionality that

requires extended motor effort; moreover, general trends of differences in how different

users use the display visually where identified, by tracking the visual focus of the user;

and finally the interaction patterns were graphically presented for the different tasks,

indicating how the display was viewed differently in each one of them by different users.

The second design exercise most importantly contributed the vacuum, a fluid and

lightweight remote reaching technique that allows for complicated functionality when

needed. In finalizing this design, several intermediate benefits were achieved. First of

all, a set of alternative interaction designs was proposed and their relative strengths and

weaknesses were discussed. Although only one of these designs was refined further, there
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is a potential for extending the others to eliminate their weaknesses and take advantage

of their strengths. In the process of redesigning the vacuum, we derived several new

design guidelines for remote reaching techniques. These, while followed in redesigning the

vacuum, may also benefit and inform any future remote reaching design for wall displays.

Finally, our work presented one of the first systematic evaluations and comparisons of

remote reaching techniques on wall displays in the presence of distracter targets.

The last design exercise explored the idea of recording and presenting visual changes

that might have been missed by the user due to the changes occurring in the background,

periphery, or at a time where the user was otherwise preoccupied. The first contribution

of this work is the characterization of the conditions under which visual information is

not seen by users. The remaining contributions are related to the specifics of designing

mnemonic rendering and its design space. The technique is applicable both in wall

displays, but also in desktop settings [Bezerianos et al., 2006]. Since it is image-based,

it may benefit all types of dynamic applications and data. The exploration of its design

space has lead to several designs for storing and presenting the stored data. Among

others, three restitution techniques are discussed together with their design variations,

as well as ways of grouping changed content and triggering restitution. Most importantly,

mnemonic rendering opens up the potential for new research in storing and visualizing

hidden changes in everyday computing environments.

The main contributions of this thesis are the derived, general purpose designs. Never-

theless, insights into the design process may also prove helpful to researchers attempting

to provide solutions to the same or similar problems on wall displays.

Our designs are always motivated by tasks we feel are relevant to wall display in-

teraction, which may be used as a reference point for future interaction research and

evaluations. By considering the identified tasks we were able to create a list of possible

interaction challenges and discuss desirable properties for new interaction designs. These

properties were followed in our designs, but may also prove useful in future research on
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wall displays, as they are based on observations regarding the nature of the medium,

namely its still uncharted application and use, and its vast real-estate that requires effort

minimization and careful design.

Finally, our design process is initiated by reflecting on interaction challenges unique

to the new medium, and refined through user feedback sessions. This practice in the case

of ScaleView portals provided some validation for our design principles, mainly effort

minimization, as well as indications that the real-estate of wall displays is used as a

reference by users, while interaction preferably takes place close to their location. In the

case of the vacuum, it enabled us to further refine our design principles: flexibility, but

not on the expense of transient use and fluidity, is desirable in remote reaching techniques.

This process motivated us to think of alternatives for enhancing the functionality of the

vacuum, which led to the use of hover. Finally, in the case of mnemonic rendering, it

motivated a thorough exploration of its design space and identified potential shortcomings

of the technique. Nevertheless, this design process needs to be further augmented by long

term studies of wall display use in real work environments, once wall displays become a

commercial commodity.

6.3 Future directions

6.3.1 Layout management

Even though the canvas portal framework supports all types of alternative view tech-

niques, our exploration of layout management and context switching designs for wall

displays has focused on solutions based on alternative views simultaneously present on

the display. Although this assumption is realistic, other designs need to be explored. For

example the use of virtual walltops and switching between them might be desirable in

some use scenarios. Or the use of canvas portals that are decoupled from the display and

may exist on PDAs or other interaction surfaces should be considered.
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Another assumption of our designs is that content on wall displays will rarely suffer

from issues like overlap and occlusion due to the extended display real-estate. Although

this is true for now, future uses of wall displays might involve multiple overlapping ele-

ments and techniques for dealing with overlap need to be developed. Existing techniques

for desktops [Beaudouin-Lafon and Lassen, 2000, Beaudouin-Lafon, 2001, Dragicevic,

2004, Baudisch and Gutwin, 2004] need to be re-evaluated for wall display interaction,

given issues that might arise with large distances (for example dragging over other win-

dows to flip between them might be cumbersome).

For the designs proposed in this chapter, detailed evaluation under everyday use is

needed to fully asses their benefits. Further design improvements can also be considered.

For example the focal areas of the described techniques have so far been rectangles.

We might let users create other shapes as well. We expect that more free-form shapes

could help users to better remember item groupings and portal and remote focal area

connections. Similarly, specific focal area shapes could have some schematic meaning, for

example skinny rectangles could be used for capturing areas of the display that contain

tools or menu bars.

We’ve observed that horizontal Division Bands are most often used for facilitating

the management of working and storage spaces, whereas vertical bands are most often

used for quick glancing actions or fast shortcuts and their lifespan on the display is

more limited. Although we’ve sorted the ordering of multiple Division Bands based on

this observation, further investigation of usage patterns of the different types of bands

could lead to a sorting and visualization mechanism better tailored to user behavior.

Furthermore, the direct creation mechanism of Division Bands and the bands’ ephemeral

nature indicate that they can be used to take state snapshots of the display and act as

a form of history of the virtual canvas, thus leveraging canvas portals’ time attribute.

However, we’ll need to solve the visualization challenges of depicting and navigating

groups of such history bands related to their spatial and temporal nature, as well as
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issues with system wide buffering, similar to mnemonic rendering.

Because weve focused on single-user techniques, our alternative views share the same

instances of on-screen objects. We use wall sized displays, however, so it is desirable that

the techniques be extendable to multi-user interaction. Although multiple users could

use some of our tools simultaneously without interfering much with one another (such as

the ScaleView and Window portals), adding functionality for context-sensitive objects

would require enhancing others, such as the Division Bands, to support multiple users.

This area clearly requires significant future research.

6.3.2 Remote reaching

Our exploration of remote reaching techniques that copy content close to the user, has

indicated a tradeoff between the size of proxies and their relative layout. Small proxies

can preserve the original layout of the display, but maybe hard to interact with. Full scale

proxies are easily viewed, but laying them out in a predictable and efficient way close to

the user is challenging. Although violating the application agnostic approach advocated

in this thesis, some work [Baudisch et al., 2003a, Collomb et al., 2005a] proposes the use

of semantic filtering for reducing the number of candidate icon proxies, by determining

which application icons are appropriate. This filtering addresses the problem specifically

for application icons. Nevertheless, more general filtering mechanisms can be thought of.

For example proxies could be grouped into clusters and presented as such to the user,

with most frequently selected proxies being more prominent. Thus frequently selected

items may be accessed at full resolution, while less used ones might need extra interaction

steps in order to be expanded at full scale. Clearly such filtering mechanisms need to be

evaluated in detail.

All our prototypes for remote reaching techniques have been designed such that both

the interaction and the visual effect of the interaction takes place close to the user. Clearly

such designs need to be evaluated against other types of remote reaching techniques, like
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virtual picking [Rekimoto, 1998, 1997], throwing interactions [Hascoët, 2003, Collomb and

Hascoët, 2004, Scott et al., 2005, Reetz et al., 2006] and input amplification [Robertson

et al., 2005, Forlines et al., 2006b]. Such a study has been performed for horizontal

display reaching on tabletops [Nacenta et al., 2005], where interaction and visibility

issues are very different to those of horizontal large displays, yet accuracy was not taken

into account.

Recent work in psychology and neurophysiology [Làdavas, 2002, Witt et al., 2005] has

indicated that the use of physical tools extends the notion of ”near” or ”peripersonal”

space, the way humans understand distance and plan their actions with the environment.

Wall displays are of the first digital surfaces that extend beyond the confines of periper-

sonal space and it would be interesting to investigate if the use of virtual mediators

(tools) similarly extends human peripersonal space.

Finally, the majority of remote reaching designs presented in previous and current

work make the implicit assumption that they are operated by a single user. Although

many such scenarios can be thought of, eventually multi-user remote reaching has to

be considered. Existing designs that introduce graphical elements across the display

(such as rubber bands [Baudisch et al., 2003a, Collomb et al., 2005a], arcs of influence

[Bezerianos and Balakrishnan, 2005a], etc) need to be refined to minimize clutter across

the interaction surface. Others that involve animated transitions of objects across the

display [Hascoët, 2003, Collomb and Hascoët, 2004, Scott et al., 2005, Reetz et al., 2006]

need to be completely redesigned.

6.3.3 Presentation of invisible changes

Mnemonic rendering has the advantage of being an application and data agnostic tech-

nique and may thus benefit any type of application or dynamic visual data. On the

other hand, because it is such a general approach, it can never lead to the sophistication

of change identification and explanation present in application or data specific designs
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[Endsley et al., 2003, Banbury and Tremblay, 2004, Tam and Greenberg, 2006, Baudisch

et al., 2006b]. Another issue that mnemonic rendering does not address is the display

of causality in hidden visual changes. Some changes in one part of the display might

be directly or indirectly responsible for changes in another location. If these types of

changes are not graphically or temporarily connected, their restitution might take place

separately and users may miss the underlying connections. Such causal effects may only

be explained when application and data specific designs are used. Thus integration of

generic and dedicated techniques for supporting change awareness requires further inves-

tigation. Nevertheless, the pixel visibility notion introduced in this thesis can be used

as-is to better handle existing designs aimed at revealing specific types of changes.

The mnemonic rendering interaction model assumes that the tasks performed by users

are not time-critical and encourages proactive navigation in hidden changes. Thus no

notification mechanism of the occurrence of changes is explicitly provided. Clearly tasks

in wall displays may also be time critical or buffered changes in some invisible locations

might have reached a point where the user needs to notified. Thus a combination of

mnemonic rendering with notification mechanisms could significantly enhance its appli-

cability.

Nevertheless, current notification designs [McCrickard and Chewar, 2005] need to be

re-examined when applied on large interactive surfaces, where content may reside outside

the user’s visual field. Moreover, not all applications dealing with dynamic data provide

notifications. In the same way that mnemonic rendering provides an application agnostic

buffering approach, approaches of notifying users of buffered changes, irrespective of

applications, may be considered. For example users could be provided with a ”notification

minimap” of the display, that highlights (using say color) the areas where visual changes

have taken place, indicating the most densely changed areas (by darker color). Or at the

edges of the area that is deemed visible to the user, markers can indicate that changes

have occurred in that direction. Other techniques could aim at attracting the user’s
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attention through peripheral vision. As motion detection remains fairly accurate across

the human vision range, we can imagine areas with many buffered changes wobbling at

a high sequence or becoming visually distorted, whereas remote areas with few changes

remaining fairly static. Of course all these designs need detailed examination, as they

introduce further user distractions.

Mnemonic rendering introduces potentially disturbing visual effects. Initial explo-

ration indicated that users are not hindered in their interaction while using mnemonic

rendering restitutions. Nevertheless, long term studies of everyday use need to be per-

formed to ascertain their benefits and potential usability issues.

Finally, mnemonic rendering was designed under the assumption of a single user

scenario. If it is to be used while multiple users concurrently interact with the wall display,

major design alterations need to be performed in order to minimize user distraction. An

approach for solving the multi-user issue may include social protocols. For example

different users may be responsible for different areas of the display and only content not

seen by any user will be buffered. Obviously such solutions need to be carefully designed

and restitution triggering mechanisms based on multiple users need to be explored.

6.3.4 Beyond these designs

This thesis presented different designs for addressing layout management, remote reaching

and hidden change presentation issues on wall displays. Clearly different designs, even

ones motivated by our prototypes and early designs, can be developed. We do not claim

to have completely solved the related challenges, but we feel we have provided both

motivational designs, and interesting design processes that can inform future research in

the field.

The issues discussed in this thesis and the developed designs address challenges for

single user interaction on wall displays. Yet wall displays are well suited for multi-user

concurrent interaction, due to their large real-estate that can accommodate multiple
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people, collaborating or performing independent tasks, for example in public settings

[Izadi et al., 2003, Vogel and Balakrishnan, 2004]. Thus existing research on single display

groupware (SDG), usually performed in desktop environments, needs to be adapted for

wall displays. For example interference between users might no longer pose an issue

[Tsandilas and R.Balakrishnan, 2005] as users can work concurrently on the large display

real-estate, at the potential cost of loosing awareness of collaborators’ actions due to the

space between them.
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